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Small town Germans:
The Germans of Lawrence, Kansas, from 1854 to 1918
Katja Rampelmann
The thesis, Small town Germans examines the lives of German immigrants in
Lawrence, Kansas, from 1854 to World War I. German-born immigrants arrived in
Lawrence after the Kansas-Nebraska territory was opened for settlement. The
numerous Emigrant Aid Companies of the North, and later, the railroads and the
Kansas Board of Immigration played an important role in attracting German settlers to
Kansas. To serve the growing German community of Lawrence, German immigrants
established two German-speaking churches in town; the St.Paul's Lutheran church and
the German Methodist Episcopal Church. A German-language newspaper, Die
Lawrence Germania, was published from 1877 until 1918 to inform its German readers
of news from the United States, Germany and Douglas County. Additionally, a
German gymnastic and social club, the Turnverein, served Lawrence's Germans as
important cultural and social center. By the time of World War I, second-generation
Germans refused to carry on their parent's ethnic background, and social pressures
from the dominant culture forced the German community of Lawrence to disappear.
Besides the reconstruction of German life and its institutions in Lawrence, Kansas, the
work compares the similarities and differences of German immigrants in metropolitan
areas of the United States and small towns. According to the results, Germans in
Lawrence had a different immigration experience than the Germans in metropolitan
areas, such as Chicago or New York. The acceptance and assimilation of the minority
group into the dominant culture led to a faster integration of German immigrants into
American society, but also resulted in the decline of the German community.
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Introduction

On the Great Plains Symposium on Ethnicity, at the University of Nebraska at
Lincoln in 1978, the participants voiced their battle-cry against urban ethnic studies,
and declared "the coming of age of rural social histories." Eleanor Turk complained that
"social historians have tended to concentrate their study on urban ethnic populations." *
Reviewing the scholarship on ethnic groups, one has to admit that scholars have
focused their research on metropolitan rather than rural areas. Metropolitan areas have
certainly become the home of a great number of different ethnic groups. A wide range
of industries and occupations have attracted newcomers, and have made cities desirable
places for settlement. Therefore, scholars have found an enormous amount of
information on the lives of immigrants which were the basis of many urban studies.
Cities, such as Cincinnati, Chicago, Pittsburgh, and over and over again New York
City have created an "urban tradition" of ethnic social histories.^
All these studies have added to our understanding of ethnic urban life, but I have to
agree with Eleanor Turk that "our formal understanding of ethnicity in America has

Eleanor Turk, "The Immigrant Experience in Kansas, 1860-1900: Considerations of Methodology for
a Comparative Study of German Immigration in Atchison and Wabausee Counties, Kansas," in
Occasional Papers of the Society for German-American Studies, eds. LaVcrn Rippley and Steven M.
Benjamin (Morgantown, West Virginia: West Virginia University, 1980),p. 114.
1

For urban ethnic studies, see: Ronald Bavor. Neigbors in Conflict: The Irish. Germans. Jews and
Italians of New York. 1929-1941 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988); John Bodnar, The
Transplanted: History of Immigrants in Urban America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985);
Oscar Handlin, The Uprooted (Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1973); Kathleen Neils Conzen,
Immigrant Milaukee. 1836-1860: Accommodation and Community in a Frontier Citv (Cambridge.
Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1976); Guido Dobbert, The Disintegration of a German Community: The
Cincinnati Germans. 1870-1920 (New York: Arno Press. 1980V David Gerber, The Making Of SP
American Pluralism; Buffalo. New York, 1825-fl? (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989);
Hartmut Keil and John Jemtz (eds), German Workers ip Chicago; A Documentary History of WoikingcalSS Culture Germans, 1850-Worid War I (Urbana: University of Illionois Press, 1988); Stanley
Nadel, Little Germany: Ethnicity. Religion, and Class in New York Citv. 1845-80 (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1990).
2
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been limited to the urban viewpoint. "3 Many members of the Symposium in 1978 have
since directed their interest to the rural aspects of immigration and ethnicity, and have
produced valuable insights on ethnic rural life.4
In this study, I also turn away from ethnic life in metropolitan cities. I will focus
my research on the German experience in a small town in Kansas. Here, a small town
means a place with a population less than 20,000 people. All over the United States,
small towns were selected by immigrants for their new homes. These places too, often
unknown outside their own state, played an important role in the experience of
immigrants.
To show their importance, I have chosen Lawrence, Kansas, a town in the northeast of Kansas close to the Missouri border, as an example of a "small town German
settlement." Founded shortly after the opening of the territory in 1854, Lawrence is
worthy of attention because of its political and economic significance among the towns
of Kansas. The convenient location of Lawrence on the Kansas River, and later its
railroad connections to the east and west, also made Lawrence the center of trade in
northeast Kansas. Thus it was chosen by a number of German-born families as a new
home.
The aim of this study is to explore the German community of Lawrence, Kansas,
from its formation in 1854 to its decline in the early part of the twentieth century. Of
special interest will be questions on how and why Germans moved to Lawrence.
Furthermore, I will look at how Germans preserved their language, costumes, and
belief and value-systems. Two German-speaking churches, a German-language

3

Turk. "The Immigrant Experience in Kansas, 1869-1900;' p. 114.

See Eleanor Turk's articles in Kansas History and Frederick Luebke's Ethnicity on the Great Plains
(Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1980).

4
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newspaper, and a German club, the Turnverein, existed in town. What was their role in
the community? Did the small town setting of Lawrence produce a different
immigration experience for Germans than in metropolitan areas?
I have already used the term "ethnic group" which needs clarification. A number
of scholars have defined the term "ethnic group." Among them are Charles Mindel and
Robert Haberstein who stated that "an ethnic group consists of those who share a
unique social and cultural heritage that is passed on from generation to generation."5
James Banks explained that "individuals who constitute an ethnic group share a sense
of group identification, a common set of values, political and economic interests,
behavior patterns, and other culture elements which differ from those of other groups
within a society... Ethnic groups are frequently identified by distinct patterns of family
life, language, recreation, religion, and other customs which cause them to be different
from others"^ Milton Gordon defined an ethnic group as " a group with a shared
feeling of peoplehood" based on race, religion, or national origin, or some combination
of all these categories.^
In Lawrence, Germans were primarily bound together by their shared national
origin, their common language, and their immigration experience. All German-born
immigrants were, therefore, members of the German community which expressed itself
in the formation of German speaking churches, a Turnverein and a German-language
newspaper. To the degree individuals participated in the activities of the German
community was their own choice. Very active members might have been members of
Charles Mindel and Robert Haberstein, eds. Ethnic Families in Amerika: Patterns and Variations. 2nd
ed. (New York: Elsevier Science Publishers. 1981), p. 5
5

James Banks, Teaching Strategies for Ethnic Studies. 2nd ed, (Boston, Mass., Allyn and Bacon,
1979), p. 10.

6

Milton Gordon, Assimilation in American Life; The Rote of Race, Religion and National Origins
(New York: Oxford University Press. 1964), p. 24.
7
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the German St. Paul's Lutheran Church and subscribers to the German newspaper.
Less active members might have been people who spoke German at home and shopped
at German stores. The main characteristic of the community was that its members
shared an identity which was based on their national origin and the use of the German
language.
Within the field of American Studies, social histories of an ethnic group are of
special importance. They allow reflection upon a single ethnic group, as well as on
American society because it allows for comparative ethnic studies. Furthermore, social
histories combine a wide range of research methods and materials. Economic and
political data, as well as biographies, oral and written histories, genealogy, and
literature studies are used to describe the life of American subcultures.
In this study, I have used a wide range of books and materials on ethnic groups in
the United States in general, and German immigrants in particular. Works which
introduced me to Kansas' and Lawrence's history, family histories, government
documents, local records, maps and photographs led me back into Lawrence's past.
There is no room to introduce all of them, but a number were particularly helpful. Most
background information on German immigration to the United States was taken from
Albert Faust's The German Element in the United States and LaVern Rippley's His
German-Americans.8 Faust's book covers the German experience in the United States
from the seventeenth century until the 1920s in a detailed way. Rippley also gives a
general history of German immigration. Both authors explore German-American
schools, theaters, architecture and newspapers. Howard Furer's The Germans in

America, 16Q7-197Q, and Dietmar Kuegler's Pie Deutschen in Amerika; die Geschichte

* Albert B. Faust, The Geman Element in the United States. 2 vols (New York: The Steuben Society
of America, 1927); LaVern Rippley, The German-American (Boston: Twayne Publishers,1976).

4
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der Peutschen Auswanderung in die USA seit 1683, as well as Wolfgang Koeliermann
and Peter Marschalck's article "German Emigration to the United States" in
Perspectives in American History, are chronological histories of German immigration
to the United States^. They examine why Germans came to America, where they went
and what jobs they took.
Frederick Luebke's Bonds of Loyalty and Carl Wittke's Oennan-Americans and
the War are studies on the German-Americans in World War 1.10 These books deal
with the political background of the conflict and the dilemma which many GermanAmericans faced with the outbreak of the war. They also examine anti-German feelings
throughout the country and the consequences they had for many German-American
communities.
For information on immigration to Kansas, I used Justice Neale Carmen's study
Foreign Language Unites in Kansas, as well as his unpublished manuscript which is
available in the University of Kansas archives.* * In his studies, Carmen gives useful
statistics on ethnic groups in Kansas. Tables on how many people of one ethnic group
settled in given areas, as well as the number of churches and schools, are given in the
book. The unpublished manuscript also includes a section on ethnic groups in
Lawrence.

Howard Furer, The Germans in America, 1607-197Q; A Chronology and Fact Book (New York:
Dobbs Ferry, 1973); Dietmar Kuegler, Die Deutschen in America: die Geschichte der deutschen
Auswanderung ill die U.S.A. seit 1683 (Stuttgart: Motorbuch Verlag, 1983); Wolfgang Koeliermann
and Peter Marschalck, "German Emigration to the United States," Perspectives in American History 8
(1973): 499-556.

9

Frederick Luebke, Bonds of Lovaltv (De Kalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1974); Carl
Wittke, German-Americans and the War (Columbus, Ohio: Jerome Ozer, Publisher, 1974).
1 0

Justice Neal Carman, Foreign Language Unites in Kansas. I: Historical Adas and Statistics
(Lawrence, Kansas: University of Kansas Press, 1962); unpublished manuscript by J.N. Carman,
Foreign Language Units in Kansas. II can be found in University Archieves, University of Kansas,
1 1

Carman, Box 2.

5

Frederick Luebke's Ethnicity on the Great Plains is a collection of essays on
different ethnic groups on the great Plains. ^ Several articles published by Eleanor
Turk in Kansas History on the Germans in Kansas, such as "The Germans of
Atchison," "Settling the Heartlands," and "German Newspapers in Kansas" were also
of help.

13

Local histories shed light on the development of Lawrence and also provided very
useful information. AT. Andreas' History of the State of Kansas, as well as Richard
Cordley's A History of Lawrence Kansas, from the First Settlement to the Close of the
Rebellion, and David Dary's Lawrence. Douglas County. Kansas: An Informal History
are only three of many such histories. ^
1

Another main resource for information of German immigration to Kansas was
census material. The Territorial Papers, the Kansas State Census of the years 1875 to
1925 and the Federal Census of the years 1860 to 1920 were useful on the number of
German immigrants to Lawrence throughout the years. The census material reveals the
names and numbers of family members, their age, occupation, place of birth and where
they had come from before moving to Lawrence.
Church records, city directories, plat books, tax records, and local newspapers
provided most important information on community life. The German alien registration
Frederick Luebke, Ethnicity of the Great Plains (Lincoln. Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press,
1980).

1 2

Eleanor Turk, "The German in Atchinson, Kansas, 1854-1859: The Development of an Ethnic
Community," Kansas History 2 (Autum 1979): 146-156; "Selling the Heartland: Agents, Agencies,
Press, and Policies Promoting German Emigrantion to Kansas in the Nineteenth Century," Kansas
History 12 (Autumn 1989): 150-159; "German Newspapers in Kansas," Kansas History 6 (Spring
1983): 46-64.
1 3

A.T. Andreas, History Of the State Of Kansas (Chicago: 1883);
Richard Cordley, A History of Lawrence. Kansas,fromfleFirst Settlement to the Close of the
Rebellion (Lawrene, Kansas: Lawrence Journal Press, 1895); David Dary, Lawrence. Douglas County.
Kansas: An Informal History (Lawrence, Kansas: Allen Books, 1982).
1 4

6

records of 1917-18 were important to determine how many German-bom Lawrence
residents had to register during World War I. This material included the person's data
and place of birth, the addresses of family members in Germany, fingerprints,
signature and pictures. Further, many strolls around Lawrence and visits to local sites
and private homes offered valuable insight into Lawrence's past and presence.
Chapter one deals with German immigration to the United States before and after
the Civil War. It also explores German immigration to Kansas, Germans during the
Civil War and local Lawrence history.
Chapter two covers a wide range of information on Germans in Lawrence. It
explains German network systems which were especially important for newly arrived
immigrants. It further looks at German settlement patterns in Lawrence, the German
boarding house, German women, and occupations of German settlers.
Chapter three is exclusively dedicated to the Lawrence Turnverein. The chapter
includes an examination of the German Turner movement in Germany and in the United
States. It then focuses on the history of the Lawrence Turnverein and its role in the
German community.
Chapter four explores the German-language newspaper Die Germania as well as
the German Methodist Episcopal Church and the German St. Paul's Lutheran Church
in town. It includes both histories and interpretations of all three establishments.
Chapter five deals with further issues which effected German immigrants in
Lawrence. Here, ethnic and race relations and prohibition in Kansas will be discussed
in the first part of the chapter. The latter part concentrates on the later nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries when the refusal of second-generation Germans to carry on
their ethnic backgrounds and World War I threatened the survival of the German
community in Lawrence.

7

No account can ever be complete but every effort has been made to give an
accurate picture of the life of the Germans in Lawrence. Limited to the scope of a
thesis, I am aware that certain areas still need further exploration. Other areas are
omitted totally. Among these areas are detailed information on family and household
structures, political involvement of Germans in Lawrence, German Jewish
immigrants, and a detailed discussion on class divisions.
For the convenience of my reader, I have translated all German sources into
English. I have tried to stay as close to the exact translations as possible. Therefore,
the quotations might lack the elegance and smoothness of a free translation. A number
of German terms have been retained in the text without translation because no adequate
translation could be found or the term has been accepted into the English language.

8

Chapter One
Finding a New Home: German Immigration to the United States

1854 - The Peak of Pre Civil War German Migration to the United States
Charles Ulrich caught the moment of arrival in the United States in his painting, In

the Land of Promise, Casflg Garden- Painted in 1884, he depicted the experience of
many thousands of immigrants from Europe who entered the United States every year.
In the picture a fair-haired women sits on a wooden trunk and quietly breast-feeds her
baby. She gazes into the emptiness of the air. She is surrounded by a number of men
and women who are resting on benches to recover from their long journey over the
ocean. Boxes, trunks, sacks, bottles and cooking utilities are piled up on the floor.
The rules and regulations of the Emigrant Landing Depot are posted behind her. The
white chalked room is filled with noise, talking, anxiety and fear. Castle Garden, New
York, was one of the main ports of entry to the United States from 1855 until 1890. In
1892, it was replaced by Ellis Island.

1

During the period in which Castle Garden was in full operation German
immigrants were among the largest of ethnic groups entering the United States through
its doors. For centuries, Germans have provided a constant stream of immigrants to
the United States fleeing poverty, wars and unsatisfying social and personal conditions
to a world that promised a better life (for statistical data on German immigration to the
United States, see Appendix I).

Ann Novotony, Strangers at the Door; Ellis Island. Castle garden, and the Oroat Migration to
America (Riverside, Connecticut: Chatham Press, 1971).
1

9

Map I: United States of America. Source: Mary Norton, David Katzman, Paul
Escott, Howard Chudacoff, Thomas Paterson, William Tuttle. A People and A Nation:

A History of the United States- (Boston, 1982), p. 978.
In 1854, when Congress declared the Kansas Territory open for settlement,
German immigrants had replaced the Irish as the number one ethnic group entering the
United States. German immigration reached its pre Civil War peak in 1854 when
215,000 Germans entered the North American ports. What had happened in Germany
2

to cause this exodus?

John Haywood, The Tragedy of German-Americans; The Germans m the United States during the
Nineteenth Century and After (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1940),p. 57.
2

10

The question why Germans left their home states to come to the United States has
been explored in much depth by a number of scholars in the field. Many push- and
3

pull-factors have been identified to explain German immigration. Here, it will be only
my responsibility to remind the reader of these general factors to set the German
emigration to Kansas in a broader context.
Among the many reasons for German mass immigration in the nineteenth century
was the changing economic situation in Europe. The industrial revolution caused a
shift from a feudal to a capitalistic market economy. Technological innovations,
commercial agriculture and urban and industrial growth in many European countries
lead to severe economic and social transformations which broke many traditional
patterns. New urban market demands forced small farmers and farm hands to leave the
land which was taken over by large commercial farmers.
Additionally, rising land prices made it difficult to buy land, so that people had
to find other ways to support their families. Thus, many peasants moved from rural to
urban areas where they expected better living-conditions and work. Although
manufacturing was growing at that time, it could not absorb the surplus of laborers.

4

Therefore, many people decided to leave their countries.
Furthermore, the end of the Napoleonic wars not only restored peace in Europe but
also brought an end to the "continental system of restricted trade." The opening of the
5

borders of the German states allowed cheap, industrial-made, foreign products to enter
the markets and threaten the position of the local craftsman who could not produce so

See, John Bodnar, The Transplanted; A History of Immigration in Urban America (Bioomington:
Indiana University Press, 1985); LaVern Rippley, The German-Americans (Boston: Twayne
Publishers, 1976); Haywood, Be Tragedy of tomian-Americans.
3

4

5

Bodnar, The Transplanted, pp. 6-15.

Rippley, The German-Americans, p. 41.
11

cheaply. These economic changes led to the upheaval of the 1830 revolutions and
subsequent political repression which also led to the exodus of many individuals or
small kinship groups.
The failure of the 1848 revolution produced a whole group of German immigrants
known as the Forty-Eighters. They favored establishing a democratic government for
Germany. After the attempt of the liberals was bloodily suppressed, thousands of them
fled the country to avoid arrests and prison sentences. Others decided that they would
rather live outside Germany than be suppressed by the government. This caused a
stream of political immigrants who turned to the democratic structures of the United
States for their future. According to LaVern Rippley, the number of Forty-Eighters
was still relatively small in comparison to the total number of German immigrants.
Only 4,000 to 10,000 revolutionist left the country, which Rippley notes, is small in
comparison to the 1,186,000 who left Germany from 1820-60.

6

Furthermore, the Irish famine in the 1850s and general European crop failure
resulted in further economic problems which forced many people to leave Germany.
On the other side of the Atlantic, in the United States, the same economic system
as in Europe was at work and created urban growth and industrial expansion. But
whereas in Europe the new market economy could not absorb the whole working
population and left many unemployed, in North America the system needed more
workers. The digging of the Erie Canal, the extension of the railroads, and other great
projects required work forces and offered opportunities to newcomers in the United
States.

6

Ibid. P 51.

12

Furthermore, improved sea-travel conditions made the journey from the old to the
new world easier and more tolerable. Instead of terrible conditions on board a sailing
ship, overcrowding, the risk of shipwrecks, fires and diseases, travelers
had more space, better food and less risks on most ships in the later part of the
nineteenth century. Improvement began around 1832, when the Bremen Senate
(Bremen, besides Hamburg, was one of the great German emigration ports) "enacted
revolutionary legislation requiring shipping companies to provide emigrant passengers
with sufficient food for the Atlantic crossing." This law soon made Bremen the center
7

Map II: The German States before 1871. Source: Zentralinstitut fuer
Geschichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften, Atlas zur Geschichte. (Leipzig, 1973),
p.93. 1: 6,000 000.

Turk, "Selling the Heartland," Kansas History 12 (Autum 1989), p. 152.

13

of German emigration. To keep up with the competition, Hamburg also introduced
legislation
protecting transatlantic travelers. In 1847, the Hamburg-America Shipping Line was
founded by Hamburg merchants who had among their vessels two steamships in 1853.
In 1848-49, the National Assembly at Frankfurt placed emigration under the control
and protection of the central government and encouraged the establishment of an
Emigration Office (Auswanderungsamt). These measures suggest that the German
8

government supported and promoted emigration. At the same time, many private
emigration societies in Germany and the United States were established to foster
emigration. One society in Germany, for example, was the Adelsverein which helped
German immigrants settle in Texas. In the United States, one can find, for example,
the Neuer Ansiedler Verein of Chicago which founded Eudora, Kansas, seven miles
east of Lawrence.
These push and pull factors have generally been accepted for the main body of
immigrants. Other, more local factors in many German states also led to migration.
Regional economic, political or religious problems, such as the vintage failure in
Wuerttemberg in 1850-53 also have to be kept in mind as reasons for immigration.
Scholars have emphasized that most immigrants entered the United States through
a network established by families and friends. Bodnar has illustrated the migration
network in detail. He points out that: "... immigrants seldom left their homelands
without knowing where they wanted to go and how to get there. Relatives and friends
constantly sent information back regarding locations to live and potential places of

Haywood, The Tragedy of the German-Americans, pp. 63-64.

14

employment." As we will see later, this network worked not only for the migration
9

across the Atlantic, but also for migration to second and third locations. Often, one
family member was the "pioneer" of the family, going one place first and then reporting
his experience back to family and friends. If his report was favorable, the family
decided to move. During the migration to Kansas, this network phenomenon worked
as well as in any other place in the United States.

Immigration to Kansas

"We cross the Prairie as of old
The Fathers crossed the Sea,
To make the West, as they the Earth,
The Homestead of the Free".
Song of the Kansas Emigrant

10

At the time that German immigration reached its peak in 1854, the KansasNebraska Territory was opened for settlement. Before 1854, this land was scarcely
settled by non-native Americans. Most of the early European settlers were hunters and
trappers. It was the home of a number of Indian tribes which were either natives of the
region like the Kansas and the Pawnee Indians, or who had been removed from the east
to make room for white settlers. When on May 25,1854, the House of Representatives
and the Senate passed the Kansas-Nebraska Act, which opened the Kansas Territory
for settlement, less than 1,500 white people lived in the territory.

11

Although land was now available to settlers, the dispute over slavery had made its
way to the west. During the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the question arose
whether Kansas would enter the Union as a slave or a free state. During the
9

1 0

Bodnar, The Transplanted, p. 57.
AT. Andreas, The History of the State of Kansas (Chicago: 1883), p. 313.

David Dary, Lawrence. Douglas County. Kansas: An Informal History (Lawrence, Kansas: Allen
Books: 1982), p. 19.
1 1

15

Congressional debate Southern representatives voted for the introduction of slavery to
the new area while Northerners favored banning slavery from the territory.

12

On January 4,1954, Stephen Douglas, the chairman of the Committee on
Territories, reported a bill in which he offered the following compromise: "First, that
all questions pertaining to slavery in the Territory, and the new states to be formed
therefore, are to be left to the decision of the people residing therein, by their
appropriate representatives, to be chosen by them for that purpose." Southern and
13

northern settlers raced to settle the area and secure it for their side. Pro-slavery
Missourians occupied the territory immediately and claimed the land. They organized
themselves quickly to prepare for the arrival of the unwanted emigrants from the north.
To ensure the settlement of abolitionists, numerous Emigrant Aid Companies from
New England promoted quick settlement of the area. Among these companies were the
Emigrant Aid Company of Massachusetts, the Emigrant Aid Company of New York
and Connecticut, the Union Emigration Society and various Kansas Leagues.

14

The Emigrant Aid Company of Massachusetts was considered the most efficient
agency of its kind in influencing and aiding anti-slavery emigration to the territory.

15

The company not only assisted settlers from Northern states, but it also recruited
recently arrived immigrants.

In a report on the Emigrant Aid Company of

Massachusetts dated May 1854, the writer explained:

1 2

1 3

Andreas, History of Kansas, p. 84.
Ml., p. 80.

The Emigrant Aid Company of New York and Connecticut was organized July 18, 1854, under a
charter granted by the legislature of Connecticut Its objects were of the same general character as those
of the Massachusetts Company. The Union Emigration Society was organized in Washington D.C. by
members of Congress and citizens opposed to slavery.
1 4

1 5

Andreas, History of Kansas, p. 84.

16

The foreign arrivals in America last year were 400,777. In the same
year, the emigration to the Western States, of Americans and foreigners,
must have amounted to much more than 200,000 persons....
16

The Emigrant Aid Company provided cheap transportation to the settlement
location and to aid settlement and community development by providing food at the
lowest prices. It also sent machinery, such as saw-mills, grist-mills, and in many cases
printing presses to each settlement for common use. By sponsoring foreign emigrants
it protected them against the fraudulent practices common in the main entrance ports of
the United States, such as New York and New Orleans. In the same report as quoted
above, the author explains:
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Map III: The State of Kansas. Simplified map. One inch equals approximately
85,22 miles.

Ibid.

17

The frauds practised on them [the European immigrant] by "runners'
and other agents of transporting lines in the State of New York, amount
to a stupendous system of knavery, which has not been broken up even
by the patient labor of the State officers, and by very stringent
legislation. The complete ignorance as to our customs in which the
foreign emigrant finds himself, and in more than half the foreign
emigration, his complete ignorance of our language, subject him to
every fraud, and to constant accidents.... The Emigration Aid Company
has been incorporated to protect emigrants, as far as may be, from such
inconveniences. Its duty is to organize emigration to the West and bring
it into a system.
1
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The report on the Emigrant Aid Company of Massachusetts outlining its service to
immigrants was widely broadcasted. It was immediately published in all the leading
newspapers of the Northern states. In response to this advertisement, many emigrants
who had been thinking about moving west joined emigration groups which were sent
out by the company. Many new arrivals were met at the ports to guide them to their
new homes. In the long run, the Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Company was not as
effective as its founders wished it to be. According to James Shortridge, only "some
two thousand came under the company's auspices.'

18

After Kansas became a free

state, organized settlement declined. Most settlers came in small groups or alone,
unassisted by companies. Kansas, admitted as a state in 1861, had passed the early
settlement stage.

Early Lawrence History
The town of Lawrence, Kansas, was established in 1854, very soon after the new
territory was opened for settlement. In opposition to the strong pro-slavery influences,
the Aid Emigrant Company of Massachusetts assisted northern settlers in establishing a

17 IBID.
JAMES SHORTRIDGE, "PEOPLE OF THE NEW FRONTIER: KANSAS POPULATION ORIGINS, 1865," KANSAS HISTORY
14 (AUTUMN 1991): P. 174.
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town close to the Missouri border to mark an abolitionist presence. The first settlement
group, or the "Pioneer Party" as Andreas called it, arrived in Lawrence in early June of
1854. According to Louise Barry, there was already one German-born emigrant
among the twenty-nine men who made up the group. The other members of the party
consisted of nineteen people from Massachusetts, three men from New York, five men
from Vermont, one settler from Washington, D.C., and one from Wisconsin.

19

The first German-bom settler was Arthur Gunther, listed as a clerk from
Wisconsin. In Barry's remarks beside the name in the list of the first settler group is
written: "settled in Douglas County; native of Germany and emigrated from
Massachusetts according to the 1855 census; was captain, Company H., Second
Kansas Cavalry, 1862-1865. "
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The early settlement did not include many Germans. The second Emigration Party
arrived in Lawrence September 11, 1854, numbered 67 people, and did not, according
to Barry's list, include any German-born settlers. The third party reached Lawrence on
October 7, 1854. This group numbered 86 individuals, among whom were several
foreign-born: one immigrant came from England, three from Switzerland and one entire
family from Germany. German-bom Peter Teason from Charlestown, Massachusetts,
arrived with his wife and his three children Rebecca (16), Henry (11) and Louise (4).
Although one might suspect that the early German settlement was founded by this
family, one has to keep in mind that most of the very early settlers did not stay close to
the settlement but moved further away from Lawrence to live on farms. Three more
Louis Barry, "The Emigrant Aid Company Parties of 1854", Kansas Historical Quarterly 8 (May
1943): p. 117.
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According to The Roster of Kansas Volunteers in the Service of the United States and the Report of
the Adjutant General of the State of Kansas. 1861-65. Gunther enlisted in the army on May 14, 1861
and was mustered out March 18,1865. During his service. Gunther served in the second Kansas
Infantry Company D, as well as the second Kansas Calvery Companies E and H. On March 8, 1862,
Gunther was promoted to the rank of a captain.
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emigrant parties arrived in the year 1854. Many of the emigrants came to Lawrence
21

only to leave again to go to other parts of Kansas. The Company claimed that some 750
individuals traveled to Kansas in its parties of 1854.

22

The earliest census, taken by C W . Babcock, Lawrence's first postmaster, in
February 1855, revealed that Lawrence had a population of 400. Forty-one of the
inhabitants were foreign-bom. Only seven of those foreigners were German-bom. It is
interesting to note that all seven individuals came from Massachusetts, presumably with
the assistance of the Emigrant Aid Company.
In 1855, the New England Emigrant Aid Company sent out a total number of 900
emigrants who came in ten more parties between March 1855 and July 1855. After
May 1955, the numbers of emigrants declined due to severe droughts in Kansas in the
winter and spring of 1854-55. The lack of timber and the scarcity of mills also added
to the disappointment of emigrants, and news of their discouragement traveled back
east to their friends and family members. The rising boat fares on the Missouri river
which were due to difficult navigation caused by the droughts, also discouraged
newcomers.
Although the problems outlined above discouraged new emigration to Kansas in
general, the Lawrence population steadily rose. One reason for the development of
Lawrence is that the settlers organized a government and institutions almost
immediately. In 1854, a constitution was adopted, officers were appointed, and on
October 6,1854, the settlement was named "Lawrence City" in honor of Amos A.
Lawrence.

23

By October 1854, the town was already laid out and by October 15,

2 1

4th party arrived in Kansas City on October 28,1854 (app. 230 people);
5th party arrived in Kansas City on November 18,1854 (app. 20 people);
6th party arrived in Kansas City in December (app. 30 people).
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Barry estimates the number to be about 670 people.
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1854, the first Congregational Church was formed.

24

Early in 1855, three Kansas

newspapers were established. One was the Herald of Freedom which appeared on
October 21, 1854. The second was the Kansas Free State, which published its first
issue on January 3, 1855. The third, the Kansas Tribune, started publication on
January 5,1855. By 1855, the first houses replaced tents and the Free-State Hotel was
built by the Emigrant Aid Company. Growth continued; town people established three
more churches in 1855. On January 16,1855, they opened the first school.

25

For the first few years, the little town by the Kansas River enjoyed prosperity.
Weekly, new emigrants arrived and new businesses were opened. In 1861, when the
slavery question was settled and Kansas became a free state, the fighting between
abolitionists and pro-slavery-men stopped and peace entered the area. Many "political"
emigrants who had settled in Kansas to fight for their political view, sold their land and
returned home.
Additionally, the general business decline which existed throughout the country
was felt in Kansas as well as in other parts of the nation. Business faltered and many
merchants who had hoped for new emigrants as customers were disappointed. In 1858
and 1859 a number of businesses had to close down and the owners moved back
east.

26

Amos Lawrence was treasurer of the New England Emigrant Company and belonged to a well
established family in eastern Massachusetts.
2 3

The church was named Plymouth Church because they believed that there was a close parallel
between the Kansas settlers and the pilgrims of Plymouth. See Cordley, A History of Lawrence.
Kansas, p. n.
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Though thefirstnumber of the Herald of Freedom was titled Wakanisa (October 21,1854), it was
edited and printed at Conneautvillee, Pennsylvania and sent back to Lawrence. The editor could not use
Missouri printing presses because of his anti-slavery views. The second number, however, appeared on
January 1st, 1855 in Lawrence. In the meantime a printing office had been established. For further
information on the early history of Lawrence, see: Dary, Lawrence; Cordley, A History Of Uwcnes,
and AT. Andreas, History of the State of Kansas.
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Cordley, History of Lawrence, pp. 161-162.
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In 1860, a terrible drought lasting thirteen months - from September 1859 to
October 1860 - destroyed much of the crops throughout Kansas and led the territory
into an even greater economic depression. A description conveys the situation:
In April, the ground was dry as ashes. Seed sown in the garden did not
even come up in many cases, and in some cases came up the next
spring, hale and hearty. On the rich bottom lands below Lawrence, and
a few other favored spots, there was little corn grown in the fields that
were sown early and well cared for. But over the country generally there
were thousands an acre from which not an ear was gathered.
27

During the years of hard times, a great number of German emigrants entered
Lawrence. The exodus of many settlers and the economic downturn had caused land
prices to fall; young farmers and businessmen could now afford to buy land.
Furthermore, peace in the territory removed an obstacle to settlement. Many Germans
looked for land where they could grow their crops and live in peace, or to practice their
religion, as in the case of many Mennonite communities. Since many of the emigrants
did not file their citizenship papers right after their arrival, they could not vote and
hence, could not participate in the campaign for a slave-free Kansas. According to the
Lawrence voting list of 1859, only 16 out of a total German male population of 55 had
the right to vote. So in 1858, when the political troubles had leveled out, Germans
moved into the territory in greater numbers. Among the emigrants were many
businessmen and craftsmen who preferred to settle in towns.
By 1860, according to the United States federal census, 84 people out of the total
population of 1,670 in Lawrence were German-born.

28

Two-thirds of the German

population belonged to family units (twenty-three family units in total). The
biographical sketches of two German emigrants in that early German settlement suggest
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ANDREAS, HISTORY OF KANSAS, P. 353.

COMPARE U.S. FEDERAL CENSUS FOR KANSAS 1860. AT SEVERAL POINTS A NUMBER OF 60 HAS BEEN
ESTIMATED. I COUNTED 84 GERMAN-BORN EMIGRANTS TO LAWRENCE.
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that most German-bom emigrants in Lawrence were the children of parents who left
Germany in the 1850s. Many Lawrence Germans emigrated in their youth with their
families. Alexander Marks, for example, "was bom in Germany on January 6, 1844.
His parents immigrated to the U.S. and settled in Albany, New York in about 1855. He
finished his education in Albany. In 1858, he settled in Lawrence, Kansas, where he
learned the watchmaking and jeweler's trade with David Prage." Marks worked for
Prage for nearly five years before they became partners in 1862. After Quantrill's
Raid, Prage sold his interest to Marks and moved to Leavenworth. After the raid,
Marks ran the business by himself until he was joined by his brother Salomon.
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The

name Marks is among the few German names from that early period of German
settlement that has survived into the late twentieth century; Mark's jewelry shop is still
on Massachusetts Street today.
A similar picture is drawn of August Menger who "was bom in Wildenspring
Schwarzburg Rudolfstadt, Germany, on January 6, 1844. His parents came to the
United States in 1856, locating in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In 1857, they moved to
Kansas and settled on a farm twelve miles from Lawrence. ' In 1860, he sought work
1

in Lawrence and learned the trade of boot and shoe making."
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The 1860 census also indicates that many German families lived in other parts of
the country before they came to Lawrence. Looking at the places of birth for many
children, one can see that, for example, the oldest son of the Baker family, three-yearold John, was bom in Ohio whereas their two-year-old daughter Catherine was bom in
Kansas. Two- year-old William Grunniermann was bom in Illinois, his two-month-old
Lawrence Daily Journal World, Lawrence Today and Yesterday (Lawrence, Kansas: Lawrence Daily
Journal World, 1913), p. 63.
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In Andreas' History of the State of Kansas, pp. 311-347, the author lists about 200 biographical

sketches of Lawrence residents. 15 sketches are about people of German origin. See, Alexander Marks

and August Menger on page 340.
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brother John in Kansas. Among the States from which Germans immigrated to Kansas
were Illinois, Ohio, Missouri, Michigan, and Pennsylvania.
After their arrival, many German families lived with each other. In later years,
German boarding houses were established to host newcomers until they found or built
houses of their own. Louise Oesch recalls that she, her parents and two sisters, shared
a house with her mother's cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Preisach and his business partner,
Mr. Stick. On the first floor of the house, which was located on Massachusetts Street,
Preisach and Stick ran the first furniture store in Lawrence. Until the early twentieth
century, many families lived in the same structure as their businesses. Preisach and his
partner, like many Germans, were craftsman and merchants. Among common
occupations were bakers, wagon-makers, saddle-makers and grocers.
In 1857, a number of Germans established a Turnverein which was an athletic
club as well as a social club. They built a hall on the southwest comer of Tenth and
New York Streets in an area east of Massachusetts Street, the main business street. It
is important that such a club was founded at an early date. Within four years of the
town founding, Germans marked their existence by establishing a separate
establishment. This indicates that there were already enough Germans in town who felt
a need to create a distinctly German society. Moreover, despite industrial needs to
establish houses and start businesses, they raised money to erect their own building.
Obviously, they viewed a Turner Hall as important enough to fund it (see, Chapter
Three: A Place like Home: The Lawrence Turnverein).
The pre-and post-1860 German settlement of Lawrence cannot be explained
without considering the influence of other German settlements in Douglas County. The
small town of Eudora, seven miles east of Lawrence and the farming community of
Stull, formerly known as Deer Creek, between Lawrence and Topeka, played important
roles in the development of the Lawrence community. Eudora was founded as a mostly

24

German town. In the summer of 1857, an association which was very similar to the
New England Emigrant Company, called Neuer Ansiedlungs Verein was formed by
Germans in Chicago, Illinois.
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In March, 1857, a committee was appointed to find a

suitable place for settlement and soon after the return of Heinemann, Barteldes and
Schleifer, the first settlement party was sent out to what is now Eudora. The party
arrived in Eudora on April 18,1857, and houses, businesses and churches were soon
erected.
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Since Eudora and Stull were primarily farming communities, the settlers traded in
nearby Lawrence. As Lawrence's business life on Massachusetts Street quickly
developed as the area's largest commercial center, many Eudora and Stull Germans
came to Lawrence to do their major shopping. But Eudora Germans soon founded
their own clubs, such as a Turnverein, and German speaking churches. Stull Germans
often went to Topeka in later years. Therefore, few Eudora or Stull Germans took part
in Lawrence's German activities. Nevertheless, in later years, many Eudora and Stull
Germans moved to Lawrence to learn trades and open businesses and, therefore,
became part of the Lawrence German community. Julius Fischer, for example, was
one of the founding fathers of Eudora and a member of the Eudora Town Company in
1857. He helped to lay out the town of Eudora and started the first saw mill during the
early settlement period. In 1868, he settled in Lawrence, where he built an ice-house
and opened a retail ice-business. Later, he became engaged in the shoe business.
Another example is Frederick and Henriette Deichmann who were married in Eudora in
1861. At that time, Frederick ran a butcher shop and a stock yard in the little town.
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Andreas, History of Kansas, p. 340.
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ML, p. 360.
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After QuantriU's Raid, they closed up their store and moved to Lawrence, where they
opened a meat market.

Lawrence Germans during the Civil War and QuantriU's Raid
Only three month after Kansas became a state in 1861, the conflict between
southern and northern states escalated in the outbreak of the Civil War. In general,
Germans as an ethnic group sided with the North, and German participation in the war
was wide-spread. Most viewed the North as a place of democracy and freedom.
Germans regarded the South, on the other hand, as a place in which there was a rigid
class system similar to the German states and was a reason why many had left
Germany.
Furthermore, economic factors influenced them. In the industrial north, workers
were needed to staff the factories whereas in the south, plantation owners opposed
European migration. The southern system seemed static, and did not welcome
independent wage workers. Slaves provided the labor needed to work the fields, so an
influx of immigrants would have caused a surplus of laborers.
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Additionally, Germans opposed the separation of the country. Being familiar with
the situation in Germany, most of them had just felt the disadvantages of a Kleinstaat
system.
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The thought that their new home would be as fragmented as the German

states gave them reason to fight for the Union.
Another factor which has been pointed out by LaVem Rippley, is the arrival of a
large number of young men who were especially suited for the military. "German
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Rippley, Pent^n-Americans, P- 58.

The term KlfJPfftflflt system is used to describe the fragmentation of one country into many little
states. At one point in history, the present day Germany was fragmented into over hundred little,
independent states.
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immigration to the United States at that time included a preponderance of males of
military age," Rippley explains. "Such young men often arrived without jobs and with
no family ties. Bounties for enlistment seemed to be the perfect interim solution to their
financial and domestic problems."
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Furthermore, scholars have argued that many Germans were already familiar with
military life prior to their arrival. Numerous men were trained in German regiments
and a great number had already participated in the Napoleonic Wars and other wars.
The belief that "service in the army also meant full American citizenship without the
fuss and delay of papers and applications" was also wide-spread.
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A study compiled by Benjamin A. Gould, Actuary of the United States Sanitary
Commission in 1869, summarized enlistments according to the place of birth.
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According to his calculation, there were about 176,817 German-bom soldiers in the
Civil War on the Union side. Faust and Rippley both note that this number is low,
since the place of birth was not asked for in the early enlistments. Dietmar Kuegler
estimates the enlistment of German-bom soldiers around 2O0,00O.
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Since so many Germans participated in the war, one is not surprised to find
exclusive German regiments in the armies. It has been estimated that around 36,000
German soldiers served in all German units.

39

Most German regiments could be found

in states such as New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Wisconsin.
35
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Benjamin Gould, Investigation in the Military and Anthropological Statistics of American Soldiers
(New York: 1869).
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Albert Faust, The German Element in the United States (New York: The Steuben Society of
America, 1927), pp. 522-526; Rippley, German-Americans, p. 62; Dietmar Kuegler, Die Deutschen in
Amerika» Die Geschichte der deutschen Auswanderung in die U.S.A. seit 1683 (Stuttgart: Motorbuch
Verlag, 1983), p. 126.
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With the outbreak of the Civil War, the state of Kansas found itself in another
struggle against southern sympathizers. Richard Cordley described that Kansans felt
that the war "was only a continuation and extension of the struggle which had been
going on in Kansas for the six years." Twenty-two Kansas regiments entered the
41

service of the Union army during the war. Cordley estimates that out of the total
population off 107,206 in 1860, some 22,000 enlisted in the army.
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The exact number of Lawrence men enlisted is not known today. Although the
Adjutant General's Report lists soldiers in each regiment by name, age, place of birth
and date of enlistment, some companies are omitted from the report. Therefore, an
exact estimate is not possible. From the remaining information, it is evident that men
from Lawrence enlisted in all twenty-two regiments. A great number of Lawrence
soldiers can be found in the First Regiment Kansas Voluntary which was recruited
between May 20 and June 3,1861.
Without complete data on Lawrence men, it is not possible to give the exact
number of enlisted German-bom men. Data from the Adjutant General's Report and
the 1865 State Census shows that at least twenty-seven Germans from Lawrence
enlisted. The majority were single males; only three out of twenty-seven were married.
Nevertheless, the total figure of twenty-seven underestimates the number. Information
in Henry Albach's History of the Lawrence Turnverein states that: "Forty-four of the
forty-eight members enlisted in the Union Army."
3 9
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Kuegier, pie Deutschen in Amerika, p. 126.
For detailed information on German regiments during the Civil War, see Faust and Kuegier.
Cordley, History of Kansas, p. 177.
Ml., p. 178.

Henry Albach, "History of the Lawrence Turnverein," unpublished manuscript, Kansas Collection,
University of Kansas. This sketch is only one page long and contains hardly any detailed information
on the club.
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Albachs's statement because he does not include any names of members in his history.
However, involvement of Turners in the Civil War was a common phenomenon.
Rippley points out that "on the whole, the Turner or German athletic society were quick
to volunteer, frequently as a bloc." The all-German regiments, mentioned above,
44

were often made up exclusively of Turners, such as the Ohio Volunteers and the 20th
New York regiment.
During the Civil War, the town of Lawrence was in a difficult situation. Only
forty miles from the Missouri border and with an distinct reputation as a Free-State
town, Lawrence was aware of the danger of the ongoing war. Rumors that southern
troops were ready to attack Lawrence circulated frequently. Small Missouri bands
terrorized the towns along the border, and many of them suffered from the danger and
destruction caused by these bands.
On August 21, 1863, a group led by William Clarke Quantrill raided Lawrence.
About 300 men organized in four companies destroyed most of the town site and killed
many male citizens and soldiers. The raiders, in bands of six or eight, systematically
took the town street by street. When Quantrill and his men departed from Lawrence, he
had left the town in total destruction. Richard Cordley describes the horrible picture
after the raid:
Massachusetts street was one bed of embers. On this one street,
seventy-five buildings, containing at least twice that number of places of
businesses and offices, were destroyed. The dead lay all along the
sidewalk, many of them burned that they could not be recognized, and
scarcely be taken up. Here and there among the embers, could be seen
the bones of those who had perished in the buildings and been
consumed. On two sides of another block lay seventeen bodies.
45

Rippley, German-Americans, P-63Cordley, The Kansas Annual Register, reprinted in Dary, Lawrence, p. 113.
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Cordley estimates that 150 people lost their lives and nearly two hundred houses had
been destroyed.
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Numerous stories about narrow escapes and the raid have been preserved by
many families. As Quantrill's Raid took on mythic proportions, it bound the
inhabitants together. As "survivors" they shared a common past. Their tales of escape
became the basis for their shared experiences.
The German citizens of Lawrence shared the misfortune of the raid with all
other people in town. Quantriirs raiders did not distinguish their victims by nationality.
Being German might even had been a disadvantage because Germans were widely
known as anti-slavery people. According to Cordley's list of people killed during the
raid, at least nine of the victims were German.
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In his history, we find the following

report about the death of two of them:
Mr. Ellis, a German blacksmith, ran into some com near his house, and
took his little child with him, For a time he remained concealed, but after
a while the child grew weary and began to cry. The ruffians outside
hearing the cry, ran into the field and killed the father, leaving the child
in the dead father's arms.
48

August Ellis had come to Lawrence with his wife Carrie before 1860. He was a
blacksmith and had lived with his family on Massachusetts street. At the time of the
raid, his only son Augustus was two years old.
Mr Albrecht, also a German, was sick in bed. The ruffians came into the
house and ordered it cleared at once that they might bum it. The family
carried him out on the matrass and laid him in the yard. In a few
moments some of them came out of the house and killed him in his
bed.
49
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The 1860 census shows that George Albrecht was married to Frederika and that they
had two daughters, Mary and Sophia. After the raid, the remaining family never
appeared in another census. Therefore, it has to be assumed that the family moved
away or Frederika Albrecht remarried and took a new name.
After the raid, the town soon recovered from the shock. Rebuilding started
nearly immediately. Houses were restored and the business block was rebuilt. The
bridge over the Kansas River which connected Lawrence with North Lawrence was
started in 1863 before the raid. After the interruption by Quantrill, work was continued
and the bridge opened in 1864. During the same year, the Union Pacific Railroad
began work on the Kansas line and by September 1864, Lawrence was connected to
its network. The rapid rebuilding of the town, the construction of the bridge across the
Kansas River, and the arrival of the railroads contributed to a new prosperity in
Lawrence. Furthermore, the town benefited from the building of a number of roads
that connected Lawrence with Topeka, Baldwin City, Eudora, Olathe, Atchison and
many other cities in Kansas and Missouri. The new ways of transportation opened
new opportunities to businesses in Lawrence and attracted many businessmen. Along
with the improvements in the transportation system came improvements in the
communication systems when the mail and telegraph services progressed. At the end
of the Civil War, the returning soldiers came home to a much larger and more
prosperous Lawrence than they left. Lawrence had moved into a new era which was
also marked by a strong influx of Germans.

Post Civil War German Immigration
After the Civil War, a new wave of German immigration to the United States set
in. Two factors that accelerated immigration after 1865 were the passage of the

Homestead Act in the United States and the ongoing Franco-Prussian Wars in
31

Germany. Under the Homestead Act of 1862, up to 160 acres of land were available to
settlers who agreed to settle and cultivate the land for five years. This made the United
States even more attractive whereas in Germany, military duty and other pressures
caused by wars led to an increasing number of immigrants. In 1871, German
immigration reached a high of 150,000 and in 1882, the number exceeded 250,000.
The victory of the North over the South at the end of the Civil War proved to
Germans again that America was the land of freedom and of unlimited opportunities.
One symbol of freedom and financial success was the American West. The western
states and the expanding railroads had skillfully managed to transform the image of the
West by a vast amount of propaganda. What was formerly thought of as a desert was
suddenly described as the Garden of Eden. Western states were anxious to populate
their land, and railroads wanted to bring in settlers who would create passenger and
freight traffic for their lines. As part of their construction contracts railroads had
received over 180 million acres of land from Congress which they could sell on cheap
terms to immigrants. Therefore, they produced English as well as German
50

advertisements to lure settlers to the western states. Many states established boards of
immigration or immigration commissions and sent agents directly to Europe to recruit
potential settlers.
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In February, 1864, Kansas State legislation established a Bureau of Immigration.
According to the first paragraph of the law, the governor could appoint two
commissioners of immigration to constitute the bureau. The main purposes of the
bureau were,
... to have power to appoint one or more agents to visit Europe for the
purpose of encouraging and directing immigration to this state, to make
5 0
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Strangers at the Poor, p. 94.

Rippley, The German-Americans, p. 90.
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contracts with railroads and packet companies, for the purpose of
securing low rate of fare to immigrants, and to perform such other
functions as may be necessary to secure the ends aimed at in this act.

52

Furthermore, the act required the Bureau of Immigration to compile an annual report to
the legislature including all statistics and facts relating to the character and resources of
the state, to collect daily meteorological records, and to report on the amount of land
vacant or cultivated in the counties. The act appropriated $ 5,000 to the Bureau of
Immigration to pay agents to go to Europe and to cover any other expenses of the
bureau.
In 1884, C B . Smith, Kansas Commissioner of Immigration published a
pamphlet called Official Facts about Kansas. In his introduction he claimed that:
Once called a "desert", the state is now a garden. The coyote is
displayed by the Marino. The mustang is succeeded by the Norman.
The buffalo has turned over the prairies to the Burham. Com tassels
wave where Osage danced. The wheat crop grows over the old prariedog village. The sun that crept over wigwam and cotton wood, shines
on orchard and meadow. Yet there are few who have begun to realize
the comparative greatness of the State. The pamphlet is to show actual,
statistical comparison, that Kansas is a worthy colleague of the first
states in the Union.
53

In his characterization of the state, Smith proudly illustrated how the landscape had
been transformed to suit white settlers. He used the traditional image of the garden to
indicate Kansas' fertility, order, and beauty. Native animals and plants had been
replaced by animals and crops known to white settlers. To illustrate that Kansas was
not inferior to the eastern states, the author used statistics to convince his readership of
the qualities of the state.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad company, in connection with their
Land Department, created a branch for foreign immigration work under the
5 2

The General Statutes of the State of Kansas (Lawrence, Kansas: 1868), Chapter 48, p. 519.

Kansas Bureau of Immigration. Official Facts about Kansas (Topeka, Kansas: 1884), introduction.
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management of a federal Foreign Agent. This officer sent out agents to all European
countries equipped with pamphlets and maps in German, French, Dutch and other
languages. Furthermore, railroad lines invited prominent representatives of the press to
Kansas to visit the state as guests of the company. These press excursions also insured
advertisement in foreign papers.
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Most literature about Kansas, which was mainly directed at future farmers,
included a detailed description of the quality of soil, the character of climate, statistics
on cultivated land and available areas, tables on the com and wheat harvest in different
counties, and how much stock existed. Information also included details on churches,
schools, mining and manufacturing in the different counties.
Many materials were directly aimed at European emigrants. In an advertisement
for Kansas which was published in 1875, the author Wayne Greiswold claims that:
Kansas presents the finest chance in the world for the European
emigrant. To the millions of laboring men and women all over Europe,
who are struggling for a mere living, with little hope of bettering their
condition, emigration presents a certain guarantee for food, cheap
homes for themselves and families, and that in a free country, where
liberty rests upon constitutional law, giving all equal rights. Nearly 50
million acres still remain, rich in soil, prairie, and valley, spread out in
beauty and grandeur, invite, yea, entreating, all the sons and daughters
of Europe to leave the useless life-struggles beneath the imperial
governments of the Old World, and come to free America, and get
themselves independent homes on the vast, rich fields of Kansas ...
With ordinary care and labor, you are certain to secure good homes and
independence for yourselves and children - come, then, one and all.
55

Here the author pictures Europeans as people deprived of basic living conditions and
civil rights. To escape their poor standards, Greis wold suggests immigration to
Kansas to secure minimum living conditions and equal rights. In contrasting both

5 4

The Commonwealth, "Kansas in Europe," July 23, 1881.

Wayne Gieiswold, Kansas:Her Resources and Developments or the Kansas Pilot giving a direct
Road to Homes for Everybody (Cincinnati: Robert Clark and Company, 1871), p. 85.
5 5
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political systems, he states that in an imperial government, men and women have to
"struggle" for their lives whereas in "free America," care and labor promise success and
freedom. It is obvious that the writer exaggerated the situation in both countries. In
advertising the rich soil of Kansas, he forgot to mention the droughts which had
occurred not only in 1860 but also in later years. For many years, before and after the
great waves of emigration, grasshoppers, droughts, dust storms, tornados, and other
natural disasters swept Kansas. Although Kansas soil is still rich today, the crops need
a lot of water and irrigation remains a problem. Nevertheless, the advertisements
attracted many people to Kansas.
Advertisements usually implied that the settlers had only to bring their energy and
their labor to make a comfortable living. However, not only did advertisements
promised riches, but riches were needed to settle in Kansas in the first place. To buy
land, equipment and build houses, the new settler needed sufficient funds to create his
future fortune. It was known to most settlers that money was needed before they could
move west. Neuestes von Kansas (The latest News from Kansas), a German-language
pamphlet published by the Atchinson, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company in
1881, promoted immigration, especially for farmers, and plainly laid out the finances
needed for settling in Kansas. Besides the usual description of Kansas, the author
writes:
Maenner mit Kapital sind erforderlich, weil dieselben hier durch das mit
der Viezucht so vortheilhaft verbundene System der Landwirtschaft den
allerbesten Gebrauch von ihrem Geld machen koennen. Mit einem
Kapital von 4000 Mark kann sich hier ein Landwirth eine Farm anlegen,
doch um sich ordentlich einzurichten, ist ein Kapital von 6000 bis 7000
Mark erforderlich.
56

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, Neuestes von Kansas. (Hamburg: D.F. Richter, 1881).
Translation: "Men with capital are needed to make use of their money in the most profitable way by
engaging in farming and life-stock raising. A farmer can buy a farm with a capital of 4000 Marks. But
to settle down most comfortable, capital of 6000-7000 Marks are needed."
5 6

Economics thus played the most vital role in emigration. German emigrants who moved
from the older states of the Union to Kansas were primarily economically motivated.
Due to a growing population in states such as Iowa, Ohio, Wisconsin, Indiana, and
Pennsylvania, prices for land rose significantly. The price increase made it difficult for
both newcomers and older settlers to buy land. Families with more than one son had to
split their farms because the purchase of new farms was difficult. By selling their land
in the older states at higher prices, many families were able to buy farms in Kansas
which were up to 20 times larger than those they had left. Therefore, many Germanbom emigrants came from other parts of the country to purchase cheap farm land.
The population increase and the completion of railroads and roads also attracted
many merchants to towns like Lawrence. The rapid urban development of the town
promised financial success to many shopkeepers who expected Lawrence to become a
major western trading point. The establishment of the University of Kansas also
brought new people, students and faculty members, into town. To many Easterners,
the presence of the University ensured that education and culture would not be
neglected in the "west" and promised a culturally rich life.
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Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Nt»nestp.s von Kansas. German- language
advertisement to attract German settlers to Kansas. Kansas Collection, University of
Kansas Libraries.
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Chapter Two
Germans in Lawrence, Kansas
Family Networks
Besides the efforts of the Kansas Bureau of Immigration and various railroad
companies, German immigrants were also brought to Lawrence by a close kinship
system. John Bodnar has pointed out that kin and friends were free to assist each
M

other in entering America by providing access to jobs and houses and supplying
important information of labor market conditions." Although Bodnar's work
1

concentrated on the role of kinship systems in industrial regions such as the coal mine,
mill, railroad, and other industrial areas, kin relations can easily be found in migration
to agricultural areas as well. Robert Ostergen, for example, has illustrated the kinship
2

networks of a Swedish community in their move from four villages located in the
parish of Raettwick, Sweden, to Minnesota and Dakota.

3

Immigrants relied on

kinship ties for knowledge of work opportunities and available lodging. As mentioned
above, immigrants wrote back home to friends and relatives to inform them about living
and working conditions in certain areas. Often, husbands, fathers, brothers and sisters
sent back money for relatives to join them in the United States. After their arrival

John Bodnar, The Transplanted; A History of Emigrants in Urban America (Bioomington: Indiana
University Press, 1985), p. 83.
For a closer examination of Bodnar's work see, John Bodnar, Worker's World. Kinship. Community.
and Protest in an Industrial Society. 1900-1940: (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1982);
Bodnar "Immigration, Kinship, and the Rise of Working-Class Realism in Industrial America," Journal
of Social History 14 (Fall, 1980): pp. 45-65; Bodnar, Weber and Simons, "Migration, Kinship, and
Urban Adaptation: Blacks and Poles in Pittsburgh, 1900-1930," Journal of American History. LXVI
(December 1979); Bodnar, Weber, and Simons, Lives of their Own. (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1982).
1

2

Robert Ostergren, "Kinship Networks and Migration, A Nineteenth-Century Swedish Example,"
Social Science History 6 (Summer 1982): pp. 293-320.
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"relatives stood ready to assist. Whether one needed a place to reside, a contact through
which to acquire a job or financial and emotional support, a relative was invariably
involved."

4

In the move to Lawrence, Kansas, many Germans relied heavily on kinship
networks for support to cross the Atlantic. In her family history, Louisa Albert Mueller
recalls that her father William Albert left Germany with his cousin August Hartmann in
June 1882 to immigrate to the United States. Both men went from Bremen to New
York and continued their journey to St. Louis, Missouri, to stay with their uncle Chris
Keiser. In January 1883, they visited another uncle in Lawrence, Kansas, where they
finally settled. Before William Albeit had left Germany, he had promised his
sweetheart Dorothea Bueker that he would send for her as soon as he had saved enough
money for her fare. One year later after William had left, Dorothea, together with
William's sister Lena, was on her way to Lawrence, Kansas. Both women stopped
again in St. Louis before they reached their destination. Soon after their arrival,
William and Dorothea were married in Lawrence.

5

Family ties remained important to the immigrants' adaptation to Lawrence.
Especially among Lawrence business men, one can find a number of German brothers
)

who established shops together. Among the many examples are Theodor and August
Poehler who left Germany together in 1850. They settled in Burlington, Iowa, before
they moved to Lawrence to open a grocery business in 1866. Another example are the
Boener Brothers. Before 1893, William Boener had established a grocery store on
Massachusetts Street. In 1896, William sold his store to William Hickox when his
brother Henry joined him in Lawrence. Both men started a successful cigar factory in
4

5

Bodnar, Worths World, p. 13.
William Albert and his familyfile,Douglas County Historical Society, Lawrence, Kansas.
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which a third brother, Johan, joined his older brothers. The business was known as
the Boener's Brothers Cigar Manufacture. Alexander Marks, one of the early German
6

settlers, was joined by his stepbrother Salomon. Both brothers worked together for a
number of years until Salomon opened his own jeweler shop only one block south of
Alexander's. In this case, Alexander provided Salomon with employment and,
probably, with capital to finance his business.
But kin networks provided more than just employment in Lawrence; it also
secured housing. A large number of Germans lived with other German families at one
point in their lives. Newly arrived family members stayed with relatives or friends until
they had found their own housing. Others shared houses to split costs. In later years,
extended families lived together. It was not uncommon for daughters and sons-in law
to move in with parents. As mentioned above, Loise Oesch's family first shared a
house with her mother's cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Preisach. In later years, Mr. and Mrs.
Oesch shared a house on Ohio Street with their daughter and son-in-law, William
Wiedemann and their children. Sharing a house meant pooling resources and an
increase in the standard of living. Cooperation of family members was important to
secure rapid economic success in Lawrence.

German Settlement Patterns in Lawrence
Where were the houses located that German families shared? Did Germans in
small towns like Lawrence settle in clusters as they did in large urban areas? Or did the
small town atmosphere prevent certain areas from being turned into ethnic enclaves?
Kathleen Conzen has argued in her book Immigrant Milwaukee that "almost three

One further example of businesses opened by brothers are Leo and Simon Steinberg who operated a
dry good store.
6
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quarters of all German households in 1850 reside in areas of German dominance, over
four fifths by I860." James Bergquist also agreed that Germans in urban areas settled
7

in distinct German neighborhoods. In a description of a German district in Philadelphia
he states that,
typically, the German area began not far from the central business
district, and extended outward to more newly settled neighborhoods,
including small acreages on the edge of the city. Within it a visitor could
walk for blocks, perhaps for miles, hearing little else but strange
Teutonic sounds. The pervasive "foreignness" of the district was
reinforced by the sight of shops bearing signs in German, restaurants
and public houses advancing their German fare, German bookshops and
newspaper offices, German physician, grocers and bank houses.
8

The illustration above demonstrates a very independent and self-contained community.
In Lawrence, German settlement patterns took a different form. In my discussion
about residential areas in Lawrence, it is important to clarify some terms. I will talk
about East and West Lawrence, taking Massachusetts Street as the dividing line.
Therefore, the area identified as East Lawrence is the region east of Massachusetts
Street to Delaware Street running east and west, and present day Sixth and Eleventh
Streets running north and south. This area has also been called "the Bottoms." I will
9

call it the Lawrence Lowland. The region identified as West Lawrence covers the area
west of Massachusetts Street to Maine Street running east and west, and present day
Sixth and Eleventh Streets running south and north. This area I will call the Lawrence
Highland. The linkage of city directory, census, and tax roll information for the years
from 1860 to 1915 make it possible to assess residential concentration or separation in
Kathleen Neils Conzen, Immigrant Milwaukee. 1836-186Q; Accommodation and Community in a
Frontier Citv (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1976), p. 133.
7

James Bergquist, German Communities in American Cities: An Interpretation of the NineteenthCentury Experience," Journal of American Ethnic History 4 (Fall 1984), p. 9.
8

M

Kathy Ambler, "Identity Formation in the East Lawrence Neighborhood," unpublished paper, Kansas
Collection, University of Kansas; Bridget Cain, "Prostitution and Criminal' Behavior in Lawrence ,
Kansas 1900-1915," unpublished paper, Douglas County Historical Society, Lawrence, Kansas.
9
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the town. German landownership in the years mentioned above has been illustrated in
maps four to nine.
From the early days of settlement in Lawrence, the east and west part of town had
developed differently. According to Kathy Ambler, in the first years of settlement East
Lawrence lay in a disputed area of town claimed by John Baldwin as well as by the
Emigrant Aid Company. Therefore, the Town Association did not develop the area
until the dispute was settled before a commission in 1855. In the meantime, growth
had been taken place to the west of Massachusetts Street.

10

By 1865, the Lowlands

were still considered a less desired place for settlement as the tax records of the year
indicate. Lowland property was valued only $ 2.00 per lot whereas Highland
properties were sold for $ 5.00 per lot.

11

The low price might have been the reason

why German families started to move into the area as early as 1860. By 1861, Henry
Martin, a German, had built a house on the 800 block of Rhode Island Street. The
1860-61 city directory indicates that seven out of twelve German families listed in the
book lived east, and only three families lived west of Massachusetts Street.

12

The

remaining two families lived on Massachusetts Street. In the remaining discussion, I
will classify families living on Massachusetts Street as residents of a mid area of
settlement. Since Massachusetts Street was the main business district, it cannot be seen
as a residential area.
By 1865, the number of German families listed in the city directory had increased
to 18, of whom ten lived on the east side, five lived on the west side and three families
lived on Massachusetts Street. This indicates that twice as many families lived in the
1 0

11

AMBLER, "EAST LAWRENCE'S IDENTITY," PP. 4-7.

ML

P. 12.

THE FAMILIES WERE FIRST IDENTIFIED BY PLACE OF BIRTH IN THE CENSUS MATERIAL. INDIVIDUALS CATEGORIZED AS
GERMAN-BOM WERE THEN IDENTIFIED BY NAME IN THE CITY DIRECTORIES.
1 2
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Lowland area as in the Highland area. The taxrecordsof the same year also indicate
that out of 28 lots owned by German families, 15 were located east and only 8 were
located west of Massachusettses Street. 5 lots on Massachusetts Street belong to
Germans.
Throughout the succeeding years, the number of German families and German
landownership rose and finally leveled out on both sides of town. In 1875-76, 20 lived
on the east side and 14 on the west side of town; 7 families resided on Massachusetts
Street. By 1885, the number of east and west German residents were the same. Thirty
German families lived on both sides of Massachusetts Street. The same result can be
found in 1905, where 23 families lived east and west of Massachusetts Street. By
1915, the numbers were still about even. East Lawrence had sixteen German families
and west Lawrence had seventeen families, (see Table 1) According to the information
above, German families lived broadly diffused on both sides of town.

Table 1: German family distribution on the east and west side of Massachusetts Street
from 1860 to 1915 according to the city directories
Year
1860
1865
1875
1885
1895
1905
1915

Total Number of East Resi- West Resi- Massachusetts Street
German Families
dence dence
Residence
12
18
41
64
63
50
38

3
5
14
30
25
23
17

7
10
20
30
30
23
16

2
3
7

4
8
4
5

Why then was East Lawrence thought of as a German neighborhood? The answer
can be found in the tax records. Although not all German families lived in the Lowland
area, a great number of German families owned land in this area. In 1875, for
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example, August Poehler lived on Tennessee Street, the west part of town, where he
owned six lots. But he also owned 1 lot on New York Street, 1 on New Hampshire
Street, 1 1/2 on Massachusetts Street, 1 on Vermont Street and 8 on Ohio Street.

13

Over the years, German land ownership in east Lawrence increased, although
many owners lived throughout town. One reason for the concentration is that the
railroad built their depots on the east side of town close to the river on Delaware Street.
Many Germans who were merchants on Massachusetts Street purchased land to build
storage facilities for their goods close to the railroad lines. John Rahskopf, for
example, owned the south half of one lot on Massachusetts Street as well as lots 79
through 85 on Pennsylvania Street; the Menger family must have been one of the
wealthiest German families in town in 1895, when they owned thirty-six lots in East
and West Lawrence.
Another reason why East Lawrence was considered a German neighborhood, is
that east Lawrence Germans lived closer to each other than did West Lawrence
Germans. Although the numbers on both sides of town were not significantely
different, the density in which Germans settled was higher on the east than on the west
side. Ward divisions do not explain this clustering. The numbers of German families
in wards one and two or West Lawrence and the numbers in ward three and four or
East Lawrence are about the same. But Germans lived in closer proximity to each other
in wards three and fourth than one and two. Whereas in the Highland area, one
German family lived at least one block from each other spread over all eight Streets
running east-west (Massachussetts to Maine Street), in the Lowland area, German
families lived mainly on three streets (New Hampshire to New York Street).

The lots on Massachusettses Street were divided in the north and south half. Therefore, landowners
on Massachusetts Street usually owned only a half block.
1 3
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Therefore, the density and "visibility" of Germans on the east side must have been
greater than on the west side.
Another factor why East Lawrence was connected with German immigrants is that
the German Turnverein, the German Methodist Episcopal Church and German
Lutheran Church (at least until 1896) were centered in the Lowland area. Many
German social activities centered on Rhode Island and New York Streets. They settled
there because when they were founded more German families lived on the east than
west side. In 1896, when the German Lutheran Church built their own church, they
moved to Illinois Street, on the west part of town because a number of their members
lived over there. The separation of the German social centers also indicates that
Germans did not cluster in Lawrence but settled throughout the town.
The division was not based on class distinctions. Although the cast part has been
stigmatized as a "working-class neighborhood" because of its diverse ethnic and racial
population, most German residents cannot be considered members of the workingclass. They were merchants or craftsmen who owned stores on Massachusetts Street,
just like their friends on the west side. Frederick Deichmann, who ran a meat market,
Charles Achning (hardware store), Julius Fischer (ice-house) and the Steinberg
brothers (clothing store) were all residence of Rhode Island Street. These people were
not only owners of their lots on Rhode Island but also landlords of their properties on
Massachusetts as well as many other properties in town. The advantage of their
location was that they were only a few blocks away from their work place. Julius
Fischer's ice house was only two blocks away from his home. The others could also
easily reach their stores on Massachusetts Street on foot.
After 1900, when the reputation of East Lawrence declined, many first-generation
Germans were too old to move. They had spent most of their lives in their
neighborhood and were not ready to move even after parts of east Lawrence were
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known as the Red Light District.

14

Younger German families and second-generation

Germans usually made the move to the west side when they were old enough to
establish their own families and homes.
Ethnic setdement patterns in small towns seem to be different than urban areas.
German homes in Lawrence were broadly diffused throughout town whereas Germans
in urban areas were more likely to cluster in separate areas. One reason for this
phenominon might be connected to the premigration experienece of German families
who moved west. Most families had lived in other parts of the country before they
moved to Lawrence. Therefore, they were usually aquainted with American life and
did not need much support from a German neighborhood. Although Germans in
Lawrence lived throughout town, the district east of Massachussetts Street, between
New Hampshire and New York Street, was recognized as main focal point of German
institutions. In early years, the Turnverein and the Geman-speaking Methodist Church
had erected buildings here which signaled to other residents that German social life
centered in this district. East Lawrence had further gained a reputation of being a
German neighborhood because much of the land which was close to the railroad lines
was owned by German merchants.
East Lawrence was not so much German as it was ethnic. During the time when
the railroad was built, Irish, Canadians and Blacks moved to Lawrence to work for the
railroads or other industries. According to Kathy Ambler, "these men and their families
joined the other foreigners in Lawrence settling east of Massachussetts Street near their
work and near boarding houses. The location of this neighborhood of working-class
men and women was important as they could easily walk to employment on

Cain, "Prostitution and Criminal Behavior."
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Massachsussetts Street and booming industrial areas along the river's edge."

15

Closeness to shopping and working places was important to all social classes since the
streetcar and the automobile did not reach Lawrence before the late nineteen century.
But since Germans shared their area with other ethnic groups in East Lawrence, they
settled closer to Massachusetts Street. The area east of New York was either taken by
storage facilities or other ethnic groups. Therefore, Germans in East Lawrence settled
more closely to each other than did Germans in West Lawrence.

Ambler, "East Lawrence's Identity," p. 15.
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The German Boarding House
A common form of housing was the boarding house. Many newcomers who
could not stay with friends or relatives, or came to Lawrence without a network, rented
a room or bed in one of the numerous boarding houses in Lawrence until they found a
permanent home. Family units usually used boarding houses for shorter periods of
time than did single men and women. Boarding houses have a long tradition in
Lawrence. The very first house erected in the city was the "Pioneer Boarding House"
in 1854. It was established right after the first party of settlers arrived in Lawrence and
is described as an "A" shaped structure which had walls out of cloth. The building
housed the first settlers until the saw mill arrived to cut timber for the construction of
cabins and houses.

16

In April 1856, the Emigrant Aid Hotel was completed which also

housed travelers and new arrivers to the area.
In 1860, the city directory announced only one boarding house and five hotels.
The boarding house belonged to Henry Martin, a German settler, and was located on
the 800 block of Rhode Island Street. At the time, it was the only building on the
block. His residence was listed as boarding house in the 1860/61 directory, but he also
was listed as a saloon keeper on Massachusetts Street. In the 1865 census, he is only
listed as saloon keeper and by then, the family had moved to the location of the saloon
on Massachusetts Street. This might suggest that Elizabeth Martin ran the boarding
house while her husband ran the saloon. From 1868 on, the number of boarding
houses and hotels rose to meet the housing demands of newcomers.
The boarding house located on the north-west comer of New Hampshire and
Warren Street (Ninth Street), later 845 New Hampshire, is worth special attention

James Malvin, "Emergency Housing at Lawrence, 1854," Kansas Historical Quarterly 21 (Summer
1954): pp. 41-42.
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because it was owned and run by a German family for thirty years and hosted mainly
German boarders.
The Biebusch family was one of the early German families in Lawrence. Henry
Biebusch was born in Prussia, Germany, in 1821. At home, he learned the building
trade and emigrated to the United States when he was eighteen years old. Anna
Kaltenberg was a native of Schleswig-Holstein, Germany, and came with her family
also at the age of eighteen. Anna and Henry were married in March 1857 and came to
Kansas. After their arrival, Henry Biebusch soon found work as a carpenter in
Lawrence, and at the time of QuantriU's Raid in August, 1863, he had purchased a lot
and just completed a house on the comer of New Hampshire and Warren (Ninth
Street). The new house was completely destroyed by the raiders, but soon rebuilt
again.

17

By 1865, Henry Biebusch was engaged in the boarding house/hotel business.

The "Germania House," as it was called in 1865, boarded primarily German-born
guests. Most of Biebusch's renters were single males and females of various ages.
Women were primarily employed as domestic servants; men were engaged in various
crafts and trades ranging from carpenters, clerks, plasterers to day laborers. Although
the "Germania House" can be seen as a boarding house for German people, the renters
came from all different parts in Germany. In 1865, 15 out of 20 renters were Germanbom, coming from Württemberg, Prussia, Bavaria and Saxony.

18

Nearly all of the

names only appear once in the census material or the city directories which makes it
difficult to draw an exact picture of the renters. It seems that single men and women
were more mobile than family units which seemed to stay for longer periods of time in

Portrait and Biographical Record of Leavenworth. Douglas County and Franklin County, p. 537.
Kansas State Census of 1865.
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one place. Therefore, the "Germania House" must have had a quick turnover in
renters every year.
In 1867, Henry Biebusch purchased the lot next to his on New Hampshire Street
and built a huge house. The 1883 Sanborn map shows the house spreading over both
lots. The part of the house facing New Hampshire Street was two stories high and
built of brick, whereas the back of the house and the storage house facing the alley
toward Massachusetts Street were made of stone. Across the street, on the north-east
comer of New Hampshire Street and Warren (Ninth Street), the "Germania House"
faced the more prominent "Place Hotel" which also covered two lots. Both houses were
about the same size.
In 1875, the Biebusch's renamed their boarding house "New Hampshire House",
indicating a closer connection to the location on New Hampshire Street than to the
origins of its inhabitants. Although the number of German renters declined and the
number of American renters increased, German boarders still made up a large
proportion in later years. In 1885, still 14 German of the 21 renters were Germans. In
1883, the Biebuschs changed the name of the place to "Biebusch House." This name
was continued until 1888, when Henry and Anna Biebusch retired and the
advertisement disappeared from the city directories. On February 24,1891, Henry
Biebusch died. Anna Biebusch advertised her lodging house again for at least three
years from 1893 to 1896 at the same address as the old one. She died in 1908.
The Biebusch house played a central role in the Lawrence German community.
First of all, it was located in an area which was den sly populated by German
immigrants. From its key location on the comer of New Hampshire and Warren (Ninth
Street), boarders found the Lawrence business district on Massachusetts Street as well
as the Turnhalle and the German churches within walking distance. Furthermore, the
Biebusch house made it possible for newcomers to stay in a German atmosphere.
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Surrounded by other Germans, renters probable used their native tongue to
communicate among each other and with their landlord/lady. Rent agreements and
other business affairs could, therefore, be managed in a familiar way and without a
language barrier. It is also likely that the food served in the house was prepared
according to German recipes. Overall, Anna Biebusch had lived in Germany until she
was eighteen and received most of her domestic education such as cooking, sewing,
etc at home.
But the role of the Biebusch house centers not only around the business but also
around the Biebusch family. As one of the early Lawrence settlers, Henry and Anna
were familiar with Lawrence and its inhabitants. They certainly knew many Lawrence
residents and must have been informed about employment and living situations in
town. They could assist newcomers in finding work and permanent living quarters.
More important is that the Biebuschs were key figures in the German community.
During his residence in the east, Henry Biebusch was a member of a Turnverein. After
moving to Lawrence, Henry decided to organize a Turnverein himself which met in his
yard until they built their own hall in 1858.
The Biebusch House and family gave newcomers the opportunity to adjust slowly
to the new American life style and English language. Boarders worked in a world still
strange to them, but they lived in a more familiar atmosphere. Through Henry
Biebusch, a key figure in the Turnverein, newcomers found an entrance door into the
German community. His connections within the community offered opportunities to
new Germans who had just gotten off the train and were looking for a new life.

German Women in Lawrence
Women played an active role in shaping the community and their part must be
included in the history of the community. This study seems to be male orientated only
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because most historical materials focused more on the lives of men than women.
Biographical sketchbooks printed in the late nineteenth century only included men. In
these sketches, the writers concentrated on the family history and economic success of
men rather than women. Women were only mentioned as wives or daughters but
further information on them was usually omitted. Even in family histories which were,
interestingly, mostly written by women, we find that the female writers also focused on
the lives of grandfathers or fathers rather than grandmothers or mothers.
The new social history and the new history of the west as it emerged in the 1970s
have begun to pay more attention to lives of women. Scholars started to discover an
abundance of material written by females about their lives. Dairies and letters of women
are being republished, such as, E. Stewart's Letters of a Women Homesteader.

19

The

stories of Native American and Black women, white middle-class and working-class
women from all different ethnic backgrounds, mothers, wives and prostitutes add to the
complex picture of the west and make everybody realize that women played an
important part in western history.
In the collection of material on the Germans in Lawrence, the little information on
German women which I found reveals that their lives were as complex and interesting
as their husbands and fathers. Although Lawrence might be considered a western town
in geographic terms, in many respects it resembles its eastern counterparts. Founded
by settlers from New England, its character and urban development has always borne
eastern features. After its foundation, middle-class citizens established public parks,
playgrounds, churches and other social activities to make life in an urban environment
as pleasant as possible. The roles of Lawrence's women, therefore, were similar to the

Eleanor Pruitt Stewart. Letters of a Women Homesteader (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1914).
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roles of eastern women. Instead of female homesteaders, we find women engaged in
family life, business, factory work and domestic services.
As we have seen before, many women came to Lawrence via a network system of
friends and family. Many followed their husbands, while others came as part of a
greater family movement. Since German settlement mainly occurred in family units,
German women entered the Lawrence scene from the beginning of German settlement.
They had faced the same difficulties and unpleasant moments as men to reach Lawrence
by ship and wagon and had used their creativity and wit to establish homes. At the time
of Quantriirs raid, families were well established and women had helped their partners
to buy businesses or farms. During the raid, women demonstrated their courage and
wit, when many of them saved their husbands and sons from the guns of the raiders by
holding up the murderers which gave men time to hide.
Anna Biebusch, the wife of Henry Biebusch and landlady of the Germania House,
showed her courage when the raiders knocked at their house after they had burned
down their newly completed house on the corner of Warren and New Hampshire.
According to a biographical sketch, the raiders "also visited the family residence, but
Mrs. Biebusch - instructing her husband to hide, met them at the door and they left the
place without doing any harm."

20

The fact that Anna Biebusch instructed her husband

Henry to hide suggests that Henry must have been paralyzed by fear and was unable to
act whereas Anna stayed calm and protected him.
After the raid, one can easily imagine that women nursed the sick and wounded
and gave emotional support to men to start over again. At least three German women
lost their husbands in the massacre and were left alone to support themselves and their
children. To avoid the unpleasant role of a single-parent family, young widows
20
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married again or went back to the east where they found more support from their
family.
But women were more than just companions to their husbands. They carried the
responsibility of raising the children. This does not seem to be a difficult task since it
has always been the duty of women to do this. As a German family living in an
American society, the rearing of children takes on a different dimension. The mother
faces the dual task of handing down ethnic and family traditions at the same time as she
tries to assimilate her children into the host culture. Language, religious beliefs and
moral values were taught to children by mothers or other female kin. The separation of
home and work-place sent men away during the day and left mothers and children at
home. Furthermore, domestic work involved a great deal of physical labor.
Traditionally, women kept large gardens and grew vegetables and fruits which were
harvested and preserved for the winter month. Oftentimes, families also kept a cow, a
pig and a few chickens on their lots which also had to be cared for. Clothes were
usually sown or knitted by females themselves and the house had to be kept clean.
German women who lived on farms outside Lawrence did farm labor. Henriette
Deichmann, the wife of Frederick Dcichmann who owned a butcher shop and stock
yard in Eudora and later in Lawrence, came to Eudora before 1860. After her marriage
to Frederick, she began to assist him in all of his enterprises. Her work was described
as follows:
When she settled in Eudora, she was obliged to cut the bushes down, in
order to make the land open to travel. For years they lived in a small log
hut, meantime working outdoors in the cultivation and clearing of the
land. Early and late she toiled in the fields, shirking no work that would
aid the development of the place. Indians were numerous in the early
days, and she became familiar with their language so she would
converse with them.
21
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This description reminds the readers of the sod-buster stories of frontier men and
women as they can be found in John Ise's Sod and Stubble or Howard Ruede's Sod
House Davs.Letters of a Homesteader

22

It illustrates that Henriette was engaged in

physical labor. She was responsible for making the land suitable for living and
farming.
In the city itself, we see a great number of women engaged in the boarding
house business. We have already seen Anna Biebusch running the Germania/Biebusch
House together with her husband Henry. After Henry's death, Anna ran the lodging
house herself. Besides the "professional" boarding house, one can find many families
taking in boarders. In Lives of their Own, the authors explain the common practice
among ethnic groups to take in renters. In their work they write: "to the women fell the
responsibility of cooking, cleaning, washing, mending, and generally caring for the
family plus a number of unrelated boarders. The income produced by taking in
boarders often meant the difference between deprivatation and starvation." They
23

further argue that families with small children were more likely to take in boarders
because grown children usually were able to work and support the family, and mothers
could combine running a boarding house and raising the children. In her memoirs,
Marie Jastrow, a German immigrant to New York City, remembers that "bachelors
took a room with a family. Everybody had a boarder 'to help pay expenses.' Room
rent was a dollar fivty to two dollars a month. With eight dollars a week wages, the
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extra money was essential. Usually, the boarder ate with the family. Weekday meals
were twenty-five to thirty-five cents. Sunday dinners were more."

24

In Lawrence, one can see that especially widows or single women liked to take
in renters so they were not dependent on outside employment. In the 1865 census, we
find that Mrs. Ellis, who had lost her husband in Quantriirs Raid, had taken in three
other German renters. Other occupations in which single German women were
engaged were, washer, dressmaker, seamstress or milliner.
A further and very common occupation among young women who had just
arrived from Germany was that of domestic servants. Women usually spent the time
between their arrival and their marriage in other people's households. In the 1885
census, 19 out of 36 single women were classified as domestic servants. Newspapers
and word of mouth played an important role in the search for employment.

25

Life as a domestic servant was oftentimes hard. Domestic servants were looked
down on and classified as inferior to their female employers. The stereotype of
domestic servants as simple-minded and stupid girls existed both in big cities and in
Lawrence. In 1869, the Republican Daily Journal of Lawrence published a series of
articles from April to May in which "The Great Domestic Problem" was discussed by
two women who employed domestic servants. The articles demonstrate clearly the
negative and often hostile attitudes of female employers toward their female employees.
The writer of the first article claims:
Not only are we [employers] rendered uncomfortable in our homes by
the ill-cooked food, the untidy kitchens, and the general unreliability of
the majority of servants, but their expense is appalling to householders
of moderate means. The wages paid them is a small item compared with
Marie Jastrow, Looking Back: The American Dream through Immigrants Eves. 1907-1918 (New
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1968), p. 108.
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their wastefulness, the fuel they burn, and the room they occupy in our
small houses, and the constant care required for their oversight.
26

In a reply to the article, the second writer attacked this attitude and offered the following
solution to the problems between mistresses and servants:
When hired girls are treated as human beings, when they are made to
feel that their interests are identified with those of their employers, we
will have a very different state of things; an altogether different class of
girls....
Although it might appear as if the first and second writer's attitudes differ sharply from
one another, the second writer also stated:
But even admitting that we must continue to employ as at present both
stupidity and ignorance - we are children of one common father....
27

In defense of herself, the first writer replied:
The girl in my kitchen may be a good, honest, faithful being and I
should remunerate her in a just and liberal manner...; but for all I could
not enjoy her companionship any more than she could enjoy mine. We
have little in common.
28

On May 2, 1869, an article written by a "hired hand and foreigner" finally entered the
discussion. The article is written anonymously but the fluent English suggests that the
writer must have been a native speaker of English. In her introduction she wrote:
I am a humble, simple girl, have worked for my living ever since I was
able... and consider it no degradation to work with my hands to make
an honest living. To a right mind nothing seems more disgusting than
the insolent claims of some of the native born population whose fathers
or grandfathers crossed the ocean a few years in advance of others....
All white people are immigrants or foreigners on this American soil....
In general the young girls of foreign birth prefer drudgery in the
kitchens, to moral degradation. Their time is too precious to be wasted
in poring over the polluted pages of modern novels.... We working
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girls have souls and capacities to enjoy knowledge and virtue while our
hands are busy with household duties.
29

The discussion in the paper describes the difficulties between employers and
employees. Domestic servants faced hard working conditions, low pay and even lower
prestige. In Seven Days a Week, David Katzman states that the service for young girls
"provided something of a home environment. It was seen as an environment
intermediary between their past and future lives, less restricted than the parental home
but more structured than the lodging house independent working women live in."

30

Domestic service was seen as the preparation for working-class women's work in their
own households after marriage.
In Lawrence, a large number of German domestic servants were employed in
German households. In 1885,13 out of the 19 servants were employed and lived with
German families. When Lena Albeit and Dorothea Buecker came to Lawrence to join
their brother and future husband, Dorothea worked for the Jaedicke family, a hardware
merchant, even after she married William Albert. Lena found work in the Isemann
household until she married Henry Kersting and moved to a farm in Stull, Douglas
County. Mary and Anna Schurr also both found employment in German households.
Mary worked for the Poehler family and Anna lived with the Hase family.
Working for German families had the advantage that newly arrived women
were not confronted with a language barrier. They could communicate freely with
family members and mistresses. Furthermore, they were able to cook German food,
and knew German costumes and manners.

Republican Daily Journal. May 2, 1869, "A few Words on the Domestic Problem by a Hired Girl
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In her novel My Antonia. Willa Carther described how Bohemian and
Scandinavian girls went into domestic service to help their families clear off debts:
The Bohemian and Scandinavian girls could not get positions as
teachers, because they had no opportunity to learn the language.
Determined to help in the struggle to clear the homestead from debt, they
had no alternative but to go into service.... A result of the family
solidarity was that the foreign farmers in our county were the first to
become prosperous. After the fathers were out of debt, the daughters
married the sons of neighbors - usually of the like nationality - and the
girls who once worked in Black Hawk kitchens are to-day managing big
farms and fine families of their own; their children are better off than the
children of the town women they used to serve.
31

Just like the Bohemian and Scandinavian girls in the novel, German women
worked until they got married to German men. After they had earned enough money,
German families bought land and built houses in Lawrence to establish their own
households. Others moved away to a farm in Douglas County to cultivate the land and
become prosperous farmers.
Women in Lawrence were also employed as seamstresses in the Wilder shirt
factory or as cigar rollers in the Boener cigar manufacture. By the beginning of the
twentieth century, second-generation German women found work as salespersons and
clerks in many stores on Massachusetts Street. Since many businesses were owned by
Germans, wives and daughters worked for husbands and fathers.

German Merchants
Reflecting on her childhood in Lawrence, Louise Albert Mueller remembers, "in
those days we had German merchants all over the city and as mother said, it is no
wonder she did not learn the language as well as father as everywhere she went were
German speaking friends. Most of the German people who came to America were

Willa Cather. Mv Antonia. (Boston: 1918),.p.l28.
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craftsmen of one kind or another."

32

Indeed, the large number of German merchants in

the city was very noticeable. In 1860, only 12 men out a total number of 53 over the
age of seventeen were classified as laborers. The rest were employed in diverse trades.
German immigrants established shops as soon as possible after their arrival. Even in
the early settlement period, German shops started to appear on Massachusetts Street.
Before Quantriirs Raid, Preisach and Stick had already opened a furniture factory,
"producing furniture, office desks and bookcases for a local clientele."

33

As mentioned above, the arrival of the railroad and the construction of a number of
roads which connected Lawrence to other towns in Kansas and Missouri opened new
opportunities for enterprises and attracted many businessmen. Many German
merchants entered Lawrence with a good deal of business experience. John Bodnar
has pointed out that, "in nearly all cases immigrant entrepreneurs had some business
experience in their premigration lives which facilitated the transition to such ventures....
The greater the premigration experience the more likely the newcomer would engage in
entrepreneurial activity in this country." In the case of Lawrence German merchants,
34

we find that it is not so much their business experience in Germany which introduced
them to their profession but their premigration experience before they moved to
Lawrence. Many Germans had finished their apprenticeship in their trades in Germany
but shortly after had left the country. Theodor Poehler, for example, who later became
one of the biggest wholesale store owners in Lawrence, came to the United Sates at the
age of seventeen. He worked on a farm in Iowa until he found work as a porter and
Louise Albert Mueller, "Wilhelm Albert Family History," unpublished manuscript, Douglas
County Historical Society.
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later as a clerk. In 1855, at the death of his employer, he bought the business and
opened his own. In 1866, Theodor and his brother August moved to Lawrence to
conduct a wholesale business which was prosperous until the early twentieth century.

35

A similar story can be found in the business history of Jacob House who became the
owner of a large clothing company in Lawrence. In 1855, Jacob House emigrated to
the United States at the age of twenty-one. He sought employment as a clerk in a
mercantile business in Ohio and St- Louis. In 1859-60, he was in business in
Hempstead, Texas, where he engaged in a general mercantile store. In 1862, he moved
to Lawrence, where he established himself in the clothing trade.
But German merchants did not only come to Lawrence to start new businesses;
they also established branches of businesses which existed elsewhere. For many years
it was thought that Lawrence would become a major industrial center for the Midwest.
Describing the manufacturing industries, Andreas expressed the assumption that,
"owing to the peculiar facilities for transportation, combined with its close proximity to
the raw
material, and its superior water-power, Lawrence is designed to become the leading
manufacturing city in the Missouri Valley."

36

Simon Steinberg, a native of Nuernberg,

Germany, came to the United States in 1846. After he took several positions as a clerk
in clothing companies in New York, Rhode Island and California, he entered a
partnership with Charles Rosenbaum in Wakefield, Rhode Island. In 1864, the
business was so successful that Steinberg and Rosenbaum opened branches in St.
Louis, Warrensburg and Pleasant Hill, Missouri. After they took in Simon's brother,
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Leo Steinberg, they opened a further branch in Lawrence in 1865 and Topeka in 1866.
After Charles Rosenbaum retired in 1866, he left the stores to the Steinberg Brothers.
The Lawrence clothing store was known as the "Headquarters for Military Clothing"
because they kept a large assortment of military clothing besides the usual clothing
items.

37

According to John Bodnar, in metropolitan areas, such as New York or Chicago,
different ethnic groups dominated certain trades and occupations. Italians were
predominantly found to be employed in meat markets and grocer shops in New York,
Jews were engaged in the banking business and department stores, and Greeks were
often owners of restaurants or in the wholesale distribution of fruits and vegatables.
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Since Germans were the dominant ethnic group in Lawrence, they could be found in a
range of different businesses and occupations. The range of employment stretches
across the whole business spectrum, including wholesale businesses, shoe stores, ice
houses, candy manufactures, shoe stores, hardware stores, breweries and other
businesses.
Once a business was established, it did not mean that the owner would run it
forever. It was very common that people changed their occupations and business
involvements over the years. Julius Fischer, for example, was a carpenter by trade. He
later engaged in a retail ice-business before he became interested in the shoe-business.
A further story of shifting business interest can be found in the biography of John
Walruff (originally John Walraff). During his life he worked as a mechanic, farmer,
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Central Drug Store or Deutsche Apotheke. German Store on Massachusetts
Street in the nineteenth century: Courtesy of the Douglas County Historical Society,
Lawrence, Kansas.

politician, banker, and brewer. He had learned the locksmith and mechanic trade in
Germany. After leaving Germany, he worked as a mechanic in Connecticut; later in
Chicago, where he married Elizabeth Dietrich. In 1857, the Walruff and the Dietrich
Families came to Kansas to claim land in southern Franklin County. After seven years,
Walruff quit farming and entered politics in Ottawa. By 1867, he and a partner
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established the First National Bank of Ottawa, of which he was assistant cashier. In
1872, he took the management of the Lawrence Brewery, of which he had been
previously a silent partner and became sole proprietor. Shifting employment can be
39

found when immigrants thought that a new position could improve their financial and
social status and when they had the opportunity to do so.
Many German businesses were run by German partners or family members.
According to Bodnar, "the early business activity was not simply the result of
individual quest but depended heavily on family associations. Partnerships of family
members were formed; relatives were a common source of credit and capital." In
40

Lawrence, we can see that partnerships were often founded among brothers. As we
have seen above, Leo Steinberg joined his brother Simon Steinberg to form the
Steinberg and Brother clothing store; Alexander Marks and his stepbrother Solomon
Marks engaged in the jeweler business, Thoedor and August Poehler started a
wholesale business, Henry, William and Johan Boener founded a cigar manufacture, to
name only a few of the examples.
German merchants usually employed other German immigrants in their stores.
John Fritzel, for example, worked for the Barteldes Seed Company before he started
his own dairy business; Phillip Emst was employed in the Achning hardware store
before he opened his own hardware store; Willy Gnefgow worked for William
Wiedemann, and Fred Lahrman was employed in August Menger's shoe store. The
cooperation of German employers and employees had the advantage that merchants
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could assist newcomers to get jobs and establish themselves in the community. The
employee, on the other hand, had the chance to learn business practices from his

Menger's Shoe Store ca. 1893-94. In the picture are John Fischer, Otto Fischer,
Ollie Colwell, Fred Lahrmann, Mrs. Otto Fischer and Ema. Courtesy of the Kansas
Collection, University of Kansas Libraries.

more experienced employer. Kathleen Conzen has noted that immigrants "needed time
to learn English, to acquire a knowledge of American taste and products, to establish
business connections and learn methods of selecting, pricing, and selling goods - a
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whole new 'tone of bargaining and selling was required."
1

41

These skills were needed

so German immigrants could establish their own stores. Many German businessmen
had been introduced to American methods during the time they lived in the East. In
Lawrence, experienced Germans introduced fellow Germans to American business
secrets.
As second generation Germans grew up, sons and sons-in-law became business
partners. Theodor Jr. and Lewis Poehler were both employed by their father, Theodor
Poehler in 1885. After Thoedor Poehler's death, Thoedor Jr., together with Fred
Smithmeyer and Georg Kirchhoff, his sons-in-law, took over the business. Jacob and
Arthur House were both employed in their fathers clothing store, and Clara and
Francis Jaedicke worked for their father's hardware-store.
Over the years, the German presence on Massachusetts Street, Lawrence's main
business area, became stronger. By 1880, Germans had acquired prominent positions
in Lawrence economic life. The following table shows the evolution of business on
Massachusetts Street from 1865 to 1915. The information is taken from the city
business directories of the years 1865 to 1915. Until 1885, the house numbers were
neither organized according to the block-system nor to the lot-numbers. Therefore, the
shops belonging to Germans are listed according to their numbers given in the
directories. After 1885, the first column indicates the house-number organized by
blocks, the second column gives the name of the business owner and the third column
lists the type of business.
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Table 2: German merchants on Massachusetts Street from 1866 to 1915 listed by
blocks according to the city business directories:

1865:
Number

Name

Type of Business

22
32
33
73
74
75
75
77
81
99
113
131
141
175
189

C. A. Berger
C. Urcch
Preisach & Stick
J. House
Barteldes & Co.
A. Marks
Eggert & Co.
Steinberg & Rosenbaum
Lindner & Yeager
A. Urbansky
F. Ecke
G. Feil
W. Haseltine
A. Katzenstein
J. Assmann

Grocer
Saloon
Furniture
Clothing
Grocer
Jeweler
Dry Goods
Clothing
Saloon
Dry Goods
Saddler
Saloon
Baker
Clothing
Grocer

1875
Number

Name

Type of Business

32
37
42
66
68
74
79
84
83
86
87
94
99
122
129
138
148
187
203

C. Urich
W. Ackermann
A. Katzenstein
H. Vernholt
C. Achning
F. Jaedicke
J. House
C. Walruff
A. Marks
H. Kersting
Steinberg & Bro.
H. Martin
F. Eggert
F. W. Apitz
Wiedemann & Son
Barteldes & Co.
Th. Poehler
Preisach & Stick
J. Rahskopf

Saloon
Butcher
Grocer
Saloon
Saloon
Guns
Clothing
Saloon
Jeweler
Grocer
Clothing
Saloon
Dry Goods
Saddler
Fruits
Grocer
Grocer
Furniture
Leather
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1895:

1885:
Type of Business

Block Name
No.
C. Ulrich
628

Cigar & Tobacco

Block
No.
620

Name

Type of Business

J. Buch

Wagon Maker

706
724
727
731
732
735
738
739
744

H.Hase
F.W.Jaedicke
Ch. Sutorius
J. House
A.C. Menger
A. Marks
A. Urbansky
SteinbergA
H. Martin

Grocer
Hardware
Jeweler
Clothing
Shoes
Jeweler
Clothing
BroClothing
Cigar & Tobacco

700
709
719
724
728
729
735
738
739
740
742

Boener Bro.
L. Zuckermeier
F. Mettner
F. Jaedicke
Graeber Bro.
J. House
A. Marks
A. Urbansky
Steinberg Bro.
J. Kunkel
Menger Co.

Cigar Mfk.
Confectiery
Photographer
Hardware
Plumber
Clothing
Jeweler
Clothing
Clothing
Tailor
Shoe

800
804
813
821
822
824
832
839

F. Deichmann
F. Barteides
A. Reinsch/
J. Kunkel
W. Bromelsick
C. Achning
F. Apitz
W. Wiedemann
W. Boener

Meat Market
Seeds
Bakery
Tailor
Fruits
Hardware
Harnessmaker
Confectionery
Cigars

802
804
805
807
817
822
825
827
832
835
838

Thudium Bro.
Barteides
J. Stick
W. Bromelsick
S. Marks
C. Achning
H. Jaeschke
J. Keeler
J. Steinbring
W. Wiedemann
N. Kuhn

Butcher
Seeds
Furniture
Clothing
Jeweler
Handware
Baker
Books
Baker
Confectioner
Tailor

903
904
925
932
935
943

Tailor
A. Protsch
Grocer
Th. Poehler
A. Kahnweiler Druggist
L. Busse
Harnessmaker
Furniture
F. Ecke
Preisach & Stick Furniture

900
914
930
940
941

Grocer
Th. Poehler
F. Pulvermiller Shoes
Harnessmaker
L. Busse
Furniture
F. Ecke
Butcher
C. Hess

1031

C. Berger

1011
1031

H. Hammer
C. Berger

Clothing
Grocer

Block
No.

Name

Type of Business

Grocer

1915:

1905:
Type of Business

Block
No.

Name

601607

Boener Bro.

Cigar

601
629

Boener Bro.
Cigar
H. Wyermueller Restaurant

712
717
719
723
724

F. Rahskopf
R. Protsch
W. Bergmann
L. Zuckermeister
F. Jaedicke

Plumber
Tailor
Clothing
Confect
Hardware

717
724
729
735
740

R. Protsch
Tailor
F. Jaedicke
Hardware
J. House
Clothing
A. Marks&Son Jeweler
F. Rahskopf
Plumber
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Block
No.

Name

729
730
735
738

J. House
W. Pueschel
A. Marks
A. Urbansky

Clothing
Baker
Jeweler
Clothing

802
804
805
806
814
817
822
827

Graeber BID.
Barteldes
A. Hackbarth
C. Thudium
Fischer&Son
S. Marks
C. Achning
J. Keeler

Plumber
Seeds
Shoes
Butcher
Shoes
Jeweler
Hardware
Books

828
832
835

Hetzler&Co.
J. Elm
W. Wiedemann

Grocer
Confect.
Confect

901
913
933
941
942943

F. Meierhoffer
F. Ecke
F. Mettner
C. Hess
F. Ecke

Grocer
Furniture
Photograph
Butcher
Furniture

Type of Business

Block
No.

Name

Type of Business

802
804
806
813
817
822
835

Graeber Bro
Barteldes
C. Thudium
Fischer&Son
S. Marks
C. Achning
W. Wiedemann

Plumber
Seeds
Butcher
Shoes
Jeweler
Haidware
Confec.

904
912
913
939
941
943947

F. Meierhoffer
H. Schaake
E. Kuhn
J. Keeler
C. Hess
F. Ecke

Insurance
Haidware
Painter
Books
Butcher
Furniture

Over the years, the number of German merchants increased significantly. In 1865,
fifteen business which were owned by Germans in Lawrence could be found on
Massachussetts Street. Thirty years later, the number had doubled to thirty. Germans
offered all kinds of services and goods to their customers. After 1895, the number of
German businesses started to decline. In 1905, we find only twenty-six, and in 1915
only twenty German shops on Massachussetts Street. By this time, first-generation
German immigrants started to retire and die. The following are only a few examples out
of the large number of German merchants. Philip Preisach, the oldest German funiture
manufacturer in town, died in 1891, Theodor Barteldes (Barteldes Seed Co.) died in
1889, and Theodor Phoeler died in 1901. Their stores were taken over by sons and
sons-in-law but the hey-days of German merchants on Massachussetts Street were
over.
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Top: Former House of the
Barteldes Seed Company
on the 800 block of
Massachussetts Street.

Bottom: Former House of
William Wiedemann's
candy and ice-cream
parlor on the 800 block of
Massachussetts Street.
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Chapter Three
A Place like Home: The Lawrence Turnverein

The Turner Movement in Germany and the United States
Anybody who flips through the magazine Sports Illustrated will find images of
athletes competing against each other in the high jump or the 400-meter-run. Every
four years at the summer Olympics, we admire young women who artfully perform the
triple flip on the balance beam in the gymnastic competition, or men presenting
breathtaking acrobatics on the double bars. In German, these exercises are called
turnen and a person performing them is a Turner. The development of turn-exercises
go back to the early nineteenth century when Friedrich Ludwig Jahn founded the
Turner movement as a political movement in Germany in 1811.
Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, the so-called father of gymnastics, was bom on August
11,1778 in Lanz, a village between Hamburg and Berlin. His father was a Lutheran
minister, from whom he received his first education. At thirteen, he entered the higher
grammar school (Gymnasium^ and later entered the universities of Halle, Jena and
Greifswald to study theology and philosophy. In 1806, Napoleon defeated the
Prussian army, and Prussia lost half its territory. During that time, Jahn had started to
write a book which he called Deutsches Volkstum (German Nationality) in which he
expressed his thoughts about a united Germany. He envisioned his home country as a
1

strong nation which would be able to free itself again from its French invaders.
In the meantime, Jahn had become a school teacher in Berlin. Spending a lot of
time with his pupils outside the classroom, Jahn developed short physical exercises for

1

Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, Deutsches Volkstum (Berlin: 1810).
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the boys. His activities became popular among the youth which led to the opening of
the first open-air-exercise area called Turnplatz in Berlin in 1811. Jahn developed
gymnastic exercises and started to design gymnastic equipment. In 1816, he and a
2

friend published an exercise book called Die Deutsche Turnkunst (German
Gymnastics^

3

Jahn travelled all over Germany lecturing his ideas about physical exercises and his
teachings led to the opening of Turnplaetze throughout the country. The main focus of
his lectures was his idea of restoring the spirit of his countrymen by the development of
their physical and moral power through the practice of gymnastics. He assumed that
people with a "sound body" would also have a "sound mind."
Jahn's nationalistic and democratic ideas aroused the suspicion of the government.
The assassination of August von Kotzebue, a German dramatist who attacked the
Turner philosophy in his writings, by one of Jahn's followers, led to Jahn's arrest in
July 1819. Immediately, all Turnplaetze in Prussia were ordered closed. Other states
followed the Prussian decision to ban Turner societies in their territories. Jahn was
kept in prison and under guard until 1825. After that, he was forbidden to live in
Berlin or in any other city which had a university or a secondary school for boys. In
1840, the restrictions were finally lifted. A cabinet order in 1846 recognized
gymnastics "as a necessary and indispensable part of male education and received into
the circle of means for popular education." Jahn died in October 1852.

4

Friedrich Jahn is credited with inventing sports devices, such as the horizontal bar, side horse, balance
beam, parallel bars, swingingringsand mats. Der grosse Brockhaus and MgyjBS En^yclQpCdiSChOS
Lexicon, s.v. "Friedrich Ludwig Jahn."
2

3

Friedrich Jahn and E.W. Eiselen, Deutsche Turnkunst (Berlin: 1816).

All biographical information on Friedrich Ludwig Jahn is taken from: Fred Eugene Leonard, A Guide
to the History of Physical Education (Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1947),p. 101.

4
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During the 1848 Revolution, radical Forty-eighters revived Jahn's nationalistic
ideas again, and new societies sprang up. At the end of the revolution, many radical
Turners had to leave the country, and, therefore, emigrated to the United States. In
Germany, Turner societies abondoned their political interests, and have survived as
non-political societies.
Jahn's gymnastic teachings had reached the United States in the 1820s when three
of his fellow revolutionaries escaped prosecution and immigrated to North America.
Charles Folien, Francis Lieber and Carl Beck were all employed by New England
schools where they introduced Jahn's gymnastics program. Charles Folien became the
first superintendent of gymnastic classes at Harvard University in 1825. Lieber and
Beck also established physical education programs in New England.
The great number of 1848 revolutionists who entered the United States in the
1850s introduced the Turner movement into the New World. With their arrival,
Turnvereine sprang up wherever these people settled. The first Turnverein in the
United States was founded in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1848. On New Years Day, 1850,
the club dedicated the first Turner Hall. Meanwhile, other Turnvereine had been
established in other parts of the country. On October 5, 1850, Die Vereinigten
Turnvereins Nordamerikas, or the Turnerbund, the union of gymnastic societies, was
formed in Philadelphia. The rapidly growing movement soon published a newspaper,
Pie Tumzeitung* and established a Turnlehrerseminar, a program for the training of
gymnastic teachers in Indianapolis, Indiana in 1866.

5

In the United States, the Turnvereine focused on physical education as well as
social activities. The teaching of gymnastic classes was still the main purpose of each

Albert Faust, The German Element in the I Jnited States (New Yotk:The Steuben Society of America,
1927), pp. 387-393.

5
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Turnverein but women's clubs, choirs, libraries, and other cultural activities became
also important parts of each club. Since most Turner members in the nineteenth century
were German immigrants, Turnvereine turned into local German social centers.
Each Turnverein was connected to a well-organized network throughout the United
States. According to Emma Palmer, American Turners were
divided into Regions and Districts. A region of the American Turners is
a group of Districts located within a geographical area, established for
the orderly conduct of national Turner activities. A District is composed
of several Turner Societies located near one another. The highest
legislative body in the District of the American Turners is the District
Convention composed of delegates from the Societies comprising the
District.
6

Each club elected its managing committee and sent representatives to Bezirk and District
meetings. These monthly and quarterly meetings provided an exchange of news and
ideas among the societies. Regular gymnastic competitions among societies on the state
and national level were further parts of Turner activities.

The History of the Lawrence Turnverein
The Turnverein in Lawrence, Kansas, was started as early as 1857. Henry
7

Biebusch, the owner of the local German boarding-house, was probably the driving
force behind the "founding fathers." It is not certain whether Biebusch had been a
member of a Turnverein in Germany or got acquainted with the organization in the
United States. Nevertheless, the members met in Biebusch's garden until they built
their first wooden structure on the south west comer of present day Tenth and New
York Street in 1857. In I860, the club already had forty-six members.

8

Emma Palmer, "A Study of the German-American Turner-Societies," (Master's Thesis, University of
Kansas, 1958),p. 44.
6

7

Henry Albach, "History of the Turnverein," unpublished manuscript, Kansas Collection, University

of Kansas.
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At the outbreak of the Civil War, Jahn's democratic ideas were still alive, and
many Turner through the United States felt an obligation to join the Union army to fight
for liberty and freedom. Therefore, Lawrence's Turner joined other Turner members in
the country to serve the Union. In 1862, forty-four out of forty-eight members enlisted
in the army (see, Chapter I: Germans in the Civil War). The club was disbanded and
the building was sold to the German Methodist Episcopal Church. After the war, the
9

old Turner members returned to Lawrence. They were joined by new ones who were
brought in by the great number of German immigrants to Kansas.
In 1866, a new Lawrence Turnverein was founded. On June 28,1869, a charter
was granted to the Turnverein by the state of Kansas which was signed by twenty-five
members of the organization. In 1868, the Turnverein bought a lot on the south-east
10

comer of present day Ninth Street and Rhode Island and erected a stone building at a
cost of $5,000. In 1872, a frame addition was made to the building. In the same year,
the club purchased a lot on Delaware Street (lot No.3), close by the river. In 1893,
they also bought the next two lots south of theirs on Delaware Street (lots No. 5 and 7).
It is not clear what the Turners used the three lots for, but it is possible that the space
was used as an athletic field or Turnplatz. In 1899, all three lots were sold. A few

Lawrence Citv Directory 1860/61: German Turner Society, Meets at Hall No 93, New York Street,
Number of Members 46. President: Michael Oswald, Secretary: Henry Weiler, Treasurer Henry Prager,
1st Turn wart: Henry Biebusch, 2nd Turnwart: T. Steinberg.
8

During Quantrill's Raid, the old Turner Hall was used as a hospital. After that, it was converted into
a schoolhouse. The German Methodist Episcopal Church sold it to the Greaber brothers who used it as
a tenement house until 1919. During that year, it was torn down to make room for cottages. In 1919,
it was the oldest building in town. Topeka Capital "Landmark Disappears," March 11,1919, and
unidentified newspaper article, "Oldest Building here now Being Tom down," Lawrence Public Library.
9

Emma Palmer, "Turner Societies," p. 77. Charter members were: S.Steinberg, H. Martin, J. Oesch,
J. Assmann, C. Urech, P. Preisach, CJ. Walruff, CR. Wyler, J. Haag, W. Zimmermann, W.
1 0

Katzmann, F, Reiner, FJ. Ecke, J. Planz, G. Feil. W.A. Walter, W. Grundmann, F. Pulvermiller, C.

Pulvermiller, H. Frey, C. Valentine, G. Harwig, H. Vornholt, E. Musseil, G. Siebentist.
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years later, in 1909, the lot and the brick house south of Turner Hall were acquired by
the club which was rented to the Turnverein-manaeer as living quarters.

11

For a number of years, the Turners offered their hall to the German St. Pauls
Lutheran Church as a meeting place for Sunday services until the church built its own
building in 1889 (See, Chapter Four, German Lutheran Church).
The Turner Hall itself was a two-story brick building. The first floor housed a full
gymnasium. Among the items of gymnastic equipment were mats, double bars, clubs,
rings, and a balance beam. Furthermore, there was a stage with a grand piano on the
east side of the building for dramatic productions. A balcony on the west side of the
house offered spectators the opportunity to watch competitions and events from a
higher level. In the basement, the visitor found a bar extending from the north to the
south side. Here, adults could purchase beer on tap from the Walruff brewery, the
local brewery in town owned by John Walruff, a member of the club. Soft drinks and
food were also served. Furthermore, walnut card tables provided members with an
opportunity for an occasional game of cards, and two bowling alleys were used to train
members for bowling competitions. A cook stove next to the bar allowed the
preparation of food. At the east side of the building, a door led into a beer garden
which was fenced in to protect the Turners from outside spectators.

12

Tax Records of Lawrence, Douglas County, Kansas, 1860-1918. The Turners were owners of lot #
70, Rhode Island Street, 1868-1938; #72 Rhode Island Street, 1909-1938; # 3 Delaware Street, 18821899; #5 &#7 Delaware Street, 1893-1899.
1 1

Elfriede Fischer Rowe, Wonderful Old Lawrence (Lawrence, Kansas: World Company, 1971), p.
121.

1 2
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Top: Turner Hall on the corner of Ninth Street and Rhode Island Street.
Bottom: Plate over the entrance door of the hall.
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One purpose of the club was to ensure physical fitness of its members. Members
from 18 to 30 years of age, were obliged to participate in the gymnastic classes which
were led by instructors who were all graduates of the National School for Turners at
Indianapolis, Indiana. The instructors usually also held a position as gymnastic teacher
at a local school. Classes were organized according to age groups. Youth classes were
for boys and girls from the age five to fifteen. A further division were the young-men's
and young-women's classes, and the last class was the middle-aged-men's classes.

13

Children's classes usually took place in the afternoon after school whereas the adult
classes were scheduled for the early evenings.
According to the annual records of the Nord Amerikanische Turner Bund, the
gymnastic classes were poorly visited. In 1879-80, for example, only 8 of the 30
members participated in the weekly gymnastic classes. A few years later, in 1888-89,
only 4 of the 75 members were listed as active Turners. The number of children
participating in the exercises, on the other hand, was very high. This is partly due to
the fact that children of non-members were allowed to take part in the classes. It was,
therefore, also possible for American children to join German children in the exercises
(see, Appendix II, Statistics on the Lawrence Turnverein). From 1898-99, the tables
also list gymnastic pupils of non-germanic background in a separate collumn. In that
year, the Lawrence club had 8 children in their classes who did not have German
parents.
The weekends were reserved for competitions with other Turnvereine in the area.
Lawrence first belonged to the Missouri-Valley Turn-Bezirk (Missouri-Valley TurnDistrict) which first included the states of Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas.

Palmer, "Turner-Societies," p. 78. Boys and girls, and men and women were always taught
separately. The youth classes were further divided into boys and girls between 5-8,9-12, and 13-15.
Women's classes stopped at a certain age.
1 3
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Later, the states became independent districts. Therefore, the Lawrence Turnverein
changed to the Kansas Tum-Bezirk in 1888-89. In 1904-05, it changed again to the
Kansas. Missouri. Nebraska Turn Bezirk in which it was a member until it closed. The

Societies of each fiszkk had their annual conventions or Turnfeste which rotated their
location each year. These celebrations usually lasted an entire weekend. All classes
participated in the competition in disciplines such as, high jumping, rope climbing, and
running. On June 5, 1883, the seventh annual convention of the Missouri- Valley TurnBezirk was held at Bismarck Grove in Lawrence. The Topeka Commonwealth
reported the following about the event:
The annual turnfest was opened yesterday, at Bismarck Grove. Special
trains arrived from Kansas City and Leavenworth, bringing with them a
large number of delegates from St. Joseph, Missouri, Omaha,
Nebraska, Atchison, Leavenworth and Kansas City. The forenoon was
occupied by giving the different societies the opportunity to present their
positions in the tabernacle, after which refreshments were served on the
grounds. In the afternoon, a part of the program consisting of
gymnastics games, was inaugurated, consisting first of an exhibition by
the youth's classes of turning, club swinging, dumb-bell exercises,
running, long and high jumps and rope climbing. After the exercises
were finished, supper was served upon the grounds.
14

Every four years, the Bezirke sent their delegates and teams to the National
Festival for American Turners, which also rotated its locations throughout the United
States. Furthermore, Lawrence Turners joined their Turnbrueder (Turner brothers) for
other events. In July 1879, for example, the reader of the Lawrence Daily Journal
found an article on the Lawrence Turners which described their meeting with the
Topeka Turnverein for the dedication of the Topeka Turner Hall. In his article, a
Lawrence journalist proclaims: "The Turners of this city are all going to Topeka to-day.
The German band will accompany them." Two days later, the event was again briefly
mentioned in the paper when the writer reported:

1 4

The Topeka Commonwealth. June 5,1883.
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Arrived at Topeka they were met by the Topeka Band and escorted to
the grove, where the Topeka Turners have just completed a fine hall, the
dedication of which was the occasion for the gathering. The afternoon
and evening was spent with music and dancing and about 10 o'clock the
Lawrence company started home feeling that they had a pleasant day and
that the bond of friendship between them and their Topeka brethren had
been rendered stronger by this brief meeting.
15

The Turner societies of each Bezirk were usually only rivals in their gymnastic
competition. Otherwise, they were on good terms with each other. They visited back
and forth, and for special events, each club would usually issue an invitation to other
clubs. On other occasions, Turnvereine would ask advice or support from each other.
In March 1896, for example, the Lawrence Turnverein wrote a letter to the Atchison
Verein to ask if they had a Vorturner (Gymnastic instructor) who would like the job for
$25.00 a month in Lawrence.

16

But membership in a Turnverein promised more than just gymnastic classes.
Along with the physical exercise, the Turners developed a mutual society. If a member
got sick and could not work, the Lawrence Turnverein would pay that family $3.00 per
week out of the sick fund. The club would also furnish nurses as needed.
Furthermore, membership included insurance so that in case of death, widows and
orphans would be cared for and necessary funeral expenses would be paid for. The
money was secured by annual membership dues which consisted of a $4.00 admission
fee and a $0.50 monthly fee, and entrance fees for public events.
Additionally, the club offered cultural education for its members. In his program,
Jahn had called for a "sound mind" as well as a "sound body." The cultural instruction

1 5

Lawrence Daily Journal July 20 and July 22.1879.

1 6

Letter from the Lawrence Turnverein to the Atchison Turnverein on March 26,1896, found in

Atchison Turner records, Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas.
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of the Turner members was, therefore, as so important as the physical. In their
principles and Statutes, the American Turnerbund stated:
The American Turnerbund is a federation of turner societies in the
United States of America organized to promote physical Education and
disseminate rational ideas, in order to advance the health, happiness,
prosperity, and progress of mankind. It is the principal duty of our
societies to promote their intellectual growth and moral character
through special schools, instructive lectures, and stimulative debates.

17

Depending on the size of the club, the Turnvereine offered vocal music and orchestral
music groups, theater groups, ceramic and sculpture classes, handicrafts, essay
writing, needlework, painting, photography, play writing, and poetry classes. It is
obvious that bigger clubs had more money to offer more activities to their members
than smaller clubs. Smaller Turnvereine were limited in what they could offer to their
members.
The Lawrence Turnverein offered its members a theater group, a men's choir, a
brass band, dancing classes, and a women's club, as well as a library. The theater
group was directed by a stage manager, usually a member of the club who thought
himself talented enough to pick and direct plays in the German language. These plays
were usually performed in front of all Turner members on a special theater night or
presented as short entertainments at dances and other celebrations. Costumes and stage
decorations were generally made by the theater group itself. Theater events were
announced in Die Germania, the German-language newspaper in town. On April
4,1889, for example, an article reported about a comedy performed by the Turner
theater-group:
Das letzten Montag Abend aufgcfuehrte Theaterstueck "Der Schimmel",
Lustspiel in einem Act, wurde zur Zufriedenheit bei gut besuchtem
Hause gespielt. Es wird das letzte Spiel dieser Saison sein.
18

Emma Palmer, Turner-Societies," p. 37.
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Since all plays were in German, they must have been directed towards a German
audience rather than the general public.
The Turner also fostered an instrumental music group. In 1878, John Buch
founded the Buch's Military Band which he also directed. Buch was a teacher of
wagon-making at the Haskell Institute for native-Americans, now Haskell Junior
College. The band started with ten members, all members of the Turnverein, and
consisted of two drums and eight brass instruments. These members played together
until 1884.

19

Thereafter, the band expanded until it had grown to twenty-eight

members in 1900. The band played at all events in Turner Hall. With the expansion of
the band, it left the familiar circles of friends and played for the public. At the tum of
the century, the band gave concerts during the summer months in the city's parks.
According to Elfriede Fischer Rowe, the band played "the first concert of each summer
... in South Park on a Friday evening, usually around the first of June, and the concerts
were alternated between South Park and Central Park."

20

Certainly, the band's

concerts added to the cultural entertainment of Lawrence's citizens. Listening to the
music was very much a social event during the summer. Rowe further recalls that,
"homeowners living near the parks always had friends sitting on their porches, steps,
and porch railings, to listen to the concerts."

21

To mark their permanent place in

Lawrence's music scene, Buch's Military Band erected a bandstand in South Park in

Die Germania. April 4,1889. "Last Monday's theater play 'Der Schimmel*, a one act comedy, was
satisfactorily performed in front of a good crowd It was the last play of this season."
1 8

According to Elfriede Fischer Rowe, the original members of Buchs Military Band were: Buch,
Schneider, two Lesch brothers, two Griggs, Yeager, Biebusch, Rhinehammer, Bell. Elfiede Fischer
Rowe, Wonderful Old Lawrence, p. 42.
1 9
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Ibid., p. 40.

2 1

Ibid.
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May 1906. The structure is still standing today - 1992

and is still used for musical

performances including weekly concerts during June and July and weddings.

Buch's Brass Band. Left to right: Schneider, Buch, Lesch, Griggs, Lesch, Griggs,
Yeager, Biebusch, Thinehammer, Bell. Courtesy of the Kansas Collection, University
of Kansas Libraries.
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The Turnverein's Frauenverein (women's club) met once a week in Turner Hall.
They engaged in handicraft activities which were sold once a year at a bazaar to make
money for the club. One woman usually read from German books while the rest were
working.

22

The German library was kept in Turner Hall and was cared for by a librarian who
was an elected officer of the club. In the early twentieth century the library included
over 250 volumes of German-language books.

23

Some of the still existing books were

printed in the 1860s and 1870s in Germany which suggests that they were brought over
with the immigrants. Others were printed in the United States by German publishing
houses in Philadelphia and Boston. It can be assumed that the Lawrence's Turnverein
had an annual library fund to buy books. A number of German books were also
donated to the club by some members. On July 10, 1880, John Walruff, for example,
gave at least six books to the library.
The library collection ranged from literature to science topics. Several volumes
and editions of major German writers, such as the complete works of Goethe, Schiller,
Heine and Lessing, can be found among the books. Only two British authors,
Shakespeare and Dickens in German translations, were represented in the Turner
library. From 1869 to 1876, the Turnverein subscribed to the Deutsche Roman-

This information was found on the back of a picture of the "Frauenverein" in the Kansas Collection.
University of Kansas, Photo RH PH 10 J 50 (J).
22

The discussion of the Turner library is only based on the books foundrecentlyand now located in
the Max Kade Center at the University of Kansas. These books are only a part of the original
collection which included about 250 volumes. Therefore, the discussion is incomplete and might lead
to other results than an examination of the total collection would have led to. American writers, for
2 3

example, are not represented in the the Turner library. This can mean that they were not part of the
library, or that books by American authors were taken out and kept separately.
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Zeitung, a quarterly magazine which published novels. Since it was printed in Berlin,
it must have been sent over from Germany. An nineteen-volume-encyclopedia,
Meyer's Konversations-Lexikon, gave members an excellent German reference book.

Lawrence Turnverein's Frauenverein. Bottom row left to right: Mrs. L.
Preisach Dingelstedt, Miss. Minnie Walter, Mrs. Edith Achning Noll. Second row left
to right: Mrs. Sophia Lahrmann Wilder, Mrs. Martilda Betts Thudium, Mrs. Jenny
Waluff Sutorius, Mrs. Clara Biebusch Wietzencorn. Top row left to right: Mrs. Alice
Preisach Learning, Miss. Louise Broeker, Miss. Minnie Preisach, Mrs. Edith Fischer
Freienmuth, Miss. Anna Fischer, Mrs. Bertha Apitz Krause. Courtesy of the Kansas
Collection, University of Kansas Libraries.
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Furthermore, the collection included books on history and science. Among the
historical works were several volumes of Struve's Weltgeschichte, as well as
Zimmermann^ Illustrierte Geschichte des deutschen Volkes, or Seidensticker's Die
Erste Deutsche Einwanderung in Amerika und die Oruenriung von Germantown im
Jahre 1683. Scientific books focused on the questions of the universe and the
relationship between human beings and nature. Turners had the opportunity to check
out Ule's Wunder der Stcrnenweli or Willkomms Pie Wunder dC5 MikTQSkOPS Odd
die Welt im kleinsten Räume to satisfy their hunger for scientific knowledge.
The works of Karl Heinzen one of the most radical thinkers among the Fortyeighters were also part of the collection. In his works Heinzen called for dramatic
political changes in Germany and the United States. He attacked American Puritanism,
Sabbath observance and the practice of slavery in the south. Heinzen worked as a
journalist in New England. In 1850, he started a weekly paper, Der Volksfreund, in
New York. Most of his books were published by his own publishing company. He
was also the founder of the Boston Turnverein.
Furthermore, the library included exercise books for gymnastic classes, and hymn
books for men's choirs. These were probably used by the different activity groups.
Main events of the Lawrence Turnverein were the annual Stiftungsfest
(anniversary), the Christmas party and the New Year's celebration. Each year, the
Stiftungsfest was on January 28, regardless if it fell on a weekday or weekend. The
celebration was usually advertised well in advance in Die Germania. During the
evening, guests were entertained by musical performances of individual members and
the choir, a theater play and humorous speeches which were followed by a dance. In
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her family history, Louise Albeit Mueller remembered that: "on 'Stiftungsfest' they
always had a big dance and lots of good food at Turner Hall."

24

The annual Christmas party was another main family event A huge tree was
usually set up in the hall and was decorated with ornaments and presents. For the
celebration, the families would meet in the hall to eat and listen to Buch's band playing
Christmas carols. The main event for the night would be the drawing of Christmas
presents. As reported in the newspapers of the day and by Elfriede Fischer Rowe:
"tickets were sold for 25 cents for a drawing present from the tree. The
gifts were donated by the merchants. Your ticket bore a number to be
matched with one on the tree. A tree reaching to the top of the ceiling
was on the floor close to the stage. While Tannenbaum was sung,
Santa would appear in an opening in the ceiling above the stage and
came down hand over hand on a rope to dispense more gifts from the
tree. It was no chore for Santa to come down in that fashion, All men
were experienced gymnasts."
25

The New Year's celebration was also a well received event. As usual, the event
included entertainment and music, ^pcording to Scott Emory, "it was an all night
event

Dances all started with the Grand March and two steps were popular."

26

The morning after the party, breakfast was served to everybody.
But dances and times of joy were not only restricted to the Stiftungsfest, or the
Christmas and New Year's party. The German newspaper is filled with Turner events
nearly every month, such as masked balls, Maifeste (May celebrations), summer
festivals and so forth. The following article in Die Germania indicates that most events
were family events. The article describes a masked ball which had taken place on a
Monday night:
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Marie Louise Buecker, "Family History," Douglas County Historical Society, Lawrence, Kansas.
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Elfriede Fischer Rowe, Wonderful Old Lawrence, p. 122. See also, Pie Qermania, December 27,

1888.
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Scott Emory, "Turnverein," Kanhistoriaue. June 1983.
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Der auf den letzten Montag festgelegten Maskenball des hiesigen
Turnvereins hatte die meisten Mitglieder mit Kind und Kegel nach der
Halle gelockt, welche sich um 1/210 Uhr zu fuellen begann.... Um
halb zwoelf wurden die Masken herunter genommen und ueberall
wurden Rufe des Erstaunens und der Ueberraschung laut. Die
Festgenossen blieben noch nach der Demaskierung noch lange vereint,
so dass der Schluss des Vergnuegens erst in den Morgenstunden
stattfand.
27

Louise Young wrote in a letter to Elfriede Fischer Rowe, "I learned to dance at Turner
Hall. My papa danced with me and later the boys. How those Germans could dance
and what fun they had." Others remember that children were always present and took
28

part in all events. If younger children got tired, they were put on gymnastic mats or
chairs to sleep until their parents were ready to go home.
By the outbreak of World War I, many first-generation Germans had died. But
gymnastic classes were still being taught to second-generation German-Americans who
saw their club more as a "fitness club" than a social center. Growing anti-German
feeling, nevertheless, scared most members and many families withdrew their
membership. Furthermore, the club faced the problem it had encountered during the
Civil War when 90 percent joined the army. In 1917, at least fourteen Turners enlisted
in the armed services. After the war, it continued to exist but never regained its
popularity. After 1918, no new members were admitted to the Turnverein. In 1938, it
still had twenty-three members, but since the remaining members were old, the club
sold its properties to one of its members.

29

Die Germania. March 7,1889. "Last Monday's masked ball given by the local Turnverein attracted
most members and their children to its hall which began to fill at 9:30 p.m. At 11:30 p.m. the masks
were taken down and everywhere one could hear exclamations of estonishment and surprises. The
guests still stayed long after everybody had unmasked themselves, so the end of the event occurred in
the early morning hours."
Letter from Louise D. Young to Elfriede Fischer Rowe on December 30,1970. Rowe file, Douglas
County Historical Society, Lawrence, Kansas.
2 8
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The Role of the Lawrence Turnverein
The Lawrence Turnverein was an institution which played an important role in the
lives of its members and the German community. Its obvious purpose was the physical
and cultural education of its members as suggested by Jahn. Weekly gymnastic classes
provided Turners with physical exercise, and theater groups, dancing groups, and the
library furnished Turners with social knowledge. But the position of the Ttpnverein in
Lawrence was more complex.
The club had the dual task of aiding its members with the Americanization process,
on the one hand, and preserving German culture on the other. At first glance, these
two goals seem to contradict each other. But a closer look will reveal that they actually
complemented each other. In Turner Hall, German families had the opportunity to meet
with each other and converse in their native tongue. German celebrations, theater plays
and food provided a familiar atmosphere, generally known to all Germans. The
customary way of celebrating Sundays around card tables and in beer gardens further
emphasized that Turner Hall was "a place like home." The building on the comer of
Ninth Street and Rhode Island Street was an oasis in a different world. After a hard
working day, it offered the opportunity to be with people who shared the same
language and simular values. To become a member of the club, one had to be a citizen
of the United States, or provide proof that the first citzenship papers had been taken
out. After 1903, all members were United States citizens. But although one might
have been a United States citizen on paper, the familiar atmosphere in Turner Hall made

In the early 1930s, the Lawrence Turnverein donated most of its gymnastic equipment to the local
junior high school. Philip Emst bought the Turner properties. Since the purchase of the hall included
its interior, many Turner items are still in the Ernst family's possession.
2 9
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it possible to slowly adjust to new situations. In that way, it presented a cultural
enclave of the German way of life in the American society.
Society members shared similar interests with each other. Turners shared a good
deal of their spare-time with each other, and were not strangers but friends. Gymnastic
exercises ensured physical fitness, but they were also used as a vehicle to extend the
circle of friends. Competitions within the Bezirk or on the national level were
combined with travel. The shared time and experience created a close bond between
club members and also gave members a chance to talk to and meet other Turners.
Children were included in all events. That insured that the second-generation
German-Americans bonded by sharing their childhood with each other. The Turner
Hall was also an institution where these children were introduced to German values and
celebrations outside their home. Being with their parents and other German adults,
they learned German dances and tasted German food. Furthermore, it was a place
where the language was spoken and taught. Children could witness and experience
German life.
But Turner Hall was not an exact replication of German life but a new creation of
it. Since Lawrence Germans came from all regions of Germany, such as Prussia,
Saxony, Bavaria and so forth, they created a national rather than a regional German
conciseness. People with different German dialects and costumes, as well as religions
and political attitudes came together to represent German interests rather than
geographical ones. The Lawrence Turnverein represented a united Germany long
before Germany was united historically.
It has been stated by local historians that the club was not political. This statement
needs revision. It is true that Lawrence Turners did not vote for one ticket since
members belonged to the Republican as well as Democratic party. But they certainly
expressed their opinions about general political ideas; otherwise they would not have
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called themselves Turners. The Turner organizations in Germany and the United States
were generally political organizations. According to LaVern Rippley,
liberal in the extreme, the Turners propagandized for socialism
They shunned the mention of God, lauded the force of reason, and
advocated radical reform programs. They championed welfare
legislation, tax reforms, the direct election and recall of publicly elected
officials, and the expanded use of referenda in deciding issues. Along
with their activism in social matters went anticlericalism, anti-nativism,
and opposition to prohibition.
30

The Lawrence Turner cannot be seen as radical as Rippley suggests. They tended to
follow the general Turner political ideas but adapted them to their situation in a small
town. They were certainly liberal but not extremely so. In general, Turners were
Freidenker (Freethinker) who did not belief in the guidance of their lives by church
officials. Their rational ideas conflicted with religious teachings. Therefore,
freethinkers were usually not connected to church organizations. The Lawrence
Turners did not shun "the mention of God" since many of them were churchgoers. In a
small town like Lawrence in the nineteenth century where the church was still the center
of family life, there was not much room for radical ideas. Church life was very much
part of community life, and was an important center where network systems were
established. Especially the German business men could not take the risk of being
pointed out as strange and radical. Therefore, Turner members merged their own
interests with community interests.
The Turner library can be taken as a departing point for a further analysis of the
Lawrence Turners. Corvin's Die Goldene Legende: Christliche Märtyrer der ersten
Jahrhunderte, is a book which should not have been in the Turner library if the Turners
had adhered strictely to their anticlerical ideas. Thus, the presence of the book further
emphasizes that the Lawrence Turners were not as radical as many other clubs which

LaVern Rippley, The German-Americans (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1976), p.l 18.
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were located in metropolitan areas. Furthermore, the Turners offered their church
building to the German Lutheran church for services until the congregation built their
own structure. This also indicates that Lawrence Turners were not extremely radical,
but tolorated, and even helped the Lutheran church.
On the other hand, the collection of works by Heinzen, one of the leading radicals
among the movement, suggests that members were familiar and aware of the radical
ideas which circulated among Turners. Their love for rational teaching is reflected in
scientific books which centered around the position of human beings in the universe.
The library suggests that the Lawrence Turner followed the general guidelines of the
American Turnerbund to promote rational ideas but also reflects that Lawrence's "small
town Germans" expanded their library to include Christian works.
In their establishment of a sick fund, Lawrence's Turner also followed the national
idea of a welfare system. Certainly, this must have been another attraction for German
immigrants to join the club. Single immigrants or small kinship groups did not have
the support of an extended family when they entered Lawrence. Therefore, if someone
got sick, nuclear families had to deal with the situation by themselves rather then being
financially and emotionally supported by father, mother, sister, brother, or any other
relatives. The Turnverein, therefore, took on the role of an extended family. It helped
out financially with $ 3.00 per week to ensure that there was still food on the table in
case the bread-earner could not work due to his illness. The family character of the
club is also reflected in the terminology Turnbruder (Turn-brother) and Turnschwester
(Turn-sister).
In her book, Immigrant Milwaukee. Kathleen Conzen describes the diverse
German societies in Milwaukee in the 1840s and 1850s. She states:
There were music groups and drama societies, mutual benefit
associations, debating clubs and carnival clubs, church societies, old
fraternity assemblies, political pressure groups, tavern circles, chess
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clubs, professional organizations,... sewing circles, benevolent
associations, and parties and balls of all sorts. During the 1840s and
1850s the Germans of Milwaukee had developed a wide range of
organizations and institutions to meet the social needs of almost any
group member.
31

Conzen describes a typical metropolitan phenomenon. Big towns with a large German
population offered a wide range of activities for German families to choose from. This
variety of clubs provided more opportunities but also promoted more divisions among
Germans. Families who were members in a choir or a drama society did not
necessarily meet and socialize with families who were members of a carnival club or a
TurnvereinIn small towns like Lawrence, on the other hand, German families had only a very
limited range of German cultural activities. The Turnverein, therefore, was an
institution which tried to combine and offer as many activities as possible. Since it was
the major German-cultural meeting point, apart from the German-speaking churches, it
united the German families in town. Even if someone were be a member of the dance
group and someone else joined the theater group, they would still see each other in their
gymnastic classes and at the parties. Germans in Lawrence did not have the
opportunity to join other clubs which offered a German environment; therefore, the
Lawrence Turnverein became a center and symbol for German life in Lawrence.
Furthermore, it was a place where kinship ties were developed and nourished.
Elfriede Fischer Rowe reports that the Turnverein:
also served as an employment center. Every Saturday, one would find
many newcomers from the Fatherland on the steps of the Hall waiting
for people to come and offer them jobs. The men were hired for their
craftsmanship and the women were placed in homes as maids or
housekeepers.
32

Kathleen Neils Conzen, immigrant Milwaukee, 1836-186Q; AccQffWtttatiOT and Community in a
Frontier City (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1976), p.154.
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Since most of the members were merchants or craftsmen, Turner Hall was certainly the
place to be to get hired by a German employer. But Turner Hall was not the place for
just anybody. It was an exclusive place for highly respected, middle-class German
families, a German Rotary or Lion's club. There were no day laborers or transients
who just stopped by to work in Lawrence for a few months among the members.
Lawrence Turners not only shared their German consciousness with each other, but
also their middle-class consciousness and attitudes. Lawrence Turners were people
who had been in town for a number of years, had a business or a steady income, a
family, and usually owned property in Lawrence.
The self-containing attitudes of the Turners is also evident in their admission
procedures. New members had to be recommended to an admission committee by old
members. After an examination of the "moral character" of the new person, he was
admitted into the society. It is evident that the club members controlled who became
33

a member and who did not.
A memory about the Frauenverein (women's club) recalls a story which further
illustrates that Lawrence Turner members belonged to he middle-class. The women's
club met once a week in the hall. "The member who arrived first had to start the fire in
the stove. One day, a member came early and simply could not get the fire to bum, she
complained 1 have never made a fire in my life.' "

3 4

This is not surprising since

Turner members were likely to employ domestic servants in their homes, probably
those whom they found on the steps of Turner Hall waiting for them. Theater groups,
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Elfriede Fischer Rowe, Wonderful Old Lawrence p . 120.

Only men or were listed as members. After the male head of household was accepted into the club,
his wife and children automatically became members, too.
3 3

Information found on the back of a photograph of the Frauenverein. Kansas Collection, University
of Kansas.
3 4
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dancing classes, women's clubs and libraries certainly required leisure time. Middleclass women certainly had time for these pleasures whereas their domestic servants did
not.
As second-generation German-Americans grew up, they enjoyed the gymnastic
and social activities of the club. Although many of them rejected their ethnic
backgrounds and were determined to become "real Americans," they were still
connected by their class consciousness. This may account for the survival of the club
until after World War I. The club might have been able to survive until today, had they
not stopped accepting new members during World War I. Thus, it became only a
question of time until the old members died and the Turnverein had to close its doors.
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Chapter Four
The Word and the Word of God: The German-language Newspaper and
the German Churches in Lawrence

Die Germania: A German-language Newspaper
The influence of the liberty of the press
does not affect political opinions alone,
but extends to all the opinions of men,
and modifies customs as well as laws.
Alexis De Tocqueville

1

For centuries, Germans and German-Americans have been informed about
Germany and the United States through German-language newspapers. The first
German paper in the United States, the Philadelphia Zeitung, was published by
Christopher Sauer at Germantown, Pennsylvania, in 1732. A few years later, in 1743,
another German newspaper appeared in Philadelphia. As Germans followed the
westward movement, the number of German newspapers in the United States grew.
The revolution of 1848 caused the immigration of many Forty-eighters who had been
journalists at home, and others who had received good educations in German
universities and now sought employment in newspaper offices. This resulted in a
constant rising level of German newspaper publications. By 1856, there were
2

seventy-six German papers published in the United States; twenty-six of them were

Alexis De Tocqueville, Democracy in America, edited by Richard Heffner (New York: Penguin Books
USA Inc., 1956), p. 91.
1

2

Carl Wittke, The German Language Press in the United States (Lexington: University of Kentucky

Press, 1957),p. 75.
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dailies which circulated in the areas of Cincinnati, New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Milwaukee, New Orleans and many other locations. By 1880, the number had climbed
to 641 periodicals in German; eighty of these papers were dailies, 466 weeklies and 95
appeared less frequently.

3

The figure includes every conceivable paper and journal,

from dailies and weeklies to publications devoted to lodges, music, trade, religions,
and so forth.
The political situation in Kansas in 1854 attracted many newspaper men to the
territory, and newspapers were nearly established at once. On September 15, 1854, the
first Kansas newspaper, the Kansas Weekly Herald, was published in Leavenworth.
Only a few months later, on October 18, 1854, the Kansas Pioneer, the first Lawrence
paper was published. It was closely followed by the second Lawrence paper, the
Herald of Freedom on October 21, 1854. Eleanor Turk has pointed out that
4

newspapers played an important role in Kansas history, since they attracted settlers into
the Territory and "brought them together into communities." Furthermore, they
reported about the political turmoil of the area during the slavery debate and participated
in election campaigns, and "in the dreadful Civil War that followed." From 1865 to
5

1870, the number of newspapers in Kansas rose from thirty-seven to eighty.

6

The first German-language newspaper in Kansas was founded in 1857 in Atchison
City and was called Kansas Zeitung. Interestingly, the paper was organized by the

United States Department of Interior, Bureau of the Census, History and the Present Condition of the
Newsoaoer and Periodical Press of the United States. Washington, D.C., 1880, Special Report, pp.
126-128.
3

David Dary, Lawrence. Douglas County. Kansas: An Informal History (Lawrence, Kansas: Allen
Books, 1982), Appendix A, Lawrence's Newspapers.
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Eleanor Turk/The German Newspapers of Kansas," Kansas History 6 (Spring 1983): p. 46.

Kansas State Historical Society and Department of Archives, History of Kansas Newspapers (Topeka:
1916), p. 12.
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New England Emigrant Aid Company which subsidized Charles Kob, a German
surgeon, to start this paper. The aim of the paper was to attract German settlers to
Kansas, and, therefore, was "filled with a combination of enthusiastic descriptions of
the Kansas paradise and political sentiments in support of the Free-Soil cause." The
7

paper was short-lived because at that point, few German settlers had arrived in the
territory. According to Turk, "other attempts to establish German-language
newspapers during the territorial period were equally unsuccessful." German
8

newspapers started to spring up after the Civil War when the number of German
settlers in Kansas rose. From the 1880s to the early twentieth century, an average of
fourteen German newspapers existed in Kansas, a great number of which served the
Mennonite communities in the state.

9

The first German newspaper in Lawrence was started in 1868 by John Haeberlein.
It was a weekly paper called Die Freie Presse. Haeberlein only published the paper in
Lawrence for seven months, from January to September 1868. He then moved to
Leavenworth and continued it there as a daily paper for twenty years. The rising
number of Germans in Lawrence, nevertheless, demanded a German-language paper in
the Lawrence area, and led to the establishment of Die Germania, a weekly German
paper which provided news for German families for forty-one years.
Thursday was Germania day for many German families in Lawrence and Eudora
who found the German-language paper in their mailboxes once a week. The first issue
appeared on September 1,1877 and was printed by Gottlieb Oehrle. The Oehrle family
had come to Lawrence from Ohio in 1858. During Quantrill's Raid, Gottlieb's father
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Eleanor Turk, "German Newspapers," Kansas History, p. 51.
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Ibid.. p.53.
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George Rowell. American Newspaper QilfiClflg (New York: G.P. Rowell &Co 1879-1894).
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was killed and the family moved away. A few years later, the boy entered the German
Methodist Orphans Home in Berea, Ohio. In 1877, Gottlieb Oehrle came back to
10

Lawrence and started publishing Die Germania. The paper was subtitled, Gewidmet
den Interessen des deutschen Publikums von Lawrence und Umgebung (Dedicated to
the interests of the German readership of Lawrence and surrounding areas). The paper
consisted of four pages sized 22 X 30 inches. In 1879, it was enlarged to 28 X 40
inches. In general, the first page contained mixed news about the United States,
Kansas and Germany. It also included railroad schedules, prices in Lawrence and
advertisements of local German merchants. On the second page, the reader found
important news from Germany, such as scandals of the aristocratic families, and news
from other European countries, such as Italy, Luxembourg, or England. The third
page was dedicated to news from all German states. Information divided into columns
reported about all areas in Germany. It also contained a serialized novel. The last page
included local news. Here one could find ads by local merchants; death, marriage and
birth notices; and want-ads as well as short notices. It is not quite clear where Oehrle
got his national and international news. It seems that he copied them from other
German-language papers in the United States. Although the wire service of the New
York Associated Press was accessiable for papers since the 1880s, the service cost $
250 a year.

11

It is very probable that Oehrle did not have the money for the service.

During Oehrle's years, the circulation of the paper never exceeded 250 copies per
week.

12

Furthermore, the office sold subscriptions to German-language magazines in

A biographical sketch claims that Gottlieb Oehrle entered the orphanage right after the raid. That
cannot be true because the German Methodist Orphanage at Berea was not established before May 1864.
Therefore, it can be assumed that he lived with his mother until she died, and then entered the
orphanage in the 1860s.
1 0
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the United States, such as the Per Deutsche Hausschatz. or the Deutsche
Romanhihliot^

In 1889, Edward Gruen who had been a printer for Oehrle since 1888, took over
the paper and changed its name to Lawrence Germania. The content was mainly the
same as in previous years. Besides the paper, Gruen offered printing services in
German and English to his costumers. From 1889 to 1891, the papers circulation
exceeded 500 copies per week. After 1891, the distribution dropped again to 400
copies.

13

In 1902, the paper changed hands again. According to Theresa Thueringer, a
group of leading German families formed a corporation known as the Germania
Publishing Company to buy the paper. Henry Albach was treasurer and secretary of
the company and from 1902 until its demise in 1918, the names of Henry and Bertha
Albach became closely connected with the Lawrence Germania, also known as the
German Independent.
The Albach family had been one of Lawrence's early German families. Henry
Albach's father, Philip, was one of many revolutionary Forty-eighters who had left
Germany after the 1848 Revolution. Philip fled to the United States to escape
retribution. In 1857, when Germany granted amnesty to all political refugees, he
returned to Germany and married his fiancee Wilhelmina. The Albachs returned to the
United States with the intention of travelling overland to California. But instead, the
couple settled in newly founded Lawrence, where Philip opened a wagon-making and
blacksmith store on Massachusetts Street. Henry Albach was born in September 1863,

George Rowell. American Newspaper Directory (New York: G.P. Rowell & Company, 1878 1889).
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Ml.. The office of the Lawrence Germania was located on 716 Massachusetts Street, on the second
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only two weeks after QuantriU's Raid had destroyed his parent's home and business.
Henry was sickly as a child and, therefore, his parents decided to send him back to
Germany to stay with relatives since the couple had already lost their first three children
to the extreme climatic conditions of the Kansas prairie. Henry stayed in Germany until
he was ten years old. He returned to the United States and completed his education in
Kansas. In 1886, he earned a law degree from the University of Kansas but never
practiced as a lawyer. Instead, he entered his father's business and travelled as a
salesman for several years. After Henry's marriage to Bertha Koch in 1893, the young
wife asked him to spend more time at home. Therefore, he and a friend opened a drygood store on Massachusetts Street known as Albach and Prehm. The business failed
because of strong competition but Albach and Prehm never filed bankruptcy and spent
the next twenty years paying off their debts. From 1904 to 1909, Henry Albach was
chief clerk of the Fraternal Aid Association, a life insurance company in Lawrence.

14

Before he quit his job as a clerk, he had been acquainted with the Lawrence
Germania because he had been secretary and treasurer of the Germania Publishing
Company since 1902. His wife Bertha was the editor of the paper from 1902 until
Henry took over in 1909. One year later, Henry bought a second paper, the Democrat
which he also published along with the Lawrence Germania once a week.

15

After

1902, the Lawrence Germania expanded to a eight page paper. Six of its pages were
printed by a German Publishing Company in St. Louis, Missouri. They contained
feature articles, literature and general news about the United States, Germany and
Europe. The last two pages were left blank for local news. On these pages, Albach

Theresa Thueringer, "Henry Albach: Editor and Agitator, 1914-1918,"
(Masters Thesis, University of Kansas, 1984), pp. 14-15.
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Thf? nemocrat was published as a daily paper from January to October 1910. Thefinancialand

physical burden forced Albach to publish it as a weekly thereafter.
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printed news of the German-American activities in Douglas County. Although the
paper expanded, the coverage of the news did not necessarily increase. Instead, the
paper was filled with a large amount of advertising for German and English businesses,
and the entertainment section was enlarged. On the first page, the reader still found
information on the United States and Germany. The second page was filled with
advice Fuer Farm und Garten (for farm and garden), Euei digfolfighfi(for the kitchen),
or Heilkunde (therapeutics). A novel, a cultural page and a cartoon page filled the next
three pages. Local news and ads in English and German were together on the last
pages. Before Albach bought The Democrat, he used the presses of The Lawrence
Gazette, one of three daily papers in Lawrence, to print German-American news. In
1909, the Lawrence Germania was moved to the press of The Democrat.

16

In the 1880s, technical innovations in the printing process changed journalism.
The typewriter became part of the equipment of every newspaperman and the Linotype
came into general use. Large papers could afford to purchase these devices which
ensured better and quicker printing. Smaller papers, on the other hand, usually did not
have the capital to keep up, and set their type by hand.

17

The Lawrence Germania

certainly lacked a large amounts of money and was, therefore, printed on a handpress.
The major sources of income for all three editors were subscription money, advertising
and printing jobs.
The paper never tried to compete with other Lawrence papers. First of all, it was a
weekly paper which did not have enough space to cover every story about the United
States or Kansas. The Lawrence Germania left the coverage of daily news to the daily
papers. Secondly, it was directed at a very specific readership. It fed its German-

Albach file, Douglas County Historical Society, Lawrence, Kansas.
Carl Wittke. The Geman-lanynaye Press p. 211.
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American readers a large amount of news from Germany, other German-American
communities and local news.
Although the circulation of the Lawrence Germania rose with the Albachs as
editors, already in the latter part of the nineteenth century, the paper started complaining
about the declining interest in it. On May 18,1889, an article reported about the
"death ' of Die Tribuene. a German-language paper in Topeka. The author further
1

states that,
ttter in Lawrence mit ueber 1QQQ deutschen Familien geben wir immer
noch die Lawrence Germania heraus» aber unsere Liste der Leser wird
mit jedem Todesfall eines Deutsch-Amerikanischen Buergers kleiner
und ist nur eine Frage der Zeit, ja einer ku^en Zeit, wann wir Die
Germania aufgeben muessen. Bedauernswert ist es. dass unsere
deutsch lesenden Familien ihre Lotelzeitung in der Muttersprache
vemachlaessigcn. Tatsache ist es nicht allein in Lawrence und
Leavenworth aber auch im ganzen Lander
18

A declining readership was one problem, another was a lack of German-speaking
journalists. In the latter part of the nineteenth century, German-language papers had
trouble finding competent talent for their editorial staffs, since many first generation
German-Americans were getting old, and second-generation German-Americans had
lost their ability to write an idiomatic German. Therefore, larger papers recruited
editors directly from Germany.

19

The Lawrence Germania was lucky to find the

Albachs as their editors at a time when German-language papers struggled for staff and
readers.
While German papers already faced hard times because of declining readership
numbers and the lack of German-speaking journalists, World War I caused the death of
Die Germania. May 18,1889. Here in Lawrence with over 1000 German families, we still publish
Die Germania but our subscription list gets shorter with every death of a German-American citizen. It
is just a question of time, of a short time, when we have to cease publication of Die Germania. It is
deplorable that our German reading families neglect their newspaper in their mother tongue. This
happens not only in Lawrence and Leavenworth but in the whole nation.
1 8
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many German-language papers. At the outbreak of the war in 1914, the news service
in St.Louis began to fill the Lawrence Germania with news about the war in Europe.
Albach apologized for German actions, but also hoped that the struggle would be
localized between Austria and Serbia. As the war continued and war stories from the
British and French point of view dominated the English papers, Albach felt an
obligation to present the German side of the story. Furthermore, he started criticizing
President Wilson for his attacks on "those who sympathized with Germany, while
tolerating in silence those who sided with Britain." Albach tried to excuse Germany for
using submarines to break the blockades set up by British ships to control trade on sea,
and openly expressed his disagreement with the United States government for allowing
such violation of international law. The war and its coverage in the German papers
20

led to a short revival of the German-language press. German-Americans were
concerned about friends and family at home and were dissatisfied with the presentation
of Germans and Germany in the English-speaking press. According to Carl Wittke,
"Americans of German ancestry were cut to the quick when their fathers and relatives
were described as "Huns" and "barbarous." The Lawrence Germania witnessed a
21

sharp increase in circulation from 500 to 1500 because it offered a counter view to the
anti-German news of most of the English papers.

22

The first major crises in German-American relations occurred when a German
submarine torpedoed the British ship Lusitania and over 100 Americans lost their
lives.

23

Albach apologized again for German war actions and deplored the loss of
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lives. On the other hand, he contended that Great Britain was as guilty as Germany for
carrying war material on an unarmed ship. He was pleased with president Wilson's
efforts to stay out of the war, and encouraged the view among his readers that the
United States should stay neutral.
In 1916, as the war in Europe progressed, Albach was torn between his GermanAmerican consciousness and his allegiance to the Democratic party. On the one hand,
he criticized Wilson's preparedness plan which involved raising an army, building
warships and manufacturing other war materials; on the other hand, he supported
Wilson's presidential campaign. In an article an October 6,1916 called Wie soll man
24

stimmen?. Albach clearly voiced his Democratic party views and urged his GermanAmerican readers to give their vote to Wilson who Albach thought was more likely to
keep the United States out of war.

25

Albach's hopes faltered when the United States declared war on Germany in 1917.
Nevertheless, Albach was in a more favorable position than many other Germanlanguage papers which had been pro-German and suddenly had to change their tone
completely. Although Albach had voiced his criticism of the Wilson administration, he
nevertheless was a Democrat and supported the Democratic Party. As stated by
Theresa Thueringer, "the six pages sent from St. Louis initially contained the same
amount of war news as they always had, but that news was less partisan in its support
for Germany and more neutral in reporting battles won and lost."
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In June and October 1917, Congress passed the Espionage and Trading with the
Enemy Acts which prohibited criticism of the United States government or its allies,
and required that foreign-language papers must provide "exact translations of all matters
relating to the war "which had "to be submitted to the local postmaster until such time
as the government was sufficiently convinced of the loyalty of the foreign-language
paper to issue a permit exempting it henceforth from the cumberstone and expensive
process of filing English translations." In March 1918, Albach had to go to the post
27

office twice to sign an oath that his paper did not contain any articles about the
government in Washington.

28

In an article on March 1,1918, Albach complained to his readers that he must keep
his mouth closed and, therefore, changed the content of the paper to its prewar form.
Local news, novels and cartoons became the center of the paper once more. On
December 18,1917, he made one more effort to convince Lawrence residents of
German-American loyalty. In a reply to the organization of the "American Defense
Society", an organization of citizens to detect German spies with the headquarters in
New York, he stated,
If there be any German or American spies in our little city of Lawrence,
it will hardly be necessary for these grandstand patriots to introduce any
secret inquisitional methods for we have enough loyal citizens with
German blood still coursing through their veins who would consider it
an honor and a privilege to report such to the proper authorities.
29

Although Albach always defended the loyalty of German citizens and himself in
Lawrence, he became the target of hateful accusations of the Journal World, a daily
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paper in Lawrence. On January 14,1918, the Journal World charged Albach with
unpatriotic behavior,
From the beginning of the war until now, Albach has held that
everything against Germany has been exaggerated or is wrong and for
everything Germany had done he has offered an excuse. The Journal
World will leave it to the government authorities to watch Mr. Albach,
but with many others it has become very tired of the sort of unpatriotic
insinuations ... that constantly fill his pages.
30

The battle between Albach and the Journal World went back and fourth for a while,
until Albach decided to discontinue the Lawrence Germania. On August 30,1918, the
last issue of the Lawrence German-language paper appeared and announced: "pressure
has compelled us to suspend." Albach wrote: "when even our German citizens fear to
take the paper, why should we trouble further about it."

31

After 41 years and a brave

battle for survival, the Lawrence Germania ended its service for the German-American
community in Lawrence.

The Role of the Lawrence Germania in Lawrence
The Lawrence QcmaPia was certainly an unusual paper for its time. Its life span
of forty-one years was not exceeded even by many of the larger foreign-language
papers in the United States. Its survival strategy lay in the content and management of
the paper. The establishment of the paper was no major task because Oehrle had found
a large readership among the first-generation Germans who settled in Lawrence in the
1880s. After Gottlieb Oehrle found a more lucrative job as a steamship agent, he sold
the paper to his printer Edward Gruen. Although the German readership started to
decline in the 1890s, Gruen managed to survive by undertaking various printing jobs.

Journal World, January

14,1818.

Bis Germania, August 30,1918.
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At the turn of the century, the paper faced a crisis that might have led to its demise,
had it not been for the Albach family. Henry Albach was a very unusual man.
Although he was a second-generation German-American, his education in Germany
tied him to the German language and values as if he had been a first generation
German-American. He, therefore, was perfect for the job, and might have been the
only one who could have done it. He had the language skills which faded away in
German homes in the process of integration, and the interest to keep a separate German
identity alive.
The Lawrence Germania was never a forum for political discussion by its editors.
Therefore, the paper captured a larger readership. In Lawrence, the German-Americans
differed in political attitudes. Most of them were Republicans, but there were also
Democrats and Independents among them. To serve everybody, the editors decided
that it would be the best to keep the Lawrence Germania as an independent paper which
did not collide with differing political interests. Even Albach, a whole-hearted
Democrat, tried to be as neutral as possible in his editorials, and left most of his
political convictions to the pages of the Democrat.
The paper focused mainly on informing its readers about news from Germany and
the United States which concerned the lives of its readers as German-Americans. In his
book, The German Americans. LaVern Rippley states that "some papers found their
usefulness by feeding readers large doses of news from abroad. Their appeal lay in
quieting the homesickness of those who had said goodbye to the Fatherland." One
32

can doubt that Lawrence Germans suffered from much homesickness because many
had lived in the United States even before moving to Lawrence, and by the turn of the
century, many families had resided in the town for decades. But they certainly must

LaVern Rippley, The German-Americans (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1976), p. 161.
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have had an interest in the lives of friends and relatives, and memories of the life back
in Germany. Carl Schurz has defined the purpose of the German-American press as
fourfold. According to him, German-language newspapers in the United States
intended
1) to explain America to the German immigrant
2) to promote cooperation among the Germans in America
3) to inform the Germans living in the United States about
Germany
4) to teach German immigrants about the "open-handed"
generosity of the United States.

33

The Lawrence Germania included all these goals in its pages during the first twenty
years of its existence. It then changed slowly to emphasizes news about Germany,
German culture and local news. Under Albach as editor, the serial novel became
longer, the catoon section and the cultural sections each took up one whole page, and
local news about the German-American communities in Douglas County and Lawrence
expanded over two pages. Along with other German-language newspapers in the
country, the Lawrence Germania had the dual task of preserving German language and
culture, on the one hand, and of Americanizing its readers on the other. As an agent of
Americanization, it helped its readers to adjust to a new environment. Articles about
American history, laws or customs introduced newcomers to the traditions and customs
of American society.

34

At the outbreak of World War I in Europe, the Lawrence Germania tried to justify
and explain German actions and urged the United States to stay neutral. The Lawrence
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Germania started to carry more English articles to reach American readers. When the
United States entered the war, the paper functioned as an adviser to German-American
families on how to behave in the difficult situation. Albach ensured his readers that it
was no offense to be German, but that they now must be loyal to their adopted home.
Albach was certainly in a better situation than most of his German collegeauges who
had been pro-German from 1914 and 1917, and then had to change their attitudes about
the United States and the war quickly. However, his support for the Democratic ticket
in 1916 did not save him from becoming the object of nativist criticism. His proGerman articles before the United States entered the war had hurt his image. The
Journal World, as a Republican paper, took advantage of Albach's difficult situation
and publicly accused him of being pro-German. The controversy over Albach's
position scared many German-American families in Lawrence who thought that Albach
was too outspoken. They did not accept him as a spokesman for the Germancommunity. The fear of being denounced as pro-German forced many families to
cancel their subscription for the paper. Since many first generation-Germans had died
and second generation Germans rejected their German backgrounds, Albach was left
alone and caught in between two generations, to fight a battle for honor and loyalty.
Albach gave in to the pressures and ceased publication of the Lawrence Germania.
However, the democratic principles which he had inherited from his father as an 1848
revolutionist lived on in Albach's Democrat until 1943.

The St* Paul's Evangelical Lutheran Church
From colonial times until today, the Unites States has been looked upon as a
refuge from religious persecution. People of diverse religious backgrounds such as
Protestantism, Catholicism, Judaism, Islam and so forth, have entered North America
to practice their religious beliefs in freedom and without restrictions. Among the many
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who sought a place where they could practice their religions in peace were many
Germans. A treaty at the end of the Thirty-Years' War in 1648 in Germany, outlawed
the presence of pietist sects, and tolerated only members of the Catholic, Lutheran and
Reformed Church within Germany's borders. Therefore, each German state established
the religions of their ruling houses as state religions, and these pressures for religious
conformity led to the mass migration of other religious groups to North America.
German Lutherans in the United States date back to the colonial time when the first
Lutherans settled along the east coast in the seventeenth and eighteenth century. In
1741, Heinrich Melchior Muehlenberg, the patriarch of the Lutheran Church in the
United States arrived in the New World. Muehlenberg, together with six other
ministers, established the first Lutheran Synod of America and united all Lutheran
Churches of Pennsylvania in 1748. Soon other colonies followed and also established
Lutheran Synods, such as the New York and New Jersey Synod in 1773, or the North
Carolina Synod in 1803. In 1820, a union of several state synods created the "General
Synod". With the exploration and settlement of other parts of the country, Lutheranism
spread through the United States. After the Civil War, the "General Synod" split again
into four Lutheran bodies. The largest of these organization is the "Synodical
Conference", also known as the "Missourians" which dates back to 1838. According
to Albert Faust, "this conference was almost entirely German in its membership, and
championed the preservation of the German language in the pulpits." In 1847, the
35

Lutherans of the Midwest united into the German Evangelical Lutheran Synod of
Missouri, Ohio and other States and aided the development of other programs in
adjoining states.
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German Lutherans can be found in Lawrence as early as 1866. In his
Kuragefasste Geschichte des Kansas Distrikts, M. K. Vetter claims that during that
year, Reverend C R Lieve, general missionary of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of
Missouri, Ohio and other States visited the northeastern part of Kansas. During this
time, he founded the Lutheran communities of Lawrence and Eudora One year later,
in 1867, both towns shared Reverend Spitzmann as their pastor and the Kansas Daily
Tribune advertised regular German Lutheran services on Sundays at 9:30 a.m. in
Lawrence and 2:30 p.m. in Eudora. In 1869, Reverend Spitzmann left both churches
which were than served by neighboring pastors now and then. The history further
claims that "both congregations were lost to us."

37

Although the first attempt to establish a German Lutheran Church failed, a second
Lutheran church was founded in the 1870s. This church, called the St. Paul's Lutheran
Church, was not connected to the Missouri Synod as the first one, but seemed to have
been independent. Until the church built its own building in 1889, the worship
services were conducted in Turner Hall. Although the city directories list the church
under the location on the northwest comer of Rhode Island and Warren (Ninth) Street,
the Douglas County Atlas shows it clearly at the same spot as Turner Hall.
Furthermore, tax records indicate that Turner Hall was exempt from taxes during the
years 1870 to 1907, although they paid taxes from 1868-9 and after 1907. The only
explanation for that is that the hall was declared to be a church during these years since
church properties were exempt from taxes in Kansas. The lot where the city directories
claim the German Lutheran Church should have been belonged to the Hale family until
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the end of the nineteenth century, and was at no time exempt from taxes. Therefore,
one can surmise that St. Paul's church met in Turner Hall on Sunday mornings.
In 1879, the German St. Paul's Lutheran Church entered the "Evangelical
Lutheran Synod of Kansas and Adjacent states" which had been founded in 1868 for a
short period of time. At this time, the Church was served by Reverend Treptow, who
applied for membership at the April convention. According to the History of the
Evangelical Lutheran Svnod of Kansas, "he was admitted upon strength of his own
statement and without letter."

38

At the October convention in the same year, the

congregation was admitted. During that time, the members started to collect money to
erect their church. In 1880, Reverend Treptow was charged with misappropriating
building funds and, therefore, deposed from the ministry. The congregation later
withdrew from the synod.

39

During the 1890s, the congregation had raised enough money to build their own
structure on the 800 block of Illinois Street, later 835 Illinois Street. In March 1889,
Die Germania reported that Pastor Rehn, pastor of the church at that time, had asked the
Turnverein for financial support, which was granted to him.

40

Furthermore,

collections among townspeople were taken up and, according to Diane Davis, "84
People contributed to the church-building fund."

41

Only one month later, in June

1889, the paper reported that the church had been completed and dedicated: Die
evangelische Gemeinde weihte heme ihre neue Kirche ein, The paper also reported that
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the occasion was visited by a number of Lutheran pastors from other locations in
Douglas County. Pastor Silbermann from the Lutheran Church in Eudora, Pastor Maul
from the English Lutheran Church in Willow Springs, and Pastor Loesch from the
English Lutheran Church of Lawrence were present. The little church was a one
42

room wooden building without a basement. A double entrance door led into the room
which was lit by eight stained windows on the north and south side of the church.
The little church was not very wealthy, During the period between 1884 until
1949, it only employed eleven full-time ministers. At other times, pastors were shared
with other congregations such as the StPaul's Church in Eudora or the Deer Creek
Church. The church offered Sunday school services on Sundays at 10:00 a.m. and the
worship service on Sundays at 11:00 a.m.. In 1907, the church built a parsonage for
their pastors next to their church at 831 Illinois Street.
Until 1920, the services were conducted in German, although the English language
became increasingly important as the children grew up. Louise Albert Mueller recalls
that at Christmas the service would combine both languages when songs in English as
well as German were sung and "the little children spoke their Christmas piece in
German or English." Even if German was still spoken at home, parents realized that
43

their children grew up very much influenced by English and that it was important for
them to get their religious instructions in English. Louise Albert further remembered
how her "mother asked us [the children] if we had prepared ourselves before going to
the communion service. She would say it in German:
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The German St. Paul's Lutheran Church at 831 Illinois Street. Lawrence,
Kansas.

Hast Du Dich bereit f gemacht!? ... Mother gave me Stark's prayer book in the English
language when I was a young girl and I had it rebound and value it very much."

44

According to Diane Davis, the use of German persisted at least partially until World
War II. English was first introduced in 1913. Between then and 1942, German and
English alternated every other Sunday. For the remaining six years of the church life,
services were conducted exclusevly in English

45
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The Albert family was closely connected to the German Lutheran Church. William
Albert was treasurer of the Church for nineteen years, and his daughter Lena held this
office for twenty-eight years. His other daughter Clara was the organist at the church.
Furthermore, the family took care of the preparation of the services as Louise writes
that, "the communion service was always taken care of by us [the Albert Family], the
silver polished, linens washed and bread prepared for communion."

46

Additionally,

the family's home on 731 Alabama Street served as parsonage for the pastor until the
church had enough money to built its own in 1907.
Once a year in the fall, the church celebrated the Mission Festival which involved a
dinner and other social activities. Guest speakers offered services in the morning and
afternoon and the congregation was joined by other congregations from Richland,
Stull, and Eudora for the celebration. Social activities included a women's club
fFrauenverein) which annually prepared a bazaar to sell and auction off handicrafts to
raise money for mission work. The climax of the year was the annual Christmas
celebration. A Christmas tree was set up in the church and decorated with ornaments
made of cotton, wood and cloth as well as candles. Children recited pieces in German
and English and the congregation sang Christmas carols together in both languages.
In 1925, the name St. Paul's German Lutheran Church was changed to St. Paul's
Evangelical Church. On August 21,1949, the church closed its doors due to the small
membership which had been around 100 in earlier years. From May 1921 to Etecember
1947, the membership had declined from 92 to 10. Two years later in 1949, the Albert
family and the Ganz family were the only ones left. Many of the members had passed
away and others had gone to other churches which offered more activities and services
to their members. The last two members of the church, Lena Albert and Mrs. Jacob
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Ganz, transferee! their membership to the Eudora St. Paul's Church. The property was
sold to the Omestead Brothers who sold it to Dr. Gorton and his wife one year later in
1950.

47

The German Methodist Episcopal Church
The majority of German Protestants were raised under the Lutheran faith in their
home states. Germans first encountered with Methodism after they crossed the ocean.
The increasing numbers of German immigrants had alarmed the Methodist church in the
late eighteenth century. Francis Asbury, one of Wesley's most important missionaries,
felt the "acute need" to send Methodist missionaries to German settlements.

48

Methodists began to include Germans into their ministry.
In 1835, the Methodist Church found William Nast who began to introduce
Methodism to Germans in a more intellectually sophisticated and successful way. Nast
was bom in Stuttgart, Germany in 1807. He received his education in German schools
and then entered a theological seminar of the Lutheran Church. In 1828, he emigrated
to the United States. Dissatisfied with the Lutheran faith, Nast attended a campmeeting of the Methodist Church and converted to Methodism in 1835. He saw his
mission in preaching the gospel to his countrymen in German. Therefore, he was sent
as a missionary to the Germans of Cincinnati. There he started the first German
Methodist Church and translated the General Rules of the Methodist Episcopal Church

The Gorton family remodeled the little house but tried to keep its original character. They created an
upstairs area connected to the downstairs by a wooden staircase. They also took two windows from the
south side and placed them at the back wall of the house. A backdoor was set in and the two wing
front door was replaced by a one wing door. After the remodeling, the Gortons had turned the one room
structure into a house which offered bedrooms and a bathroom upstairs and a living-room, kitchen,
study and utility-room downstairs. The house is still occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Gorton.
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into German. From Cincinnati, the movement spread quickly into surrounding areas.
By the late 1840s, German Methodist could be found in New York and Texas as well
as in between. In 1838, Nast began to publish the first German Methodist newspaper
called Der Christliche Apologete

49

In doctrine, church policy and procedure, the German Methodist Church was
indistinquishable from the English-speaking church. German Methodists had adopted
the same hierarchy as their English brothers. According to Carl Wittke, "licensed
exhorts" were on the bottom of the scale of the preaching hierarchy. Their authority
derived from the supervising minister, and their appointment depended on
recommendations from the local classis. "Exhorters were required to serve a
probationary period, after which, upon examination by a conference of ministers in the
district, they could be admitted to full connexion'. Meanwhile they could preach but
not administer the sacraments." Next in line was the local preacher who was headed by
the circuit rider. The Methodist Church conducted quarterly and annual meetings in
50

local, district and general conferences. In these meetings, the members discussed and
exchanged all kinds of businesses. The general conference was the law-making body
of the church.
In 1858, Karl Stucckmann was the first German Methodist preacher to enter the
Kansas Territory. He set out from Leavenworth on his pony to preach to German
farmers and settlements in the area.
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He was one of many circuit riders who spent

most of his days on horseback spreading the gospel. Besides their preaching, circuit
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riders usually offered printed material and subscriptions for such church publications,
such as the Methodist Magazine, the Ladies Repository, and also Nast's Der Christliche
Apologete. The riders received little pay. Their annual income rarely exeeded one
52

hundred dollars a year.

33

The first German Methodist presence in Lawrence can be traced back to June
1859, when six German Methodists settled in Lawrence. All of them came from Berea,
Ohio, one of the centers of German Methodism. Since Lawrence's congregation was
so small, Lawrence was placed into one circuit with other settlements in the area. From
1858 to 1861, Lawrence shared a circuit with Leroy, Howane and Tecumseh, from
1862 to 1875, it was connected to Franklin and Baldwin City, from 1880 to 1881 with
Topeka, and from 1892 to 1893 with Eudora and Captains Creek. From 1893 until it
was disbanded in 1918, Lawrence was by itself. The circuits were served by one
54

circuit rider who rode back and forth to be with all congregations.
In December 1862, the Lawrence German Methodist Episcopal Church bought the
old Turner Hall which was located on the southwest comer of New York Street and
Berkeley Street (Tenth Street), The members of the Turnverein sold their building
because most of them had volunteered to serve in the Union Army during the Civil
War. The old wooden structure was purchased by the church for $ 500.00. The early
purchase was probably made possible because the German Methodists received
financial support from the American Methodists. In 1872, the German Methodists
bought the lot across from their location on the southeast comer of New York and
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Berkeley Street (Tenth Street) from Frederick Bromelsick, one of their members, and
built their brick and stone structure which is still standing today. Originally, the
structure had a steeple and a belfry which were not rebuilt after the church was
remodeled. In 1896, the property at 1045 New Jersey Street was also purchased for
the preacher's home.
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The membership of this church was always much lower than the membership of
the Lutheran Church because more Germans were Lutherans than Methodist. In 1859,
the church started out with six members. By 1880, the number had increased to
twenty-five. In the early twentieth century, the membership had climbed to 70 and
fluctuated between 65 and 75.
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Until the early 1900s the services were conducted primarily in German, but
soon after that both German and English were used in sermons and scipure. According
to Edith Howard:
"there came a time when some in the congregation, namely children of
immigrants and those Germans who adapted without difficulty to the
English language. Therefore, the pastors began to use both languages in
the service. One method was that the sermon being delivered in
German, followed by the same sermon given in the English tongue in
scrmonette form. The scripture was quoted in both languages."*
7
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According to Edith Howard and the city directories of the years 1866 to 1917, the following
membership numbers have been found:
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Year

Membership

1859
1880
1895
1905
1907
1909
1911
1913
1915
1917

6
25
50
58
65
70
65
65
70
75

Edith Howard, "History of the German Methodist Episcopal Church," p. 2.
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The German Methodist Episcopal Church at 1001 New York Street

Besides the language, church life was similar to other churches at that time.
Sunday school was usually held at 9:30 a.m. followed by the worship service at 10:30
a.m. On Wednesday nights, a prayer meeting was offered. One main social event
during the year was the annual picnic which was held at Bismarck Grove or one of the
city parks. On this occasion, the church furnished lemonade and the members brought
food. The meals were followed by games for children and a watermelon feed.
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The

other major event was the annual Christmas celebration. As in the German Lutheran
Church, the German Methodists decorated their church with a Christmas tree "with the
traditional star on the uppermost branch. Christmas carols were sung by all, and the
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children participated with recitations and songs. The evening was climaxed by t h e
appearance of Santa Claus with a bag of candy and nuts for each child."
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In 1895, the church organized a Frauenverein (Ladies Aid Society). The c l u b w a s
formed to meet church connected expenses. The congregation often found it difficult to
raise money to pay the minister's salary. Therefore, the women met once a w e e k at a
member's house to make quilts and other handcrafts which were sold in an annual
bazaar. The money was also used for the upkeep of the parsonage or for the s u p p o r t
of foreign missions. According to Edith Howard, the average attendance was f r o m
twelve to eighteen women.
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During the period from 1859 to 1918, thirty pastors served the church at a n
average of little under two years each. Nearly all of them were natives of G e r m a n y
who had converted to Methodism after they came to the United States.
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They w e r e

trained for their jobs by the West German Kansas-Nebraska Conference which sent
them to the location of their service.
Four times a year, a Quarterly Conference was held where Lawrence's elected
church delegates came together with other officials from the area to exchange n e w s o n
Sunday school services, church attendance, and financial matters. The meetings a l s o
served to control the churches since they examined whether or not the congregations
followed the rules of the Methodist Church. Certain disciplinary requirements w e r e
imposed upon all members of the church, and they were set down in detail in a b o o k of
discipline and regulations. Methodists regarded theater, dancing, card playing a n d ballet
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as un-Christian and .therefore, they were strictly opposed to these activities. These
views collided with the general atmosphere most Germans had grown up in.
Furthermore, most German immigrants regarded Sundays as a day for pleasure and
recreation, at least after they had fulfilled their church responsibilities in the mornings.
In the United States, many of them found it difficult to adjust to the American
celebration of Sundays which were "quite as tombs". In 1856, William Nast published
a paper in which he outlined the proper way to celebrate the Sabbath. "He advertised
getting up early and praying for the preacher so that his message might bring a blessing
to the congregation. He warned against discussing politics, business, pleasure, or any
worldly matter on Sunday, and urged good Methodists to refrain from even thinking
worldly thoughts on the Sabbath." Carl Wittke interpreted the fact that most German
62

Methodists accepted the church regulations as "the most striking evidence of their
wholehearted acceptance" of the Methodist teaching.
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The Lawrence congregation must have followed the strict rules of the General
Church. The 1892-92 minutes of the Eudora, Deer Creek and Lawrence Circuit report
several incidents of "misbehavior" among members. At the German Methodist Church
Quarterly meeting in February 1893, two members of the Eudora congregation were
singled out and their behavior was openly discussed. Both members had missed the
Sunday service without excuse. The discussion was carried on until the May meeting
when the minister could finally report that " Brother Laple promised the minister to
come to church and Father Kohler is to be asked what relationship he should assume
toward the church." One year later, the behavior of another church member was
64
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sharply criticized when the minister declared: "Fred Bartz joined the Deutsche
Turnverein (Note - a beer drinking club)." German Methodists believed in total
65

abstinence and denounced German beer drinking customs. It is therefore, not
surprising that among the members of the German Methodist church, none were
members of the Lawrence Turnverein whose activities conflicted with the Methodist
beliefs. At the time when America became involved in World War I, the German
Methodist Church discontinued its services, and sold the building one year later to the
Kansas Seventh Day Adventists Conference Association.

The Role of the Churches in Lawrence
Because the Germans who entered Lawrence came from different parts of
Germany and the United States, the German religious landscape was very diverse.
German Catholics as well as Jews settled in Lawrence along with a great number of
Protestants. But only German Lutherans and Methodists established separate German
language churches in town. Other believers had no choice since their numbers were
relatively small, and they became members of English-speaking congregations. But
even a greater number of German Protestants did not attend the ethnic churches but
were members of the English Lutheran Church or the First Methodist Church in town.
These churches were bigger and had more services to offer their members which went
beyond the struggle of survival. Since many Germans were businessmen, they
probably thought it wiser to attend English-speaking services along with American
business-partners and customers to secure and preserve connections needed in business
life. Others decided that they immigrated to the United States to become American
"Minutes of the German Methodist Church Quarterly Meeting, September 19,1892 - August 12,
1902," Photocopy in privet hands of Ruth Ann Paddock, Lawrence, Kansas.
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Citizens and, therefore, should attend English services. German parents realized that
since their children grew up in the New World, their religious education should be in
English.
Nevertheless, the German speaking churches played important roles in the lives of
those who attended. Interestingly, both churches were connected to specific families.
The German Methodist Episcopal Church was closely linked to the Bromelsick family,
and the German Lutheran Church and its development was influenced by the Albert
family. The Methodist Church had purchased their second location from the
Bromclsicks who were deeply involved in church activities. August Bromelsick was
trustee, Sunday school teacher and representative of the church at quarterly circuit
meetings for a number of years. Frederika Bromelsick was an active member of the
Frauenyerein.
Church activities and affairs of the German Lutheran Church were influenced by
the Albert family. William Albert was treasurer of the church for nineteen years, his
daughter Lena held the office for twenty-eight years, and a second daughter, Clara, was
the church's organist for a number of years. At the time when the church was sold,
Mrs. William Albeit literally became the church since she was one out of the two
members left. The family involvement became quite apparent by looking at the location
of the church. Until 1889, the church did not have a building, but met in Turner Hall.
When the congregation collected enough money, the church building was erected on
Illinois Street, only two blocks from the Alberts' residence on the west side of town
away from the locations of other German centers.
Both churches differed in organization and ideology. The Methodist Church was
tied to a close network of the general German Methodist Church in the United States.
They followed the rules and regulations set forth by an authority, and followed the
hierarchical code of the Methodist Church. The advantage of a network was that the
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German Methodist Church of Lawrence was financially supported by the Synod and,
therefore, had the chance to purchase and build a building at a very early time to serve
the needs of the congregation. Methodist preachers were assigned to the church by the
authorities and not picked by the members themselves, which saved time and
disagreements. Sharing circuit riders with congregations in the area also meant that the
church had a regular exchange with others, but also demanded uniformity. The church,
therefore, seems more static and inflexible in ideas and ideology.
The Lutherans, on the other hand, enjoyed independence and freedom of ideology
since they were not bound into a network. They were generally tied to the religious
beliefs of the Lutheran Church to be classified as a Lutheran Church, but since they
were not bound into a formal church network, they had greater flexibility to adapt to
certain situations. One area of conflict which was faced by the church in the dealing
with German immigrants was that most German families enjoyed their beer and the
activities of the Turnverein, an organization usually not favorably looked upon by
church administrations. But realizing that in a small town, the number of Germans was
very limited, the church relaxed its views on Sunday laws and about drinking to meet
the needs of its congregation. Members of the German Lutheran Church could also be
members of the Turnverein without facing major conflicts. Traditionally, Turners and
churchgoers were two different sets of people. In a small town like Lawrence, such
distinctions became less clear.
Furthermore, German Freidenker (Freethinkers) realized that life in a town where
church life was the center of many families, was not easy. In a town where the second
question was, "What church do you go to?" there was not much room for rebellious
ideas, especially not if you wanted to maintain a successful business in town. Being a
member of a church signaled to others the respectability of a family. The German
Lutheran Church in Lawrence recognized these pressures, and tolerated the doings of
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the Turnverein to secure its own congregation. Since Lutherans and Turners worked
for the same end, namely the preservation of German culture and language, cooperation
could be expected. If the Lutheran Church would allow German immigrants to spent
their Sunday afternoons in beer gardens and at card tables, then those immigrants were
more willing to spend their Sunday mornings in the church's pews. In a small town,
compromises were unavoidable.
The Methodist Church, on the other hand, opposed the doings of the Turnverein,
because it did not have the flexibility to do otherwise. It lacked the chance for
adjustment to the German drinking behavior and Sunday celebrations, and, therefore,
was much smaller and faced a harder struggle for survival.
Both churches, nevertheless, were places to hold on to tradition and the German
language. There, Germans met and exchanged news among people of the same ethnic
background who shared similar values. As John Bodnar has pointed out, "immigrants
participated in church communities not simply because they were drawn to particular
forms of belief or ideology but because these communities continued to provide forms
of mutual assistance.... In a strange land it was especially satisfying to listen to the
gossip and information of congregations where newcomers knew most everyone by
sight." Furthermore, the practice of religious rites such as baptism, communion or
66

marriage, gave a sense of security, and maybe lessened homesickness. Youth clubs
and Frauenvereine, engaged in benevolent work and also provided support and
friendship in times of trouble.
Nevertheless, both churches had different goals. The German Lutheran Church
aimed to preserve German language and identity. It can, therefore, be seen as a vehicle

John Bodnar, The Transplanted: A History of Immigrants in Urhan America (Bloomington; Indiana
University Press, 1985), p. 148.
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for promoting German consciousness. The Methodist Church saw itself as instrument
for the Americanization of its members. Lutherans were able to hold German language
services for a longer period of time than the Methodists. The Methodist Church had
abandoned its German services as soon as it was unnecessary, and children and church
members demanded English services. William Nast himself, the father of German
Methodism in the United States, understood the role of the church to help Germans
become good citizens. According to Carl Wittke, Nast "was genually interested in the
Americanization of the immigrant and always contended that preaching Methodism to
the Germans would make them better citizens and help them to become
Americanized."
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At the outbreak of World War I, the German Methodist Church had seen its
mission succeeded and was willing to be absorbed into the American Methodist
Church. This did not cause too many problems because all along, the German
Methodist Church had followed the Methodist ideology. The Lutheran Church, on the
other hand, had to show its flexibility again by changing language and name, but
managed to survive for thirty more years before it closed its doors.

Carl Wittke, William Nast. p. 78.
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Chapter Five
Times of Trouble

Ethnic Relations and German Racism in Lawrence
Although the German-bom immigrants were the dominant foreign-language group
in Lawrence, they were not the only ones. Swedish, Danish, French, Italian, British,
Irish, and African-American people also settled in the little town by the Kansas River.
Like the Germans, these groups were attracted by economic opportunities. The
construction of the railroads and the industrialization of the town presented a number of
occupational opportunities. A number of Swedish people were brought into town by
Anders Palm, a native of Sweden who, together with John Wilder, made plans to
construct a windmill. In 1863, Palm returned to Sweden to hire experienced workmen
for their project, and came back with seven to ten Swedes who built the windmill.

1

Others were attracted by the wide-spread advertising by the Board of Immigration and
the railroads. By 1875, Lawrence's population was made up of 5,682 native-bom
white males and females, 996 foreign-bom, and 1,592 black people. Ten years later,
in 1885, the population had risen to 10,899 which included 1,009 foreigners and 2,023
black men and women.
All ethnic and racial groups tried to make themselves at home and, therefore, soon
established churches and social clubs. By 1862, African-Americans had already
established four churches in town, and all congregations had constructed church
buildings by the 1870s. The Swedish immigrants established the Swedish Lutheran
2
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Church in 1869. In 1884, the congregation had enough money to built a church on the
present day Tenth block of Connecticut Street. Until the early 1900s, Swedish was
used in the services. Later, they switched to English. A women's club called the
Nordens-Vanner (Friends of the North) was connected to the church. In 1910, the
building was sold and the church disbanded. The remaining members joined the
English Lutheran Church, now Trinity Lutheran Church. Furthermore, Lawrence had
a Scandinavian Society where Swedes and Danes had the opportunity to socialize.

3

Historical information suggests that Lawrence Germans were on good terms with
the Scandinavians. Mainly Lutheran, most Swedes and Germans shared similar
religious values. Some Swedes, such as Herbert Anderson and Julius Erickson, had
retail stores on Massachusetts Street where Swedes and Germans shared similar
experiences. The friendly feelings for each other are also demonstrated by
Scandinavians and Germans sharing some social activities together. On July 22, 1879,
The Lawrence Pally Journal reported about the dedication of the Turner Hall in Topeka
which was attended by the Lawrence Turners. The article went on:
Three full coaches left the city about 8'clock Sunday morning all bound
for Topeka. Among them were 21 men and 14 women from the
Scandinavian Society, a large number who belonged to no society, and
the Turners themselves.
4

The number of British and Irish immigrants in Lawrence was relatively small in
comparison to Lawrence's Germans. Their immigration experience was different
because they did not face the same language barrier as other European groups.
English-speaking immigrants could more easily find jobs with American merchants,
and attend English-speaking churches which led to a quicker Americanization process.
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Generally, Irish and British immigrants also shared their love for beer with their
German neighbors which bound both groups closer together.
The relationship between Germans and African-Americans in Lawrence, on the
other hand, seems to have been much more difficult. Newspaper articles of the time
suggests that German-Americans expressed racist attitudes toward African-Americans.
An article printed in Historic Times, an African-American newspaper, on September
26,1891, described discrimination against African-Americans by William Wiedemann,
the owner of an ice-cream parlor and candy manufacture on Massachusetts Street. The
writer of the item started:
On Massachusetts Street, about the center of the commercial arena, there
is a confectionery establishment owned and operated by one William M.
Wiedemann, who has set himself up as the Moses of Negro-haters,
whose most delightful mission is to insult intelligent colored people who
per chance drop into his shop to purchase ice-cream or eat his sweet
meats.
5

The article further described how African-American citizens not only felt insulted but
also were forbidden to sit in the ice-cream parlor itself.
Other articles in Die Germania further suggest that many of Lawrence's Germans
were racists. In 1880, the editor of the paper printed an article which discussed the
"Migration of southern Blacks to northern Cities." The writer explained that southern
Blacks who migrated to northern cities endangered the economic position of white
immigrants by working for less money. The author concluded his statement by
encouraging northern workers to vote against Black migration in the next election. He
wrote, Sgid ihr ktog. dann stimmt ihr so das? dig Sgfrwanen Weiten wo sie sind»
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Die Germania. October 28,1880. "If you are smart, you will vote that the Blacks stay where they
are."
6
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Racist statements repeatedly occurred in the paper. On March 17,1887, for
example, the following sarcastic statement appeared:
giro grosse Anzahl Ngggr ist teme Woche im Flwss getauft worsen wnd
die armen Kansas CitvVr. welche dieses Wasser trinken mucssen. sind
zu bedauern.
7

It can certainly not be generalized that all Germans in Lawrence were racists. Fred
Barteldes, for example, and a number of other merchants employed African-American
men in his seed company. That Die Germania printed those articles over a time-period
of ten years, suggests that nobody openly opposed those statements. In later years,
racist statements became less pronounced.
Nevertheless, crimes committed by black citizens were always reported in detail in
the German-language paper which created the impression that African-American
citizens of Lawrence were more criminal and dangerous than white citizens. Why
Germans were so hostile against African-Americans is not quite clear. Ronald Bayor in
his study Neighbors in Conflict, has pointed out that, "a struggle over interests and
values" lay on the bottom of every ethnic conflict. A key element in initiating these
conflicts was a sense of threat" In Lawrence, the economic and social position of
8

Germans was never threatened by African-Americans. Most Germans entered
Lawrence as skilled craftsmen and, therefore, had a clear advantage over AfricanAmericans who were mainly unskilled. Therefore, the conflict might have been based
on different religious values. Two of the four African-American churches were
Baptist, and one was a Methodist church. Traditionally, Baptists and Methodists
opposed German beer-drinking habits and Sunday celebrations which might have

Die Germania» March 17,1887. "A large number of Blacks were baptized in the [Kansas] River last
week, and one can only pity the poor people of Kansas City who have to drink this water."
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created conflicts between both groups. Although Germans entered the Union army to
fight for the eventual liberation of slaves, more work needs to be done to explore the
relationship between Germans and African-Americans. In Lawrence, GermanAmericans appeared to have been on good terms with other European ethnic groups,
but had considerable difficulties with the African-Americans of the community.

When Kansas went Dry: Prohibition in Lawrence
When on November 2, 1880, Kansas citizens were asked to vote whether Kansas
would become a "dry" or "wet" state, the discussion was not new to Lawrence
residents. As early as 1855-56, citizens of Lawrence and Topeka established local
temperance societies to fight against liquor. Only a few years later, in 1861,
prohibitionists organized the State Temperance Society. The organization favored total
abstinence and urged its members to organize auxiliary societies, and labor for a law
that would prohibit the sale of alcohol in Kansas. In 1880, the Prohibitionists finally
9

succeeded when the Kansas State Legislature passed a law which prohibited the
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors, except for medical, scientific and
mechanical purposes. A druggist permit issued by a probate judge, was needed to sell
liquor only by prescription. Penalties for the violation of the law resulted in fines
ranging from $100 to $500, or thirty days in the county jail.

10

The question of prohibition divided the Germans of Lawrence into two camps.
Generally, Germans regarded beer as their traditional beverage, and part of their
culture. A number of German-Americans in Lawrence had established their financial
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existence as brewers and saloon-keepers on the manufacture or retail of liquors. In
1868-9, for example, six out of twelve saloons in Lawrence were operated by Germanborn citizens. German Methodists and Mennonites, on the other hand, rejected German
beer-drinking customs, and favored Prohibition because they connected moral issues to
the question of alcohol. This conflict was not easily solved, and caused a number of
disturbances not only between the American Prohibitionists and Germans, but also
within the German-community itself.
A months before the vote on the temperance amendment, the issue was discussed
in the newspapers. On September 23,1880, Die Germania printed an editorial that
reviewed the debate, and suggested moderation and self-control as a resolution to the
problem. If every citizen knew where to stop, then alcohol was no problem. The
writer further complained that all Germans were generally criticized for their love for
beer, but that the critics would not distinguish between "drunken rascals" (versoffene
Lumpen) and "respectable citizens" (achtsame Buerger).

11

On November 2, 1880, the voters approved prohibition; Kansas had gone dry.
Two days after the election, Die Germania commented on the outcome of the vote. The
editor reported on how voters had been intimidated by the "Temperance-women"
(Temparenz-Weiber) so that they would give their vote to them. Additionally, editor
Oehrle expressed his surprise that a great number of Eudora residents, a primarily
German settlement, had also voted for, instead of against, the law.
The month after the law was passed, the newspapers were filled with news on the
enforcement of the law and arrest notices. Many liquor-dealers and brewers throughout
the state ignored the law and kept on producing and selling beer, wine and hard liquors.
On February 3, 1881, Die Germania reported the arrest of four saloon-keepers in town

Die Germania. September 23,1880.
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who had broken the law, and sold liquors to their customers without a permit. Two of
them, Henry Martin and Charles Achning, were German-American citizens.
The conflict between prohibitionists and anti-prohibitionists was often reflected in
the articles of Die Germania. On December 2,1880, for example, the paper printed a
threatening letter and the reply of its receiver. In the threatening letter which was
directed at Henry Frey, the owner of a wagon-maker-supply store on Massachusetts
Street, the writers accused Frey:
Wir vgrnehemen, dass Pu Peine Nase in unsere Sache steckst und dem
Marshall Zeugen m Ueberfuehnmg von Schankwirten nennst- Wjr
wollen es verstanden wissen, dass Du Dich an unseren Rechten
vergreifst» und wir es nicht dulden werden
12

In his response to the letter, Frey announced that he could not be scared, and that it was
his duty to denounce everybody who acted against the law.
Frequently, the Kansas State Temperance Union reported on the success and
advantages of the dry-law in Kansas. In 1889, for example, they published a pamphlet
called inhibition in Kansas; FactSi Not Opinions- Here, they celebrated their
achievements in the following way:
A great reform has certainly been accomplished in Kansas.
Intemperance is steady and surely decreased. In thousands of homes
where want and wretchedness arid suffering were once familiar guests,
plenty, happiness and contentment now abide.
13

In their publications they pointed to the moral and economic development of Kansas.
Statistics and personal testimonies on how the crime rate and poverty had declined, and
peace and social order had been restored formed the nucleus of their writings.

Die Germania. December 2,1880. "We hear that you stick your nose in our business. You report
witnesses who can help to prosecute saloon keepers to the Marshall. We want you to know that you
interfere with our rights and that we do not allow it"
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German-Americans, known for their love to beer, were generally the target of
prohibitionists attacks. Many individual Germans, but also the Turnverein, openly
voiced their opinion that they disproved of the law because it restricted their personal
freedom, and cut deeply into German culture. Nevertheless, the Turnverein managed
to conceal that they served beer at the hall from the eyes of prohibitionists for a number
of years until they were accused of breaking the law. Since the Turnverein was an
exclusive club and only members who generally shared the same views on Prohibition
were permitted into the basement, they could hide their activities from the public. Not
until 1884 was Karl Fischer, the bartender at the Turnverein, arrested for serving
liquor. Although the bartender was asked to appear in court, the charges were filed
against the Turnverein. The court fined Turners $250 for breaking the law.

14

Since

the beergarden and the bar had important social functions, Turners were very protective
of their privacy. In her book, Wonderful Old Lawrence. Elfriede Fischer Rowe
remembered that:
One day, word reached Lawrence that Carry Nation was due to make a
visit. Great preparations were made at Turner Hall for her reception
should she invade their privacy with her hatchet to destroy their bar. A
garden hose was attached near the bar. It was planned when she
approached the bar, the bartender would turn on the hose full force and
drench her. Fortunately for all concerned, when she arrived in
Lawrence, Turner Hall was not on her itinerary.
15

One of the loudest voices in opposing the prohibition movement was John
Walruff, the owner of the Lawrence Brewery. The Lawrence Brewery had been part of
Lawrence's business life since 1867, when it was established by Christian Joseph
Walruff, an experienced brewer and native of Prussia. The business went splendidly
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until Walruff s bath house caught fire and destroyed the building in 1870. To restore
the brewery, Christian Walruff asked his older brother, John, for financial help. John
Walruff had established himself in Ottawa, Kansas, where he was one of the founders
of the First National Bank in Ottawa. He invested $50,000 into the Lawrence brewery
operation and became a silent partner.

16

The new brewery was a three-story building. Two floors of the facility
accommodated a drinking parlor where Walruff s beer was sold on tap for five cents a
glass. The beergarden which stretched over five acres offered swings, lawn bowling,
strolling peacocks, and a shooting gallery. John Buch's Military Band also played at
the brewery on weekends. In 1872, John Walruff assumed complete ownership of the
brewery while his brother Christian ran the Delmonico Restaurant on Massachusetts
Street. By that time, Walruff already had a monopoly on the Lawrence beer market
which included twenty-three saloons and five wholesale liquor dealers. Furthermore,
he was shipping his beer south to every railroad station on the Leavenworth, Lawrence,
and Galveston Railroad Line.

17

According to David Dary,

by 1879, the Lawrence Brewery was perhaps the largest brewery in
eastern Kansas. Volume reached about five thousand barrels that year.
Walruff had to make buying trips to Iowa and Nebraska to obtain
enough barely to make beer. He annually bought all the barley raised in
the Lawrence area, but the supply locally was not sufficient for his
needs, he required more than thirteen thousand bushels a year.
18

When the prohibitionist-movement in Kansas gained strength, Walruff joined the antiprohibitionist group in Topeka called the "Peoples Grand Protective Union." He was
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elected vice-president of the organization which opposed the proposed prohibition
law «
After the passage of the prohibition law, Walruff s business was threatened
because his activities suddenly became illegal. To adjust to the situation, Walruff
announced shortly after the passage of the law that he was brewing a new medical beer
which was legal under the new regulations. This worked well until Walruff was
denounced by a wife whose husband got drunk on Walruff s medical beer. When John
Walruff learned that a warrant had been issued against him, he left the state. Luckily,
the case was soon dismissed because of insufficient evidence, and he returned to
Lawrence. A few months later, he was arrested again. His lawyer ,George Barker,
was elected county attorney and prosecuted his client instead of defending him.
Walruff served a light jail sentence and paid his fine.
Still, Walruff did not stop brewing beer. Although he sold the brewery to his son
August and his son-in-law John Isemann in 1883 for $80,000, he did not give up his
campaign against the prohibition law. In 1885, John Walruff petitioned the court to
grant him a permit to brew beer for medical, scientific and mechanical purposes. This
request was refused because by then he had gained a reputation as radical antiprohibitionist. Furthermore, a temperance injunction closed his brewery in the fall on
1885. Walruff carried his case to the federal court in Topeka where Judge Brewer
decided that although the state had a right to close the brewery, it had not compensated
Walruff for his loss in property value. Therefore, he ordered the injunction to be lifted
again. Walruff celebrated his victory with friends and supporters. According to Cindy
Higgins, the I^wrence Tribune reported in 1886:
Public sentiment is largely in his favor. His patronage in this city is
immense. His wagons deliver thousands of bottles of beer to hundreds
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of the best families of the city. Thousands of gallons of his beer are
sent all over the state. The more he is enjoined, arrested, and fined, the
more his business increased. His brewery is the best advertised
business in the State of Kansas. John Walruff [sic] has gained a
national repetition.
20

But Walruff s battle went on. Again charged with violating the prohibition law,
John Walruff, his son and son-in-law left the state. John Walruff was apprehended in
Missouri in 1887, and brought back to Lawrence where he paid a $25,000 bond. In
the same year, the case reached the United State Supreme Court where Walruff lost his
case. According to David Dary: "The court revised the lower court's decision, saying
that the state was not depriving the defendants of their property but merely abating a
nuisance and prohibiting the injurious use of that property."

21

Walruff finally was forced to close his brewery and moved to Weston, Missouri,
where he and his son became the owners of the Georgian Brewery. He later moved to
Kansas City and opened a butcher and restaurant supply business. The building of the
brewery in Lawrence was used as a tanning factory until it was torn down in 1964 to
make room for a trailer park.

22

The prohibition law in Kansas put pressure on the German-Americans in Lawrence
which divided as well as united the community. German Methodists and dutiful
German-American citizens joined the prohibitionists in their quest against the
manufacture and sale of liquor. Traditional Germans and Turnverein members, on the
other hand, tried to hang on to their old customs and were bound together by their
opposition to the law. The acceptance of the law can also be seen as a further sign of
assimilation, whereas the rejection of the temperance law shows the connection to
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traditional behavior. To obey the law meant the acceptance of a new set of values
regarding the position of alcohol in social life. According to traditional German
customs, beer and wine were socially accepted beverages. They were served to
relatives and friends at social functions. Beer halls or local taverns were traditional
social centers in every community. Here news was exchanged, business was
conducted, politics were discussed, and so forth. Furthermore, the production of beer
and wine was an important industry for many regions in Germany. The Rhine/Main
area has always been famous for the production of wine. The success of local
breweries, together with the achievements of local soccer teams, have been important
for the creation of local identities.
Additionally, the production of beer and wine has led to the composition of beer
songs, the annual election and celebration of Germany's wine queen, and the
production of beer mugs. All this is closely connected to the beer and wine tradition.
Rejecting the beverages themselves meant also the rejection of the culture connected
with it. Traditional Germans and the Turnverein opposed Prohibition in Kansas
because it meant not only the dismissal of beer and wine, but also the rejection of the
culture in which its production and consumption were inbedded. German-Americans
who were ready to join prohibitionists showed that they had already distanced
themselves from the values attached to beer-and wine-cultures. German antiprohibitionists demonstrated that they were still closely connected to these German
ethics. German anti-prohibitionists in Lawrence learned to live with the restriction and
found ways to avoid the law. Nevertheless, it divided German-Americans into two
opposing groups: the ones who were more American than German, and the ones who
were were still more German than American.
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Top: Walruff Brewery in Lawrence, Kansas, Front
Bottom: Walruff Brewery in Lawrence, Kansas, Back
Courtesy of the Kansas Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas
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Second-Generation German-Americans in Lawrence
Prohibition was forced upon the German-Americans of Lawrence by law from the
outside. A more serious problem began to emerge from inside the community when
second-generation German-Americans became less interested in their parents' ethnic
backgrounds. Bom in the United States, most second-generation German-Americans
were United States' citizens by heart as well as by law. The clash of interests caused
problems which threatened the survival of the German community and its institutions.
In a small town like Lawrence, the assimilation of second-generation GermanAmericans occured even faster than in cities which had a large German population. A
large German community could offer German day schools, complete German
neighborhoods, German business centers, many different German social clubs, and so
forth. In a small town where only one out of ten residents was German bom, it was
more difficult to live completely with a German community. Therefore, contacts with
the dominant culture and a faster assimilation process could not be prevented. In a few
cases, it might have been possible for German parents to keep their children away from
American influences while they were young. If German was spoken at home, then that
would be the first language children would understand and speak. But even before
children entered school, they realized that there was another language spoken outside
their homes. Since Germans were not confined to one neighborhood, the children met
American neighbors, followed their parents into American stores and heard the Englishlanguage. Even if parents had managed to keep their children in a mainly German
environment, as soon as German-American children entered school, they realized that
they spoke another language, and perhaps behaved differently than other children.
Children of ethnic parents comprehended very soon that they differed from the
mainstream. Their language problems made it hard for them to make American friends
and follow instruction in class. Elfriede Fischer Rowe, the author of Wonderful Old
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Lawrence, herself recalls the problems her oldest sister had when she started school.
The Fischer family only spoke German at home until their oldest daughter entered the
first grade. The parents realized that their children would have problems if they did not
speak English and, therefore, they used English at home, although the father himself
continued to speak German with his German customers in his shoe-store. German
23

children in school soon got the nickname the "Dutch-boy or Dutch-girl." Miss.
Achning, one daughter of Charles Achning, recalled that when her brother Ralph
"started school he had problems because of his poor English. Therefore, the two
younger brothers were told not to speak German" and all three gave it up. Leonard
24

Dinnerstein and David Reimers have pointed out that "the first generation of immigrants
retained their native language or became bilingual. Their children and grandchildren
lost the old language and spoke only English."

25

The breaking away from the German

language alarmed some parents who wanted their children to speak German. Agnes
Uhrlaub remembered that "the children in her family were fined a penny for every word
of English at the table." Nevertheless, the parents were not able to keep up this
practice.

26

Several times, the community tried to set up a German school. Die Germania
constantly reported about the opening or closing of "a German school." Most ethnic
schools in the United States were connected to a church organization. Therefore, it is
not surprising that one can find notices of the German Methodist Church which
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advertized that "sixty to seventy children come together every Sunday to learn to read
German and to learn about the word of God."

27

It can be assumed that the Lutheran

Church did likewise, although no records have been found. There were also many
attempts to set up German schools which were independent of any religious affiliation.
In 1884, for example, one can find a notice in Die Germania that the members of the
Turnverein offered German classes on Saturdays which were free for children of
members, while non-members paid 50 cents for the first child and 25 cents for every
other per month. Children between six and fifteen were instructed in reading and
writing on weekends. In 1884, the school counted twenty-eight students. It is
28

uncertain how long this school lasted. In 1886, another German school was advertised
in the paper; two weeks later yet another noticed appeared for another German school.
It is very likely that German schools were opened and closed very rapidly since the
number of German pupils was relatively small. The preservation of German was not
successful among second-generation German-Americans. Diane Dawis who conducted
interviews with a number of first-and second-generation German-Americans in
Lawrence concluded that "those of the second generation rarely have more linguistic
ability with German than a few words or phrases, though they may at one time have
spoken it to their grandparents."

29

Second-generation German-Americans were proud to be Americans and tried to
distance themselves from their ethnic backgrounds. Ralph Achning, the son of Charles
Achning who owned a hardware store on Massachusetts Street in the later part of the
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nineteenth century, defended his American identity and rejected his German
background as a young boy. His sister remembered that "when German farmers spoke
German to him in the store he would answer them in English. He once criticized a
German minister who addressed him in German. He told him to be proud to be an
American and to speak English. From that time on the minister spoke only German to
him." This anecdote illustrates the conflict between first-and second-generation
30

German-Americans. The first generation tried to hold on to the language and the
second refused to speak it.
Assimilation in smaller towns happened more quickly than in metropolitan areas or
rural areas with large ethnic populations. That is not only the case with secondgeneration immigrants but also with first- generation immigrants. In Lawrence, even
first-generation German-Americans did not have the chance to withdraw in German
neighborhoods or German business centers. There were pockets where German life
was dominant, such as the German Lutheran Church or the Turnverein, but their
members also came into regular contact with American culture through schools,
neighbors, merchants, doctors, lawyers, and so forth. The number of German-born
immigrants in Lawrence was too small to create their own separate community.
Everyone interacted and cooperated with each other. Businessmen and craftsmen were
dependent on American clients for financial success. The small numbers of Germans
was not enough to climb the social ladder. Therefore, a number of them joined English
-speaking churches, social clubs and political parties. These organizations had mixed
memberships which helped even first-generation German-Americans to assimilate. It is
therefore not surprising that second-generation immigrants were even less concerned
about preserving their German backgrounds.

Irene Lukasch, "The German Settlement in Lawrence," p. 4.
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Another common factor in determining assimilation is intermarriage. Dinnerstein
and Reimers have noted that "for the first generation ... intermarriage outside the ethnic
group was rare. Many of the immigrants... even returned to their mother land to find a
spouse." This common pattern can also be found among first-generation German31

Americans in Lawrence. The majority of Lawrence's first-generation GermanAmericans entered town in a family unit Some men sent for their sweethearts back in
Germany, as in the case of the Albert family. Others marriedfirst-generationGerman
immigrants in other states before they moved to Lawrence, such as John Walruff, for
example, who married Elizabeth Dietrich in Chicago. According to the 1860 census
records, 16 out of a total number of 23 families in Lawrence were headed by parents
who were both bom in a German-speaking country. Fifteen years later, in 1875, 72
German families out of 101 still had two German partners.
Second-generation German-Americans in Lawrence were more likely to marry
partners from non-German backgrounds than their parents. Having grown up in
Lawrence, most of them spoke English fluently. Since German children went to school
with American peers, they found numerous opportunities to find suitable partners. In
later years, many children of German-born parents entered college which further
increased their chances of finding American-born spouses. Interestingly, children of
Turnverein members were more likely to marry among each other. The Preisach
daughter married the Dingelstedt son; Jenny Walruff married John Isemann; Carrie
Walruff married Charles Sutorius; and so forth. Children of Turner members shared
their ethnic backgrounds as well as a similar social background. Many of them had
grown up together and met in gymnastic classes and social functions of the club which
familiarized them at an early age. They grew up more closely bound to German
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traditions since their parents were members of a German club. Although most of them
rejected German culture in their teens, they still sought for partners with similar
experiences.
Since the number of German immigrants declined in the early 1890s due to better
social and economic situation in Germany, the very existence of German institutions
and communities in the United States was threatened. The few German immigrants
who entered the country were not enough to sustain German institutions which formed
the nucleus of many German communities. By than, recruiting efforts of the state and
the railroads had stopped trying to attract settlers into the state. So the few who came
did not necessarily settle in Kansas but searched for work in the big cities. The dying
out of many first-generation German immigrants and the tendency of second-generation
German-Americans not to speak their parents' language and retain ethnic traditions led
German communities into a crisis of existence. The struggle of German parents to
preserve the German language and customs was undermined by their children's desire
to assimilate. They were eager to become "real Americans." The small town setting of
Lawrence gave German children opportunities to meet and wed native-bom partners.
Since small towns have a relatively familiar atmosphere, where people knew each other
and got to know each other easier. Nevertheless, children of Turnverein members were
likely to intermarry. Similar economic and social backgrounds created a basis for their
partnership.

Lawrence German-Americans and World War I
At a time when the Lawrence German community was already threatened by
disintegration, World War I shattered the last hopes of its survival. Carl Wittke has
compared the outbreak of the war to a "thunderclap from a cloudless sky." He stated
that for the German element in the United States it initiated a period of emotional
M
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crisis, conflicts of loyalties, misunderstandings, persecution, tragedy which few of
their fellow citizens appreciated." World War I certainly put pressures on German32

American communities not known before.
Foreign-language newspapers especially reflected their concerns for the difficult
situation. As mentioned above (see, Die Germania), before the war years, most
German-language papers echoed the hopes of German-Americans that the United States
would continue to be neutral. According to Frederick Luebke,"some German-language
papers printed fervent editorials pleading for peace and supplied form letters and
telegrams in English for readers to copy and send to their congressmen." Other
German-American communities sent peace delegations to Washington to demonstrate
against the American entry into war.

33

Lawrence German-Americans shared the belief

that a military conflict between the United States and Germany had to be avoided.
When the struggle grew more serious, most Lawrence Germans knew that hard
times lay ahead of them. They certainly felt sympathy for their relatives and friends in
Germany, but nearly all of them had accepted the United Sates as their new home.
Therefore, a great number of German-Americans throughout the United States felt
obliged to demonstrate their loyalty. Many signed loyalty pledges and German social
clubs and churches also declared their support for the United States. Theresa
34

Thueringer has stated that "according to Albach's son Robert and to Elfriede Fischer
Rowe, whose father was a Lawrence businessman, the town more or less ignored the
war until shortly before the United States declaration in April 1917." Leading
1
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businessmen such as Phillip Emst, Otto Fischer or William Wiedemann probably used
their influence and respect to quiet anti-German feeling in the first years of the conflict.
Nevertheless, Rowe further remembered that her father, Otto Fischer, "had a strong
desire to be American and not pro-German. Therefore, he told his family not to be proGerman because of their German background."

36

When the United States declared war on Germany in 1917, all dreams of a
peaceful solution were scattered. Germans throughout the United States began to reject
their German heritage, refused to speak the German language, canceled their
subscription to German papers, opposed listening to German sermons, and even
Anglicized their German-sounding names. The Muellers became the Millers, the
Schmidts became the Smith and the Schuhmachers became the Shoemakers.
On April 5, 1917, Lawrence held a loyalty demonstration which was designed
to show the city's patriotism. Henry Albach was asked to give a speech which he
opened with the words: "I have been requested by the committee to speak here tonight,
not entirely as an individual citizen but as a representative of some one thousand of our
citizens in our immediate city and county in whose veins flows German blood." In his
speech, he pointed out the achievements of German citizens in the United States and
Lawrence. "No, the German-Americans need no apology on the question of loyalty in
the past, and it needs none now." He further described how his parents fled from
Germany to look for freedom, and how he himself grew up among German relatives.
He concluded his address by asking tolerance by his American audience because "in a
war of this republic with Germany you are asking more of the Teutonic than of any
other American, you demand a greater sacrifice of them."
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German settlers in Lawrence rejected their German heritage because they were afraid of
being accused to support Germany's actions, Albach was aware that German
immigrants felt that the war was especially hard on them.
Henry Albach was a controversial figure in the Lawrence community. He saw
himself as a spokesman of the German community, and as the editor of the Germanlanguage newspaper, Die Germania and of the Democrat, he certainly was a public
figure in town. Others, on the other hand, saw him as too outspoken and disliked his
self-appointed function as German representative. Albach's views on Americas
neutrality and his sympathy for German relatives and friends stirred the anger of many
Lawrence Germans who wanted to be seen and represented by a" 100-per-cent"
American man.
In the meantime, Attorney General Thomas Gregory had organized the American
Protective League in March 1917 aimed against German Americans. 200,000
untrained, volunteer detectives all over the United States formed a network to feed the
Justice Department with information about aliens and suspected disloyal citizens. The
American Protective League members took oaths of office and carried badges. They
conducted hundreds of thousands of investigations throughout the United States.
Although the League failed to catch one single spy "it succeeded in creating a climate in
which persons with German names or accent or of German birth were objects of
suspicion and alarm."
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Local residents took it upon themselves to find German spies,

and articles in the Lawrence newspaper, such as : "Be on guard.... Every German or
Austrian in the United States, unless known by years of association to be absolutely
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loyal should be treated as a potential spy. Keep your eyes and ears open," extended the
national hysteria to Lawrence.

39

On Rag Day 1917, President Wilson himself assured the nation that American
communities had been filled "with vicious spies and conspirators to corrupt the opinion
of our people. German agents, he charged, have delinquently spread sedition among
us and sought to draw our own citizens from their allegiance." Newspapers around
40

the country gladly related all incidents of German spy activities. In 1918, the Lawrence
Daily Journal World reported an attempt by German agents to blow up the Bowersock
power plant in Lawrence: "This may be a case where a miner accidentally left a stick of
dynamite where it became mixed with coal, but following the destruction on many
plants over the country, it looks more like the work of German agents."

41

Newspaper

articles about German meanness fed the panic, and left German-born citizens in an
uncomfortable position.
German humiliation in Kansas reached its peak when German-bom immigrants
had to be registered for the Alien Registration Records in 1917. By a presidential
proclamation, "all natives, citizens, or subjects of the German Empire, being male 14
years and upwards who are not now naturalized as Americans are required to register as
"alien enemies." One year later, in June 1918, all German-bom females or those
American women who were married to unnaturalized Germans, also had to go to
Topeka and register. The registration included the person's date and place of birth,
his/her parent's name and place of birth, signature, photograph and fingerprints, and
detailed information on all connections to Germans in Germany. More degrading was
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that in case any registered person wanted to move to another town, they w e r e required
to submit a written request for permission to leave the area. Furthermore, their right
42

to vote was withdrawn from them.
Although the Lawrence Daily Journal World expressed its sympathy for a large
M

number of fine old German men and women," German-Americans were deeply hurt by
the government's action.

43

Most of them had been in the United States f o r many years,

but had not completed their naturalization. With the first set of naturalization papers,
the immigrant was given the right to vote which was the main interest of all immigrants.
Therefore, not everybody completed the naturalization process, and t h o s e w h o had not
were forced to register as "alien enemies." Sixty-seven men and w o m e n o f Lawrence
had to register. Most of them had entered the United Sates in the early 1880s which
means that they had been in the United States for nearly forty years by t h e time of
registration.
Furthermore, the Espionage and the Trading-with-the Enemy Acts i m p o s e d
restrictions on the German-language press. The first gave permission t o postal
inspectors "to determine what printed matter was seditious or treasonable" and
withdrew mailing privileges from these publishers. The latter ruled that Germanlanguage newspapers had to supply English translations of articles regarding the United
States government. These laws limited German-language papers in m a n y ways, and
44

caused the death of a great number of them (see, Die Germania).
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Anti-German feelings in Lawrence and Douglas County also were manifested. In
Willows Springs township, for example, a German Lutheran minister was tarred and
feathered because "he refused to conduct his church services in English and did not
promote the Liberty Bond sales and Red Cross donations." In Eudora, Adolf Lutz's
45

business was painted yellow in 1918 which was a common harassment to denounce
someone who was pro-German. On June 20,1918, the Lawrence Daily Journal World
printed the following response of Lutz:
When I came to this country over thirty years ago, I came with the
intention of making this country my home, [sic] I have tried honestly to
live up to the laws of our country all the time and when the United states
became involved in the present war, I never shirked or refused a call to
help whatever way I could in giving my time and money for whatever
purpose it was needed. I made the statement over and over again to
Germans and Americans alike that since our country is in war with
Germany, anybody who had any leanings toward his former home must
put them aside and take the only proper stand. The stand for America
and America alone. If this action brands me disloyal, and subject to
attacks, I would like to know what I should do?
46

Many German-Americans were puzzled with the question of what to do since they
were caught between their emotional ties to Germany and their loyalty to the United
States. Many labored harder than any other Americans to prove to their neighbors and
friends that they were "real Americans." Lawrence Germans sacrificed their language,
German-language newspaper, and their German Methodist Episcopal Church to
demonstrate their "Americaness." Many German-American families tried to "make up"
for their German heritage and became super-patriots by selling and buying Liberty
bonds and supporting Red Cross efforts
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Local historians have attributed the suicide of William Wiedemann to anti-Germanfeelings in Lawrence. Wiedemann was the owner of a popular ice-cream and candy
factory in Lawrence. In 1919, he shot himself. According to Theresa Thueringer, he
left a note behind saying that "this is what propaganda has done.... This is my country
and my home. I am not pro-German and I am a citizen of the United States.... My
friends look and talk as if I were not true to this country, and in a town where I have
lived for sixty-two years and we have helped the government, have bought bands and
saving stamps." It is certainly arguable whether or not World War I was really the
48

reason for Wiedemann's suicide. It might have been one more factor that led to it.
Wiedemann also suffered from depression, and had never recovered from the death of
his son ten years earlier. But it still demonstrates the pressures individuals felt in
49

Lawrence.

*

During the war years, the atmosphere in Lawrence was filled with suspicion and
fear. By 1917, national efforts had been made to discredit the German language, a sure
sign of pro-German feelings. German was banished from the elementary school
curriculum. High school and university students were discouraged from studying
German. Several states totally prohibited the use of "enemy language" in any of their
schools, leaving a number of German-language teachers unemployed. German
churches which still used German in their services, were widely attacked as disloyal.
Furthermore, Luebke states that" property owned by German aliens was also subjected
to governmental control. Aliens were required by law to surrender records of their
businesses to the custodian of alien property, who was than to determine if the United
States was endangered by continual management of the property by the enemy
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allies." When men were needed to fight in the United States army, Douglas County
50

sent more than its quota of volunteer-soldiers. A number of them were secondgeneration German-Americans, among them three sons of Otto Fischer and both Albach
boys.
World War I had a devastating effect on the German-American community of
Lawrence. At a time when German-bom immigrants were dying out and secondgeneration German-Americans refused to carry on their parent's ethnic culture, the
remaining community was forced to abandon three of the four institutions which had
been crucial for the activities of German-Americans in Lawrence. The national and
local accusations of pro-Germanism led to the discontinuation of the German-language
paper Die Germania, the German Methodist Episcopal Church and, in a broader
context, the Turnverein. Die Germania suffered the death of many German-language
papers at the time. Its editor, Henry Albach lacked the support from other GermanAmerican citizens who turned away from him due to his sympathy for Germany. The
German Methodist Church refused to confront the problem, and disbanded as early as
1918. Although the Turnverein existed after the war, no new members were accepted
into the club after 1918. As its members became older, it lost many of its gymnastic
and social functions and, therefore, its importance in the community. Without meeting
places and means to inform community members about activities, the GermanAmericans in Lawrence became silent. Although the Turner Hall in Lawrence is still
standing, the German community of Lawrence has disappeared.
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Conclusion

During the past few month, the results of my research on the Germans in
Lawrence have often surprised me. When I began this project, I did not expect to find
such complexity and diversity in the German community of Lawrence, Kansas. Being
from a big city myself, I had always connected small town life with an imaginary rural
simplicity. But instead, I encountered a community in which its members varied in
their religious, political and social views. Looking back, I find that the lives of small
town Germans were in many ways similar to the lives of German immigrants in big
cities. Nevertheless, the research has also shown significant differences which made
the small town immigrant experience diverge from the experience in metropolitan areas.
German immigration to Lawrence began slowly after the territory was opened for
settlement. First, the political disturbances in the area kept many Germans from
moving to Lawrence. The ones who came were primarily motivated by the economic
opportunities of the new area. After Kansas was admitted into the Union as a nonslave state, Germans began to move to Kansas in greater numbers. The completion of
the railroads, the foundation of the University of Kansas, and the rapid town
development attracted many skilled German craftsmen and merchants to the city of
Lawrence. Fiuthermore, the advertisements of the railroads and the Kansas Board of
Immigration also played an important role in the settling of Kansas.
Small towns attracted a different group of immigrants than large cities did.
Offering only a limited number of industries, smaller towns mainly attracted immigrants
with skills and capital which enabled them to establish themselves. Lacking the
industries in which a large number of unskilled workers were needed, small towns
were dependent on skilled workers who could contribute to the growth and success of
the town. Therefore, a large number of German craftsmen and merchants settled in
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Lawrence. Network systems were, nevertheless, as important in little towns as in big
cities. Immigrants needed the support and advice of others. The choice of place, jobs
and housing were often determined by a kin network.
The discussion on the settlement patterns has also shown that, unlike places with a
large German population, Germans in Lawrence did not settie in specific areas in town.
Instead they lived widely distributed on the east and west side of town. Lawrence's
Germans did not live in an independent, self-contained and separate area but they
depended on outside help for their social and economic success. This might be partly
because many Germans in Lawrence had already lived in other parts of the United
States before moving to Lawrence. Their prior experience in the United States played
an important role in their lives in Lawrence. By the time German craftsmen and
merchants moved to Lawrence, they had already lived and worked outside Kansas
where they had collected valuable experiences. Their acquaintance with the English
language and American business practices helped them to establish businesses which
were successful outside the ethnic community. Dependent on German as well as
American customers, German merchants spoke English and German, and conducted
their businesses to suit American and German customers. Therefore, many were
acquainted with American life and language, and needed only minimal support of an
exclusive German neighborhood.
Further, small towns did not foster clustering of ethnic groups in certain trades.
Whatever business was needed in town, was open to whoever could establish it.
Therefore, unlike metropolitan areas, Germans in small towns could be found in all
different trades and employment.
As in big cities, ethnic groups in smaller places also created their separate
organizations. In Lawrence, the Germans established a Turnverein, a Germanlanguage paper, and two German churches. Nevertheless, one has to keep in mind that
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the number of ethnic organizations in a small town was very limited in comparison to
metropolitan areas. New York. Chicago and Milwaukee had a large number of German
choirs, carnival clubs, Turnvereine, dancing clubs, several daily and weekly German
newspapers, and German churches for nearly all denominations. The large number of
German immigrants in these areas made it possible to create a diverse cultural
atmosphere. In Lawrence, on the other hand, Germans were certainly limited in their
choice. The Turnverein was the only social club, and Die Germania was the only
German-language paper in town. This limitation forced many to become members of
English-speaking clubs and English-speaking churches which fostered their integration
into the larger Lawrence community.
The German organizations which they did form did not necessarily match the ones
in the cities but were often altered so they could serve German settlers as well as not
interfere with small town views. This often meant to find compromises. The
Turnverein, for example, provided physical and cultural education to its members.
Gymnastic classes, a choir, a Frauenverein and a library as well as many celebrations
throughout the year were offered by the club. In this respect, it followed the general
guidelines of the national Turner organizations. Nevertheless, it adapted its views to
the small town attitudes when the Lawrence Turnverein allowed its members to also
become church members. In general, the American Turnerbund opposed the teachings
of the churches. In Lawrence, church attendance was vital for the community life, and,
therefore, accepted by the club.
The German newspaper in town also faced different obstacles than foreignlanguage papers in big cities did. In cities like Chicago, New York or Boston, one
could find a large number of German papers which followed different political attitudes
or were directed at a very specific audience. The Lawrence Germania, on the other
hand, had to be as independent as possible to attract a large number of readers. The
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survival of the small town paper was closely connected to an individual. Larger papers
were often owned by a cooperation and employed a large staff. Oehrler, Gruen and
Albach mainly worked alone on the paper. The advantage of their independence was
that they were free to write whatever they wanted, as long as it fit the taste of their
readers. The disadvantage was that they had to take on the responsibility when
something went wrong. Therefore, at the time of World War I, Albach was on his own
to defend himself against the accusations of being pro German.
The Lawrence religious landscape was very diverse. German Lutherans,
Methodists, Jews and Catholics setded in Lawrence. A large number of Germans
attended English-speaking churches which improved their English and enabled them to
became more integrated into the larger community. Religious views often determined
the opinions and attitudes of Germans in town. German Methodists, for example,
voiced different opinions about Sunday laws and beer drinking customs than did
German Lutherans. Methodists generally followed the guidelines of the Methodist
Church and, therefore, rejected Turner activities. The Lutherans, on the other hand,
enjoyed more independence and freedom of ideology. Although the Lutheran church
was generally also opposed to Germans beer drinking culture, German Lutherans in
Lawrence were able to adapt their rules to fit the need of the congregation. The
relaxation of the rules ensured a larger church body. Both churches were connected to
individual families, a phenomenon which can also be found in rural areas more than
large urban areas.
The small town atmosphere fostered a quicker assimilation process. Since the
number of German was relatively small, German settlers did not have the opportunity
to live in an exclusive German neighborhood. Contacts between the dominant and
German culture were, therefore, unavoidable. This led to a faster assimilation process
of first generation Germans. Inside and outside disturbances led to the decline of the
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community. Since first-generation Germans were usually already well integrated into
the Lawrence community, second-generation Germans were even further removed from
their ethnic backgrounds. Although efforts were made to keep German children
interested in German culture, the establishment of a German school failed. Secondgeneration German Americans were also more likely to marry outside the community.
In a small town, the choice of suitable husbands and wives was much larger if they
included American partners.
World War I had a further devastating effect on the already declining community.
Since a greater number of Lawrence Germans were already well assimilated at the time,
they were very willing to reject their ethnic backgrounds. The few who tried to defend
Germany, such as Henry Albach, faced hard times. Germans in a small town were as
humiliated as Germans in bigger cities. It is even more surprising since most Germanbom residents were well-known in Lawrence because they had lived there for a long
time. The remaining community grew more careful about their actions. The German
Methodist Church and Die Germania disbanded, the Lutheran Church and the
Turnverein became nearly invisible, and finally disappeared.
Small-town ethnic communities faced a shorter life span than communities in big
cities since they lacked the influx of first-generation Germans, and suffered from the
disinterest of second generation Germans. The declining number of German
immigrants at the turn of the century effected Lawrence more than larger ones.
Railroads had given up advertising Kansas to immigrants. Lawrence had failed to
become an important trading center for the west. Therefore, newly arrived immigrants
to the United States turned to metropolitan areas to find employment in the numerous
industries. It was only a matter of time until many small town ethnic communities
began to disappear.
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Throughout the United States, small towns were chosen by German immigrants as new
homes. Their experiences are important to record and preserve since they reveal
knowledge about the towns themselves and about the life of "small town Germans."
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Appendix I
German Immigration to the United States and Lawrence's

population

from 1854 to 1920:
Year

No of im

Lawr.

migrants

population

1854

214,009

-

1855

71,918

-

1860

54,491

1,645

1865

83,424

5,401

1870

118,225

8,320

1875

47,769

7,268

1880

84,638

8,510

1885

124,443

1890

92,427

9,997

1895

32,173

9,940*

1900

18,507

10,862

1905

40,574

11,708

1910

31,283

12,374

1915

7,799

12,844

1920

10,692*

12,456

Source: Bureau of the Census with Cooperation of the Social Science Research Council. Historical
Statistics of the United States. Colonial Times to 1957. (Washington. D.C., 1961): 56-57; Cathy
Ambler. "Identity Formation in the East Lawrence Neighborhood." unpublished manuscript, Kansas
Collection, University of Kansas. Data marked * was found in the Douglas County Historical Society,
Lawrence, Kansas, - population file.
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Appendix II
Statistics on the Lawrence Turnverein, 1860-1933

Year

Turner-

active

United

Turn-

Libi

member

Turner

States

pupils

voh

citizens
46

-

-

-

-

1867

48

-

-

-

-

1869

25

-

-

-

-

1879/80

30

8

27

14

50

1883/84

44

20

40

1887/88

75

20

70

15

65

1888/89

78

12

73

21

65

1893/94

100

20

94

25

-

1898/99

100

15

95

32

78

1903/04

95

12

95

18

200

1904/05

89

-

89

20

220

1913/14

100

8

100

12

250

1919/20

67

-

67

-

250

1923/24

49

-

49

-

30

1928/29

40

-

40

-

140

1932/33

32

32

-

-

oo

1860/1

60

Source: Annual reports of the "Nordamericanischer Tumerbund" (Jahresbericht des
Vororts des Nordamerikanischen Turnerbundes.) Milwaukee, Wisconsin: 1879-1933.
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Appendix III
Lawrence Turner Library Index:
Die Apostelgeschichte desflejstcsVon dem Verfasser des Evangeliums der Natur. 1.
Bd. Neustadt a.d.H.: E. Witter; St. Louis, Missouri: C. Witter, 1858.
Turnverein # 30
Auerbach, Berthold (w/otidepage). Saernmtliche Schwarzwaelder Dorfgeschichten. 4.
Bd. (Volksausgabe in 8 Bdn.). Stuttgart: Cotta, 1871.
Turnverein # 34
Barnum, P. T. Kaempfe und Triumphe oder Erinnerungen von Vierzig Jahren.
Buffalo, New York: Warren, Johnson & Company, 1872.
Turnverein # 43
Benedix, Roderich. Gesammelte Dramarische Werke. Leipzig: J.J. Weber, 1865.
Turnverein # 37
—. Haustheater Sammlung kleiner Lustspiele fuer gesellige Kreise. Leipzig: J. J.
Weber, 1871.
Turnverein #38
Boz (Dickens). Ubensgeschichte und Erfahrungen Pavid Copperfields des Juergeren
Deutsch von Gotüieb Walter. 1. und 2. Band. Halle a.d.S.: Otto Hendel, w/o year.
Buechner, Ludwig. Der Mensch und seine Stellung in der Natur. Leipzig: Theodor
Thomas, 1872.
Turnverein # 24
—. Kraft und Stoff. Empirische-naturphilosophische Studien. Leipzig: Theodor
Thomas, 1872.
Turnverein #25
Corvin. Die Goldene Legende: Eine Naturgeschichte der Heiligen. Bern: B. F. Haller,
1877.
Turnverein # 62
—. Die Goldene legende: Christliche Märtyrer der ersten Jahrhunderte (w/o place and
year).
Turnverein # 63
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Deutsche Roman-Zeitiing Berlin: Otto Janke.
6. Jahrgang 1869 3. Bd. Turnverein
#3
7.
"
18701. "
#4
7.
"
1870 2 . "
"
#5
7.
"
1870 3 . "
8.
"
18711."
"
#8
8.
"
18713."
"
#10
8.
"
18714."
"
#n
9.
"
1872 1."
"
#12
9.
"
1872 2 . "
"
#13
9.
"
1872 3 . "
"
#14
9.
"
1872 4 . "
"
#15
10.
"
1873 1."
10.
"
1873 2 . "
"
#16
10.
"
1873 3 . "
"
#17
10.
"
1873 4 . "
"
#18
11.
"
1874 1."
"
#19
11.
"
1874 2 . "
11.
"
1874 3 . "
"
#22
11.
"
1874 4 . "
"
#23
12.
"
1875 1."
"
#24
12.
"
1875 2 . "
"
#25
12
"
1875 3 . "
"
#26
13.
"
1876 1."
"
#28
13.
"
1876 2 . "
"
#29
13.
"
1876 3 . "
"
#30
13.
"
1876 4 . "
"
#31
(w/o author) Das Evangelium der Natur. Frankfurt a. M.: Literatur Anstalt, Ruetten &
Loening, 1869.
Turnverein # 29
Freiligrath, Ferdinand. Gedichte. Stuttgart: Cotta, 1872.
Turnverein # 2 8
Gervinus, G.G. Shakespeare. 1. und 2. Band. Leipzig: Engelmann, 1872.
Goethe's Saemmtliche Werke in Sechs Baenden. Amerikanische Stereotyp-Ausgabe.
1. Bd. Philidelphia: F.W. Thomas
, 1855.
2. Bd.
"
"
, 1855.
3. Bd.
"
"
, 1855.
4. Bd.
"
"
, 1856.
6. Bd.
"
"
, 1856.
The Gvmnast 1926. Assembled and published by the Sophomore Gass of the Normal
College of the American Turnerbund. June 1926.
Haeckel, E. Anthropogenic (w/o title page).
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Heine, Heinrich. Saemmtliche Werk«» Hamburg: Hoffmann & Campe.
1.-2. Bd. (w/oyear)
3. Bd.,
1889
4.-5. Bd. (w/o year)
6. Bd.,
1892
10.-12. Bd. (w/oyear)
Heinzen, Karl. Erlebtes: Gesammelte Schriften. Boston: Selbstverlag des Verfassers,
—. Erlebtes. Zweiter Teil; Nach meiner Exilierung, gesammelte Schriften- Boston:
Selbstverlag des Verfassers, 1874.
—. Gedichte: Gesammelte Schriften Boston: Selbstverlag des Verfassers, 1867.
—• Der tausche Editoren-Kongress zu Cincinnati, oder Das gebrochene Herz,
Gesammelte Schriften. Boston: Selbstverlag des Verfassers, 1872.
—. Teutscher Radikalismus in Amerika. Ausgcwaehlte Vortraege. Herausgegeben von
dem "Verein zur Verbreitung radikaler Prinzipien,"
2. Band, w/o place, 1875.
3. Band, w/o place, 1875.
4. Band, w/o place, 1879.
Henne-Am Rhyn, Otto, ed. Neues-Convercatipns-Lexiiwn- 2. Bde. St Gallen:
Altwegg-Weber zur Treuburg, 1870.
Hiatt, J. M. Das Handbuch fuer Stimmgeher, w/o place: Ed. Ashcr, Higgins & Adams,
1868.
Turnverein # 44
Jahres-Bericht des Vororts des Nordamerkanischen Turnerbundes ueber die
Verwaltungsperiode 1. April 1887 bis 1. April 1888. Milwaukee: Publishing
Company, 1888.
Kapp, Friedrich. Geschichte der Deutschen Einwanderung in Amerika. 1. Bd. Leipzig:
Quandt & Haendel, 1868.
Kinkel, Gottfried. Gasdichte. 2. Sammlung. Stuttgart: Cotta, 1868.
Lessings Werke in sechs Baenden. 4. Bd. Leipzig: Reclam, w/o year.
Turnverein #14
Lion, J. C. Leitfaden fuer den Betrieh der Ordnungs-und Freiuebungen. Leipzig:
Robert Friese, 1870.
Turnverein # 49
Mevers Konversations-Lexikon. Bde. 1.-19. 5 Auflage. Leipzig und Wien:
Bibliographisches Institut, 1894-1998.
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Offizielles Protokoll des ZSacn Tagsatzung des Missouri Valley Turn-Bezirks.
abgehalten in Omaha. Neh. am 13. und 14. November 1887. Omaha, Neb.:
Schnellpressendruck F. C. Festner, 1887.
Palme, R. Allgemeines Liederbuch fner deutsche Maennerchoere Bass 1.4. Aufl.
Leipzig: Max Hesse, 1884.
Palme, R. (Herausg.). Allgemeines Liederbuch fuer deutsche Maennerchoere Leipzig:
Max Hesse, w/o year.
PaDCTS relating to Foreign Affairs Accompanying the Annual Message of the President
to the first Session Thirtv-Ninth Congress Part III. Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1866.
Perty, Maximilian. Die mystische Erscheinung in der menschlichen Natur. Leipzig und
Heidelberg: C. F. Winter, 1861.
Rosenstengel, W.H., und Emil Dapprich (Herausg.). Deutsches Lesebuch fuer
amerikanische Schulen. I Teil. Milwaukee: Deutsch-Englische Akademie, 1894.
Schillers saemdiche Werke in zwoelf Baenrien. Leipzig: Phillip Reclam, w/o year.
Bde. 4-6 Turnverein # 6
Bds. 7-9 Turnverein # 7
Bde. 10-12 Turnverein # 8
Schiller's Saemtliche Werke in zwei Baenden. Amerikanische Stereotyp-Ausgabe. 2.
Bd. Philiadelphia: F.W.Thomas, 1856.
Seidensticker, Oswald. Die Erste Deutsche Einwanderung in Amerika und die
Gruendung von Germantown im Jahre 1683. Philiadelphia: Globe Printing House,
1883.
Shakespeare's Saemtliche dramatische Werke. 19. Auflage. Leipzig: Philipp Reclam,
w/o year.
Bde. 1 -3 Turnverein # 9
Bde. 7-9 Turnverein # 11
Bde. 10-12 Turnverein* 12
Spiess, Adolf. Turnhuch fuer Schulen als Anleitung fuer den Turnunterricht durch die
Lehrer der Schulen. I Teil. Basel: Schweighauser'sche Buchhandlung, 1847.
Turnverein # 47
— Tnmhnrh fner Schulen als Anleitung fuer den Turnunterricht durch die Lehrer der

Schulen. 2. Teil. Basel: Schweighauser'sche Buchhandlung, 1851.
Turnverein # 48

Struve, Gustav. Wehgeschichte. 1. Bd. New York: Gustav Struve, 1853.
4. Buch. New York: Gustav Struve, 1853
5. Buch. New York: Gustav Struve, 1853
6. Buch. New York: Gustav Struve, 1854
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—. Weltgeschichte. 2. Bd. New York: Gustav Struve, 1852.
—. Weltgeschichte. 3. Bd. New York: Gustav Struve, 1852.
Ule, Otto. Die Wunder der Sternenwelt. Leipzig: Otto Spamer, 1860.
Turnverein # 27
Willkomm, Moritz. Die Wunder des Mikroskops oder die Welt im kleinsten Räume
Leipzig: Otto Spamer, 1871.
Turnverein # 26
Zimmermann, Wilhelm. Illustrierte Geschichte des deutschen Volkes. 1. Bd. Stuttgart:
Gustav Weise, 1873.
Turnverein # 18
Zschokke's Novellen I (no tide page), Philiadelphia: F.W. Thomas, 1854.
—. Novellen HI (w/o page).
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